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The Advocate
OBMal FahUcatka of the AitMhtMsTMsro^nnSTDliwiTTSwytL
VOL. I, NO. 44 THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12, I*s* PRICE: TEN CENTS
PONTIFF SAYING MASS: Rarely does the world get
a glimpse ofPope John XXIII in the act of celebrating
Mass as when the Pope is shown elevating the Host
at the main altar in St. Peter’s Basilica. Spiral columns
supporting the baldichinum are by Bernini.
Pope John Sees God
Defeating Atheism
VATICAN CITY Pope John XXIII, in an unusual
talk at ceremonies at which he observed the first anniver-
sary of his coronation, told the College of Cardinals that
“atheistic and materialistic concepts of life and of history
Will not triumph.”
The Pontiff declared that the
“Spirit of truth, of union, of con-
cord and of peace spreadi itself
always over the world." Christ
Himself, the Holy FaUier noted,
■aid: "Pear not. Have trust. I
Will overcome the world."
RESPONDING, Pope John,
who will be 78 this month, asked
the Cardinals "amiably, between
ourselves" to go back two cen-
turies to tbe elecUon of Pope
John XXII. That Pope John, be
said, "enjoyed the privilege of
living to the age of 90 and of
passing down to history the mem-
ory of noble undertakings wor-
thy of the respect of all timet”
after having reigned for 18 years
ending in 1334.
In the days following the coro-
nation anniversary, the Pope re-
ceived Cardinal McGuigan of To-
ronto and Prince Rainier and
Princess Grace of Monaco. He
also took time to pay an unex-
pected visit to a former date-
mat* who is recovering from
heart trouble at a hospital in
Rome.
REFERRING TO his own re-
cent discourse on the "Our Fa-
ther," the Holy Father reassert-
ed that the prayer suma up "the
great and sublime program that
the Divine Teacher has estab-
lished for the whole world."
Earlier la Ms talk he said
that the "innumerable crowds"
who have come to see Mm
slice Ms cenaatka are a
“sign ef the reheat sad perea-
JMtlyeath" of the Church.
Before his talk the Pope en-
ItN la tare sad good-natured
repartee with Cardinal Tlaserant,
dean of the Sacred College, who
greeted the Pope on behalf of the
Cardinals.
Cardinal Tlaserant made men-
tion of the thoughts voiced by
many that Pope John would be
a "transiUon” Pope aud noted
that "for more than 200 yean
there had been no Pope over 70
elected to the Chair of Peter.”
The Cardinal said the Pope’s
own words and actions dispelled
the idea that be would be a
transitional Pope and said, "To-
day there la no longer anyone
who would dare raise a doubt."
Scholarship
Ruling Given
TRENTON The Appel-
late Division of Superior
Court here has issued a writ-
ten opinion confirming an
oral opinion upholding the
manner in which tha Legislature
adopted the college scholarship
law.
Joseph M. Nolan, attorney for
three ciUzena who challenged the
method of passage, was given
until Nov. 20 to decide on a pos-
sible appeal to the State Supreme
Court.
MEANWHILE, the State Schol-
arship Commission is going
ahead with plans to award schol-
arships to last June's gradustes
who are now in college.
About 2,000 applications from
college freshmen were received
before the application deadline
passed. Under the law, 5% of
the June graduates would be eli-
gible for awards. This year that
number would be 2,713. While
fewer have applied not all will
receive grants. The number will
be whittled down because of lack
of financial need and through an
warn to ho hold Doe. f.
Next year, at many as 3,033
■wards can bo given out but the
actual number will depend on the
scholarship funds voted by the
Legislature. Dec. 12 is the final
day on which high school seniors
can apply for those awards.
$l8 Million Lost
InChurch Fires
BOSTON (HNS) Church
property valued at SU.IM,OOO
wa» destroyed by fire* during the
past year, according to the Na-
tional rtro Protection Aaaoda-
tion.
The aaaoclation raid that de-
fective heating lystemi caused
the majority of Area. Incendiar-
ies played a largo put in the
loos also, man aa than la other
types of buildings. Faulty elec-
trical wiring wu the third larg-
est eaaae of line.
Offer Daily Life,
Farmers Urged
VATICAN CITY In a Thanks-
giving Day message to Italian
farmers, the Holy See urged
them to trust in Divine Provi-
dence and turn the tests and suf-
ferings of daily life into spiritual
profit.
The letter was written by Car-
dinal Tardini, Vatican Secretary
of State, on behalf of the Holy
Father.
The .Cardinal wrote of the
Pope’s satisfaction in finding
farm people "conscious that ev-
ery gift comes from the inex-
haustible source of divine mer-
cy.” He also noted that the Pope
was hopeful that the Thanksgiv-
ing Day observance (Nov. g in
Italy) might strengthen the far-
mers in the love for their families
and the soil.
On the Italian Thanksgiving
Day, inaugurated nine years
ago, farmers carry offerings of
their produce to the churches to
thank God for the year's bless-
ings and pray for a fruitful new
year.
Paterson Franciscan
Wins New Honor
WASHINGTON Rev. Juniper B. Carol, 0.F.M.,
noted Marian theologian at St. Bonaventure Monastery,
Paterson, has been named to receive the annual rardinai
Spellman Award given by the Catholic Theological Society
of America.
'
Cardinal Spellman personally
will make the presentation in cer-
emonies at Holy Name College
here on Nov. 18 during the soci-
ety’* semi-annual board of direc-
tors meeting.
The award consists of an artis-
tic scroll signed by the Cardinal
and the president of the society,
along with a gold medal and a
check from a fund set up in per-
petuity by the Cardinal. It is giv-
en for outstanding achievement
in the field of Sacred Theology.
FATHER CAROL, a native of
Cuba, entered the Franciscans in
1930 and was ordained Feb. 20,
1935. He obtained bis doctorate in
Sacred Theology at the Pontifical
University of St. Anthony in
Rome. \
The Paterson priest is interna-
tionally known for his accom-
plishments in the Marian field.
He was the founder and first
president of the Marioiogical So-
ciety of America, and has been
secretary of the organization
since 1954. He is the editor of
Marian Studies and of a three-
volume technical work entitled
Mariology. He has written three
important books and some 48 ar-
ticles on Mariology.
PREVIOUSLY he has been bon-
ored with the Marianist Award
by the University of Dayton
(1950), the Marian Year Medal
b> St. John’s University (1954),
and the Marian Library Medal of
the University of Dayton (1958).
He has been a member of the
Pontifical Academy of Mariology
since 1949 and of the Internation-
a' Mariological Commission since
the same year.
Father Carol
Bishops of Americas
Hold Joint Meeting
WASHINGTON The critical shortage of priests in
Latin America was one of the prime topics discussed at a
meeting here between 23 Bishops from the United States,
Canada and Latin America.
Recommendations made at the first Inter-American
Episcopal Conference were not
made public. They will first be
taken up by the full assembly
of Bishops of the countries con-
cerned for final ratification.
Chairman et the meeting was
Cardinal Cashing. Among those
attending was Archbishop An-
tonio Si more, secretary of the
Pontifical Commission for Latin
America. An agency of the Holy
See, the commission was founded
in 1958.
MESSAGES WERE received
by attending Bishops from Pope
John XXIII and Cardinal Mimmi,
president of the Latin American
commission.
Pope John said the Holy See
l* concerned that the spiritual
foicea of the Church in Latin
America may develop with in-
creasing vigor. This con-
cern, he said, includes the de-
sire that Church organisation
be strengthened in the face of
danger* threatening Catholic
traditions.
In a statement released after
the three days of talks, the
Bishops said the meeting was
concerned not only with the
clergy shortage but also with the
problem of religious assistance to
Latin American students in the
ÜB. and aid to underdeveloped
Latin Americun countries.
Archbishop Samore, In an in-
terview here, pointed out that
Catholics in tbe Americas total
more than 210 million and thus
comprise "half of the member-
ship of the Catholic Church."
Noting that the "potential is
enormous,” he asked that Amer-
ican Catholics be conscious of
their responsibilities to help each
other.
CLOTHING COLLECTION: Poster tor the 1959
Thanksgiving Clothing Collection, to be sponsored
Nov. 22-29 by the Bishops of the U.S., appeals to your
charity. Wearable clothes, shoes and blankets will be
accepted at your church for distribution to the needy
overseas.
Resigns as
Bishop of
Savannah
WASHINGTON (NQ
Pope John XXIII has given
his consent to the request of
Archbishop Gerald P.
O’Hara, Apostolic Delegate
to Great Britain, that he be per-
mitted to resign his post as Bish-
op of Savannah, Ga.
The Pontiff has transferred
Archbishop O'Hara, 64, to the
Titular Archbishopric of Pessin-
us.
Hie Archbishop, who will re-
tain his post in Great Britain,
has been a distinguished mem-
ber of the Holy See’s diplomatic
corps since 1947, serving as
Papal representative in Bucha-
rest, Rumania, and as Papal
Nuncio to Ireland before receiv-
ing his Great Britain assignment
in 1954.
He is one of two U. S. Ordi-
naries in the Vatican's diploma-
tic corps. The other Is Archbish-
op Aloisius J. Muench, Bishop of
Fargo, N. Dak., who has been
Nuncio in Germany since 195 L
Little Flower
Photos Found
PARIS Between 30 and 35
photographic negatives of St.
Teresa of Lisieuz, the Lit >
Flower, have been discovered .n
the archives of the Carmel of
Lisieux. The pictures, showing St.
Teresa either alone or with other
Carmelites, - were taken by her
sister, Celine, who also was a
member of the Lisieux commun-
ity.
According to Brother Francois
do Sainte Marie, the photographs
will be incorporated in an album
ooon to be published with the en-
couragement of the Holy See.
Current pictures of the saint
nave been retouched and do not
show her true likeness. Authori-
ties of the Lisieux Carmel edited
SL Teresa’s writings and toncb-
ed up her pictures to make them
"sweeter.”
In recent years there baa been
• reaction against the saccharine
presentation of the saint and
some photographs have appeared
in which she has a severe ap-
pearance. Examination has prov-
en that these also were retouch-
ed for special effect
Pope Urges Faith in
Church’s Apostolate
VATICAN CITY (NC) — Pope John XXIII has urged
French pilgrims including Bishops, priests and parliamen-
tarians, to “have faith in the aposrtolate of the Church.”
The pilgrims were led by Cardinal Feltin of Paris.
The Pope, speaking in French, recalled the years he
• f __ . * ..
spent in France as Apostolic
Nuncio, and said that French-
men still hold a place of honor
in hia heart.
He said that when he gave his
first blessing to the world as
Pope the words of the blessing
opened "a great vision of light,
of security and of peace.”
After quoting the prayer “May
the Holy Apostles Peter and
Paul, in whose power we trust.
Intercede for us with the Lord,”
he said:
"It is on these two foundations
—SS. Peter and Paul—that the
Church of Christ rests; and the
forces of hell will not prevail
against them. Twenty centuries
have proved the solidity of this
power and authority of the
Church of Rome. There have
been many attempts to demolish
It or weaken it; they have never
succeeded. Do you think they will
succeed in the future?
“Christ said: ‘Take courage,,!
have overcome the world.'
“THE SEARCH for material
possessions, the spirit of domina-
tion, the immoderate gratifica-
tion of the flesh were often pow-
erful temptations. Wherever they
triumphed there was only ruin
and massacre. Every naUon has
experienced these kinds of tem-
pests, and the various epochs of
history were marked with adver-
sity. But the Christian Faith was
the sign of glory and of victory
where it resisted.
“Beloved brothers and sans,
continue to trust SS. Peter and
Panl. Have faith In the apoe-
tolalc of the Chmreh.”
In what appeared to be an in-
direct reply to elements in
France which have not accepted
gracefully the Holy See’s ban on
the priest worker experiment.
Pope John recalled an incident
from the life of Pope Leo XIII.
Te a group of people who
apparently hesitated to accept
certain points of doctrine and
discipline, Pope Leo said:
“Come now . . . Have yon no
faith In the Pope?”
President Plans
To Visit Pontiff
WASHINGTON In a prepared statement which be
read at a news conference here, President Eisenhower an-
nounced plans for a trip abroad during which he would
visit Pope John XXIII.
His news conference was held the same day that the
Washington diplomatic corps at-
tended a Mass at Trinity College
to mark the first anniversary of
the Holy Father’s coronation. The
Maas was offered by Archbishop
Egidio Vagnozzi, Apostolic Dele-
gate to the U.S.
Bishop Jerome D. Hannan of
Scranton gave the sermon at the
Mass, which was also attended
by American, Canadian and Lat-
hi American prelates in Wash-
ington for a meeting on Latin
American problems.
THERE WAS NO Immediate
confirmation by the Whits Hooss
<* « report by the Vatican City
dally, Osasrvatare Romano, that
the visit will take place on Dec.
• hstors the President leaves
Rome. The Chief Executive will
make Rome his first stop during
the 2 1/2 - week tour.
Whea the frtrilnl meets the
Holy Father it will net be a*
a stranger. They amt Infer mat-
ly at eftlcial faactiaas h Parte
nearly U yean aga whea Gen.
Flseahewer had hie bistgasr
Mrs there and the Peps was
serving as Papal Needs is
THE FORTHCOMING meeting
with Pope John will he history-
making bananas it will mark
only the ascend time Shat a Peps
received ea American President
who wee atm hi office. The lint
occasion was on Jan. 4. ISU,
when Pope Benedict XV received
President Woodrow Wilson. for-
mer New Jersey Governor.
Shrine to Mary
To Be Blessed
NEWARK As Catholic America’s shrine to Mary, its patroness, is dedicated In
Washington, D.C., with colorful ceremonies Nov. 20, Catholics of North Jersey, as wellof the entire United States, will participate in their parish churches.
The National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in the nation’s capitol will be
dedicated by Cardinal Spellman of New York Friday morning when he will celebrate asolemn Pontifical Mass to begin three days of ceremonies in the huge upper churchAt thesame time the more than 39 milUon Catholics of the U.S. will be consecrated to
Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception, who was named patroness of the nation bv the
Bishops of the United States
113 years ago.
la the Newark Archdiocese
and the Paterson Diocese spe-
cial three-day devotions hare
been decreed by Archbishop
Boland and Bishop McNulty la
connection with the dedication
of the shrine and the consecra-
tion of Americans to Mary.
Observing in a letter to be
read in all parishes this Sunday
that "every true client of Mary
will wish to join in this national
tribute to Mary," Archbishop Bo-
land calls for “a triduum of pray-
er* to Mary Immaculate" to be
held in every parish and mission
church of the Archdiocese Nov.
18, 19 and 20. The prayers, he
says, will consist of recitation of
the Rosary and Act of Consecra-
tion to Our Lady, and Benedic-
tion of the Most Blessed Sacra-
ment.
The Archbishop also reveals In
the letter that a special collec-
tion for the National Shrine will
be taken up In all churches Nov.
22.
BISHOP McNULTY has grant-
ed permission for an evening
Mass in any church or mission
of the Paterson Diocese on Nov.
20, the same day on which Cardi-
nal Cushing of Boston will pre-
side and preach at an evening
Mass (at 8 p.m.) in the National
Shrine.
The Bishop has also granted
permission for the celebration of
Benediction in every church on
Nov. 18, 19 and 20. In a letter
from the Paterson diocesan di-
rector of the National Shrine
committee. Rev. Frank J. Rodl-
mer, Bishop McNulty gavt pas-
tors the choice of holding the
triduum In boDor of the Immacu-
late Conception on Nov. 18-20 in
preparation for the dedica-
tion date of the Shrine, or of com-
bining this devotion with the an-
nual triduum required by dioce-
san statute to precede the feast
of the Immaculate Conception,
Dec. 8.
Bishop McNulty also called for
the recitation of the Act of Con-
secration after every Mass Nov.
20.
ARCHBISHOP BOLAND and
Bishop McNulty will attend the
dedication ceremonies at the Na-
tional Shrine, as will Auxiliary
Bishops Stanton and Curtis of
Newark.
The four Cardinals of the U. S.
will participate in the three-day
dedication ceremonies. In addi-
tion to Cardinal Spellman who
will preside at the dedication,
and Cardinal Cushing who will
preside at the evening Mast, both
on Nov. 20. Cardinal Mclntyre of
Los Angeles will celebrate a sol-
emn Pontifical Mass for reli-
gious the morning of Nov. 21,
and Cardinal O'Hara of Philadel-
phia will preside at a Solemn
Pontifical Mass for the laity the
afternoon of Nov. 22.
Cardinals from Mexico and
China Cardinal Garibl y Riv-
era of Guadalajara, and Cardi-
nal Tien of Peking —as weU as
Archbishop Egidio Vagnoxzi,
Apostolic Delegate to the U.S.,
Nov. 15 follow*:
Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter of
St. Louis, chairman of the Bish-
ops' Committee for the shrine,
will preach at the dedication
Masa Nov. 20. Bishop Bernard J.
Flanagan of Worcester, Mass.,
will be celebrant of the evening
Mast Nov. 20. Archbishop Karl J.
Alter of Cincinnati will preach at
the Nov. 21 Mass. Bishop Stanis-
laua V. Bona of Green Bay, Wis.,
will be celebrant, and Bishop
Charles P. Greco of Alexandria,
La., will preach, at the Mass
Nov. 22.
THE MAIN ALTAR was dedi
cated Nov. 7 by Archbishop Pat-
rick A. O’Boyle of Washington,
chairman of the executive com-
mittee of the shrine The altar
stone, it was revealed, contains
a relic of St. Pius X, on<j of the
early benefactors of the shrine,
along with the required relics of
two martyrs.
Also scheduled to attend the
dedication are an Archabbot and
aix Abbots, superiors of many re-
ligious communities, heads of uni-
versities, and diplomatic, govern-
ment and civic officials.
Among the benefactors present
wll be Luke E. Hart, Supreme
Knight, and members of the
board of directors of
Knights of Columbus, which con-
tributed 81 million for the con-
struction of the shrine's bell tow-
er.
The choir for the dedication will
be made up of 150 members of 22
religious houses of study for men
affiliated with Catholic Univer-
sity.
THE NATIONAL Shrine was
begun 39 year* ago, but consisted
only of a aubterranean crypt
church until work on the super-
structure was begun In 1954. It
is the substantial completion of
the superstructure which will be
celebrated with the dedication
Nov. 20. Details of the interior
remain to be completed.
The thrine is being built
through the support of Catholics
throughout the U. S. under direc-
tion of their Bishops. Cardinal
Spellman la president of the board
of trustees, of which ArchbUhop
Boland is a member. Msgr.
Thomas J. Grady is director of
the thrine.
TEXT OF Archbishop Boland's
over 200 U. S. Archbishops and
Blahopa, and Bishops from Can-
ada, Mexico, Ireland, Lithuania
and the Bahamas, will attend the
letter to be read at all masses on
letter to b« read Nov. 15 fol-
lows :
“A significant page will be add-
ed to the glorioua History of the
Church in America on Friday,
Nov. 20, at the nation’* capitol.
On that day, the more than 39'
million Catholics of the country
will be solemnly consecrated to
the Immaculate Mother of God.
At the same time, the beautiful
and magnificent upper church of
the National Shrioe of the Im-
maculate Conception will be dedi-
cated.
"Onr Blessed Mother, under
the title of the Immaculate
Conception, Is the patroness of
our laud. The name ef Mary
and the powerful influence ef
her Intercession have been In-
timately entwined In the his-
tory of the growth of the Church
In the United States. Filial per-
sonal devotion to Our Lady to
a recognised characteristic ef
our people.
"Every true client of Mary win
wish to join In this naUooal tri-
bute to Mary. In order that all
our people may participate «
trlduum of prayers to Mary Im-
maculate will be held In erery
parish and mission church in the
Archdiocese on Nov. lg, 1» and
20. The devotions will consist of
the recitation of the Roeary, tha
Act of Consecration to Our Lady
and Benediction of the Most
Blessed Sacrament.
"On nest Sunday, Nov. a, a
special collection for the National
Shrine will be taken up at all
Maaaca in every parish and mis-
sion church. Envelopes for H»<«
collection are being distributed
today.
"We sre confident that our peo-
ple will joyfully and generoualy
join in this national tribute of
devotion, love and honor to Mary
Immaculate.
"May Our Bleased Lady con-
tinue her benign protection over
all of ua."
Outlines Good
Cabbies Can Do
SYDNEY, Australia (NC)
Auxiliary Bishop James Free-
man of Sydney told taxicab
driver* at a Communion break-
fast that their cabs are a
"little world" in which they can
«*ert “a great force for good."
Bishop Freeman told the taxi
drivers they "are an integral
and important part of the life"
of Sydney. “In proportion as
you show forth in your work the
priceless attributes of honesty,
integrity and politeness." he
said, ."you will be a great force
for good, and the thousands
who ride with you while
they will never know your
name— will quite often recall
with pleasure the words you
said and the influence you had
on them.”
NationalShrine
On TV, Radio
Program about the National
Shrine of the Immaculate Can-
crptiou and Ita dedication. N«V.
20, will be aired on TV and ra-
dio at followi:
TELEVISION
Look Up and Live (2) 18:18-11
am., Nov. 15, 12. a
Lamp Unto My Feet (I) 10-
10:30 a.m., Nov. 15
Behold the Handmaid (4) 1-1:20
p.m., Nov. a
RADIO
The Catholic nour (CM) 2:20-
3 p.m., Nov. 15, a, a
Christian in Action (770) 11:30-
11:55 a.m., Nov. IS, a, a
Church of the Air (880) 9:30-
Early Copy
Because of Thanksgiving bet-
May, the issue of The Advocate
for Nov. 2t will go to press two
day early. Wherever possible,
all local news copy shoold bo
In The Advocate office wo lat-
er than 4 p.m., Friday, Nov. ».
"FOR CONSPICUOUS INITIATIVE:" Msgr. Anthony DiLuca, pastor of Holy Family,
Nutley, displays the Church Award presented to the parish by Guideposts Magazine,
non-denominationalProtestant publication, “for conspicuous initiative in creating a
program for bringing God to mentally retarded children." Holy Family picneered
the program for the retarded intheNewarkArchdiocese. Standing behindthe pastor
are Rev. Frauds LoBianco (left), who inaugurated the program at Holy Family and
is now achdiocasen director of the Apostolate for Mentally Retarded, and Rev.
Matthew M. Pesaniello of Holy Family, newly-named assistant director. Seated ere
Mrs. Samuel Brown (left), Saws County catechetical director of the apostolate who
helped Father LoBianco start the original program, and Mrs. Thomas Narucki, direc.
tor of theHoly Family center for the mentally retarded.
People in the Week's News
Arrhhishsp Amu laktrto,
li., tmllih scholar and ntis-
duiiry uow visiting England,
plana to return to Gonzaga Uni-
varsity, Spokane, as a lecturer
In January.
. CMhai Cashing has been
•warded the lasignis of Grand
Officer of the Legion of Honor
by France.
Tety lav. Plana Girard, U,
Superior of the Sulpidan Fa-
thers, has left France on a six-
month tour of Suiptrian founda-
tions in the Orient, Canada and
the U. S.
Vary Bev. Wilfrid A. Dufatat,
AJL, Superior General of the As-
numptionist Fathers and a native
of the wffl mark the 25th
anniversary of his ordination an
Nov. 27 at Worcester, Mass.
AexOiary Archhishsp Bernard
J- Shed of Chicago has been
honored as the “Man of tho
Tear” by tho Israd Bond Organi-
sation in recognition of his friend-
ship to Israel.
Very Bev. Beyhaei Larcher,
FJ&S.C, Superior General of the
Pious Society of tho Missionaries
of St Charles (Scalabrinian Fa-
thers), arrived Nov. • to visit
the society’s American and Ca-
nadian foundations.
Dm Baym sad TmechoM,
OJ.B, of Switzerland, noted au-
thority on Church history, has
been elected Abbot of tho famed
Benedictine Abbey of Einsiedeln.
Archbishop Bridle Tirasril
Apostolic Delegate to tho ÜB.,
said in a talk in Washington that
admission of Bed China to tho
UN would boa disastrous blow
to Asian non-communist nations.
Bev. Daniai W. Egaa, T.0.8.,
lata pnsidtat of the of
Steubenville, Ohio, will bo given
the college’s PovaraDo Medal in
posthumous ceremonies.
Arrhllil i) Past Ta Fin, ex-
iled Ordinary at Nanking, China,
has bean named rector at the
Fn-Jan Catholic University to be
■wbf !■ Formosa and given
$1004)00 for it by Pope John
XXIII.
Cause#..
•
Stater Marin Enthrals of «m
Btatara of Mercy. Bon ta West-
phalia. Germany, Ul«; died ta
MMaster, IMS. Diocesan inquiry
inaugurated ta Muenster In beat-
ification cause.
Bishops ...
Bishep designate Tho aas 1.
May will be consecrated Dec.
21 as Boston’s third Auxiliary
Bishop by Cardinal Cushing.
Bkhsp M. B. Frans, formerly
of Dodge City, Kan., has been
enthroned as Bishop of Peoria,
m.
Died
. . .
Bev. Fraadsces Chang,
O.FJL, 44, imprisoned superior
of FTandscans in Hunan Prov-
ince, China.
Abbot Via cent G. Taylor,
OAR, 82, of Belmont Abbey,
Belmont, N.C.
Dorn Bede Winslow, 0J5.8.,
of London, 71, founder and for
mors than 20 years editor of the
Eastern Churches Quarterly
there.
Hail Baltimore
On Anniversary
BALTIMORE (NC) - Pope
John XXIII, President Elsenhow-
er and the Apostolic Delegate to
the U. S. have sent messages
marking the 150th anniversary of
the Baltimore Archdiocese and
the Nov. 15 dedication of its new
cathedral by the Apostolic Dele-
gate.
Pope John extended his bless-
ing to Archbishop Francis P.
Keoogh of Baltimore, to the cler-
gy and laity of the country’s
premier See and to “all those
who will share in the approach-
ing celebration.”
Surveying some of the land-
marks in the history of the arch-
diocese, the Pope recalled that
10 provincial councils and three
plenary councils of the Church
fas the U. S. have been held in
Baltimore.
Ha also pointed out that the
Catholic University of America
and tbs National Catholic Wel-
fare Conference were estab
Ushed in the Baltimore Arch-
diocese.
(With the establishment of the
Archdiocese of Washington in
UM, both institutions came with-
in the boundaries of that See.)-
Tbe Pope further praised the
achievements of historic Mount
St. Mary’s Seminary, Emmits-
burg. Md. Established in lTtl,
it was the first seminary in the
United States.
Camden Chaplain Is
Domestic Prelate
CAMDEN (NC) - Migr. (Col.)
Joaoph S. ChmlelewtU, senior
chaplain of the Military District
of Washington, has boon named
a domestic prelate with the title
ef Right Re reread Monsignor by
Pope John XXIII. A priest of the
Camden Diocese, Msgr. Chmiel-
ewsfci was ordained in IM7.
Jesuits in Tribute
To Father Gannon
NEW YORK Rev. Robert I. Gannon SJ., former
president of St. Peter’s College and Fordham University,
was honored at the 17th annual Jesuit mission benefit
dinner here.
Cardinal Spellman, whose presence was not announced
in advance, gave a special cita-
tion to Father Gannon, now su-
perior of Rene Goupil House in
New York.
IN ADDITION, two plaques
were unveiled in Father Gan-
non’s honor. One is to be in-
stalled in the chapel of anew
seminary in Manila and the oth-
er in a student chapel in a high
school in the Carolines.
Also honored at the dinner
was Msgr. Edward E. Swan-
strom executive director of
Catholic R'’W Services-NCWC.
He was git j the annual Xavier
Award for outstanding contri-
butions to the missions by Very
Rev. Thomas E. Henneberry,
8-1., Jesuit Provincial.
Speaking at the dinner was
Auxiliary Bishop Joseph M. Per-
nicone of New York.
FATHER GANNON HONORED: Cardinal Spellman
congratulates Rev. Robert I. Gannon, S.J., former
president of St Peter’s College and Fordham Univer-
sity, after two plaques were unveiled in his honor at
the 17th annual Jesuit mission benefit dinner
in New York.
Chancery Says:
Warsaw Lights
Not Apparition
WARSAW The Chancery Of-
fice here has declared that the
strange light which illuminated
the tower of St. Augustine's
Church for a number of nights
last month was a "natural
phenomenon.”
The Chancery statement was
read in all the churches of the
Polish capital and followed an
investigation carried on by
Church authorities.
Catholics were asked not to
visit St. Augustine's but to attend
services in their own churches as
the throngs at St. Augustine's
were hindering "normal pastoral
occupaUon.”
The light above St. Augustine’s
first appeared on Oct. 7, the
Feast of the Holy Rosary. De-
scribed as a "luminous figure,”
it brought about rumors that it
was an apparation of the Blessed
Virgin. Tens of thousands of peo-
ple thronged the vicinity of the
church for several nights after-
ward.
Rebuild Church
On Nazareth Site
Of Annunciation
NAZARETH. Israel (NC)-Con-
struction of Annunciation church
here, to be one of the largest in
the Middle East, will start next
Spring, Franciscan authorities
have announced.
The church will be the fourth
on the site where, according to
tradition, the Angel Gabriel an-
nounced to Our Lady that she
would be the Mother of God.
The new building will be 169
feet high, cost, more than $3 mil-
lion, and take two years to build.
It will be constructed on the site
of a fourth-century Byzantine
church, which was succeeded
by the 12-century Crusaders'
church and then by an 18th cen-
tury church.
School Leaders
Hold Elections
WASHINGTON Msgr. Henry
C. Bczoa of New Orleans has
been elected president of the De-
partment of School Superinten-
dents of the National Catholic Ed-
ucational Association.
Msgr. Bezou succeeds Msgr.
Henry M. Held of Brooklyn. The
election took place as some 150
superintendents and their assis-
tants met for three days of closed
sessions here.
At the meeting, the superinten-
dents honored Msgr. Frederick
G. Hochwalt, executive secretary
of the education association. They
also elected Rev. Richard Kleiber
of Green Bay, Wis., vice presi-
dent, and Rev. John T. Foudy,
San Francisco, secretary.
*
Teenage Marriages Add
To Diocesan Court Cases
LOS ANGELES Teenage
marriage* have caused a great
increase in the work of diocesan
matrimonial tribunala in recent
years, according to Msgr. John
D. Conway, retiring president of
the Canon Law Society of Amer-
ica. He presided at the society’s
annual meeting here.
“If 16-year-olds stopped getting
married, 20 to 25% of our mar-
riage casea would be eliminated,”
he said. '‘Maturity of outlook, re-
sponaiblllty and emotional re-
rponse are requisite to good mar-
riages. Most teenagers do not
have this maturity and many of
their marriages go on the rocks.”
Msgr. Conway also said that
adult Catholics seem to have a
little more lax attitude toward
the sacrodness of marriage. While
regulations dealing with matri-
mony are only a small part of
the Code of Canon Law, he aaid,
marriage problems provide the
bulk of the work for canon law-
yers assigned to various diocesan
chanceries and courts.
Other speakers at the conven-
tion included Rev. Nicholas Gill,
C.P., of St. Michael's, Union
City.
Msgr. E. Robert Arthur of
Washington was elected pres-
dent of the society. Other new
officers are Rev. Richard Rose-
meyer, Chicago, vice president;
Rev. Joseph Konrad, Brooklyn,
secretary; and Rev. Clement
Bastnagel, Washington, treasur-
er. Delegates choee Philadelphia
for their 1900 convention.
THE VATICAN CITY daily,
Osservatore Romano, was origi-
nally started by laymen and was
bought by Pope Leo Kin in 1290.
Places in the Week's News
Tbs municipal toeing code in
Raws C#x, Ms* is being
amended to permit church con-
struction la the moat restricted
residential districts.
Anew bi-monthly program en-
titled "Who Is Jems?” has been
launched in Italy for the nation-
al TV network.
A Catholic organisation
Sword of the Spirit has taken
the largest floor space of any
exhibitor at the international ex-
hibition to open in Jordan in
January under the auspices of
the Council for War on Want.
An organisation which distrib-
utes Catholic pamphlets by the
thousands in England, the Cath-
olic Truth Society, Is celebrating
its 75th anniversary.
More, than 100 Catholic newt-
papers and other publication are
now being issued in Germany
with a circulation of more than
12 million.
A Catholic information center
haa been established in Norway
to provide written answers to all
enquiries about Catholic doctrine
and practice.
A biblography of all books and
article* of Catholic internet pub-
Uahed in Sweden since IMO haa i
been completed there.
A memorial chapel will bo 1
built in Nijmegen, The Nether-
lands, to honor Rev. Titus
Brandsma, 0. Carm., Dutch Car-
melite who died in e nail con-
centration camp after opposing
Gorman plans to dominate the
Catholic press.
The historic Jesuit college at
VUlagarcU de Camps*, Spain,
has been reopened after nearly
200 years.
A dramatically modern church
will be built in Hawaii near the
heart of Waikiki’s tourist sec-
tion.
Franciscans in the Philipptoes
are planning the construction of
their first major seminary there.
St John’s University in Brook-
lyn will hold its fourth annual
Guidance Institute on Nov. 13 for
guidance personnel from metro-
politan colleges and secondary
schools.
Argentina and -Mexico have
sharply criticised a Swedish sug-
gestion made at the United Na-
Bonn that the UN technical as-
sistance program include advice
on the organizing of birth control
clinics.
The role played by private
schools in development of nation-
al life was the theme of the first
Catholic school congress held on
the African island of Madagas-
car.
Title Restored
To Von Papen
VATICAN CITY Former
German Chancellor Franz von
Papen has asked for and been
reconfirmed in the Papal title of
Chamberlain of Cape and Sword
by Pope John XXm. The title
was granted 36 years ago by
Pope Pius XI.
Von Papen’s actions during his
tenture as Chancellor paved the
way for Hitler’s rise to power.
His re-confirmation as a cham-
berlain has provoked protests in
Germany.
The ex-Chancellor did not re-
quest re-confirmation—a custom-
ary practice for all chamberlains
after the death of a Pope—when
Pope Pius XH became Pontiff
after the death of Pius XI.
Von Papen was named Ger-
man Chancellor in 1933. Ho sus-
pended prohibitions against the
nazis and later persuaded Presi-
dent von Hindenburg to name
Hitler as Chancellor. Von Papen
then served as Vice-Chancellor
and later as Ambassador to Aus-
tria and Turkey under the nazi
leader.
Special Stove
For Pontiff
VATICAN CITY (RNB) - A
special electric stove was install-
ed in Pope John XXill’a private
study after the Pontiff, who will
be 76 on Nov. 23, began to suffer
rheumatic pains following a spell
of cold, damp weather in Rome.
The Pope’s birthday happens
to coincide with the Feast of St.
Catherine of Alexandria which Is
the traditional day when the Vat-
ican's central heating is put into
operation and the Holy See offi-
cially starts the winter season.
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Grand Jury Indicts
In Obscenity Case
NEWARK — A Maplewood man who operates a sec-
ond-hand book store at 295 Market St. here has been in-
dicted by the Essex County Grand Jury on charges of pos-
sessing obscene literature with intent to sell it. At the
same time, three newsdealers faced with the same charges
liarl k.1J # °had their cases held over for
the grand jury by Newark
Municipal Court.
In another development, own-
ers of 32 city-licensed newstands
were warned that they face the
loss of their licenses if found in
violation of city ordinances
• gainst display or sale of ob-
scene material.
Indicted by the grand jury
was Alex Kaplan of 17 Berkshire
Bd., Maplewood. He was ar-
rested Oct. 9 by sheriff s detec-
tives.
HELD FOR grand jury action
by Chief Magistrate Nicholas
Castellano of Newark were Max
Goldman of 188 Schley St., op-
erator of a newsstand at Broad
St and Branford PI.; Matthew
Parisi of 40 Nicholas St., oper-
ator of a stand at 279 Market
St., and Carl G. Wcitcrshausen,
380 Union Ave., Irvington, op-
erator of a stand at Market St.
and Raymond Plaza West.
These are the first cases to
go before the grand jury since
the jury handed up a present-
ment condemning the sale of
obscene literature in June.
The Jury asked for increased
enforcement of local anti-ob-
scenity statutes.'
The warning to licensed news-
stand operators was issued by
Public Works Director George
W. Andress. He "Was backed by
the City Council in an action
prompted by the North Ward
Juvenile Conference Committee.
New Jesuit Province
GLASGOW, Scotland (RNS)—
Anew separate Scottish province
for the Society of Jesus will be
established within the next few
years, it wa* announced here.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY, NOV U
* p.m., blessing of campaign
werlrers, 8L Francis Xavier
Church, Newark.
3 ; 39 p.m.. Lay cornerstone
and bless new school of Holy
Raaary parish. Elisabeth.
TUESDAY, NOV. 17 to
FRIDAY. NOV. », inclusive
Meeting of Bishops, Washing-
ton, D. C.
SATURDAY, NOV. 21
3 p.m., Lay cornerstone,
bless new chnrch, bless new
rectory of Holy Name parish,
Garfield.
SUNDAY, NOV. 22
11:39 a.m.. Preside, Solemn
Mass of Thanksgiving Coram
Pootiflce, commemoraUng the
*SU> anniversary of the founda-
tion of Holy Trinity parish.
Newark.
2 p.m., Confirmation, Holy
Trinity, Hackensack.
3:39 p.m., Confirmation, Holy
Trinity, Newark.
4 p.m., Confirmation, Most
Sacred Heart, Wellington.
Chicago to Keep
Nativity Scene
CHICAGO (NC) - The cus-
tom of portraying the Nativity
in the City Hall lobby during
Christmas time will continue,
Mayor Richard Daley has an-
nounced. Objections had been
made by officials of several
Jewish and other groups.
“I don’t see why we should
stop something like this.” said
Mayor Daley. ”We are a Chris-
tian nation. While I can agree
that religion and government
shouldn’t mix, the more reli-
gion we get into politics the
better off we are. If other re-
ligious groups want to come in
with a portrayal, they’ll get
consideration.”
Priest to Direct
MountainClimb
PARIS (RNS) A parish
priest in a Pyrenees village will
head next year’s French expedi-
tion to the Himalayas that will
attempt to scale the 23,000 feet
Jaju Peak.
Leadership of the expedition
was given by the Paris Hima-
layan Committee to 30-vcar-old
Abbe Andre Armengaud who be-
gan his climbing career at the
age of 12.
THE PRIEST, who docs a short
daily climb after Mass every
morning, is now training himself
to scale the needle peaks of Jaju
by climbing the walls and but-1
tresses of his church in Garin,
near Luchon.
He has actually been preparing
for the Himalaya trip for several
years.
The preparation has meant
learning English as well as some
Hindustani so he can talk to the
sherpas, or Hindu guides.
CCD Training Course
Begins 2nd Sessions
...NEWARK The second part of the teacher training
course sponsored by the archdiocesan Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine will begin Nov. 12 at 8.15 p.m. in four
centent in the Archdiocese:
Seton Hall University (science building), South Orange;
St. Anastasia's School, Teancck;
St. Peter's College, (Dlnncen
Hall), Jersey City; and Immacu-
late Conception School, Eliza-
beth.
The teacher training course is
offered to those who wish to ob-
tain a teaching certificate quali-
fying them to teach religion in
the parish confraternity school.
The course began on Oct. 1,
with two courses in methods of
instruction, one for high school,
the other fpr grammar school.
New registrants will be ac-
cepted for the doctrine course.
Those who wish to qualify for
a teaching certificate may take
the methods course next Fall.
Teachers already engaged in
Confraternity work are also in
vited to take the course as a
refresher. There is no tuition.
The doctrine course will be
given by Rev. Vincent Affanoso
at Seton Hall; Rev James Pin
dar, in Teancck; Rev. James
Reilly In Jersey City; and Rev.
Joseph Sherer in Elizabeth.
AN APQSTOIJC Bull Is the
most solemn form of Papal let-
ter.
Archbishop Tells Serrans:
Greatest Need Is
To Live the Gospel
EAST ORANGE The greatest need in the world to-
day is that those who would spread the faith live the Gospel,
for the example of their actions will speak louder than
their words.
This is the message Archbishop Boland gave members
of the Serra Club of the Oranges
Nov. 9. The Scrrans held their
annual Archbishop's Night dinner
at the Hotel Suburban here.
| In his talk, the Archbishop re-
ported on his recent conversa-
tions with Pope John XXIII and
Archbishop Egidio Vagnozzi, Ap-
ostolic Delegate to the US. In
both instances the topic included
Catholic Action in general and
vocations work in particular.
THIS IS TIIE Age of Mary, the
Archbishop told his listeners, and
he conveyed to them the Holy
Father’s wish that the faithful
sanctify themselves and do all in
their power to help Our Lady
bring the world back to Christ.
On behalf of the Orange Scr-
rans, William J. Grady, presi-
dent, presented the Archbishop
with a burse of $5OO. The Arch-
bishop indicated he would turn it
over to Msgr. William F. Fur-
long, archdiocesan director of vo-
cations, to be used for that work.
The Serra Club of the Oranges
also presented a first edition copy
of ‘‘lncunabula,” the writings of
St. Thomas More, to the Seton
Hall University School of Law.
The gift was accepted by Dr.
Miriam T. Rooney, dean of the
law school.
THE PONTIFICAL Commis-
sion for Motion Pictures, Radio
, and Television was Instituted by
l Pope Pius XII in HMD.
| Rev. William N. Field, chap-
lain, gave a brief spiritual ad-
dress, and a report of the club’s
progress during the past year
was offered by John F. Geaney,
past president.
Joseph B. Reilly was toastmas-
ter and George J. Falk, chairman
of arrangements.
ANNUAL EVENT: "Archbishop's Night" of Serra Club of the Oranges was observed
Nov. 9 with the annual dinner at the Hotel Suburban. East Orange. Joining the Arch-
bishop for a chat are from left, Timothy E. Shea. William J. Grady presi-
dent; William H. Maichle, Rev. William N. Field, chaplain, and S. Jack Helsper gov-
ernor of N. J. Serra.
Franciscan Third
Order Meets Nov. 15
PATERSON The annual Congress of the 20 frater*
rdties of the Third Order of St. Francis in the Paterson
Diocese will be held Nov. 15 at the Cathedral of St. John
the Baptist here.
“
Bishop McNulty has convoked the Congress, following
a precedent set by the late
Bishop McLaughlin in 1938 He
will preside, impart the indul-
gcnced blessing and celebrate
Benediction.
The welcoming address will be
given by Rev. Josaphat Piasta,
O.F.M. Conv., provincial com-
missary, of Granby. Mass. The
sermon will be preached by Very
Rev. George Roskwitalski, O F.
M. Conv., minister provincial, j
MORE THAN 1,500 Franciscan
tertiaries will assemble at 3 p.m. !
at Entre Nous Hall, St. John'*
Hall end St. Michael's hall to
march in procession to the C*».
thedral. •
The meeting will open at 3:»:
p m. with renewal of prolesskßi.:
Fraternities from Fair Lavm.i
Wyekoff, Newark and Jersey
City will attend.
| Rev. Simon Quigg, 0.F.J1.;
|(.uardian of St. BonaventureV
Monastery, is diocesan director'
of the Third Order.
Dominican Guild
To Hold Barn Dance
JERSEY CITY
- A barn
dance and country fair will be
held Nov. 20 at Jersey City Gar-
den, sponsored by the Hudson
County committee of the Dimini
can Guild.
The Dominican Guild is a group
of laymen organized to help the
Dominican Sisters of Caldwell
build the new infirmary for sick
and aged Sisters.
John M. Decgan Is general
chairman.
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'Pyx' Promising 1st Novel
™ W*. By John BhO. Far-
w, Btr ,»4 Codahy. sj.s«.
(Aalto only became of Im-
■«al luiuie or incidents).
Thla ia a lint novel and a
strange one. In technique it is
unusual not Just because it al-
ternates between past and pre-
sent but because of the clever
way in which it reveals, the pre-
sent through a living detective
and the past through a dead
girl. It is unusual in its restraint,
handling with delicacy a theme
that might have led many an
author into sensationalism. It is
eerie in its conclusion in that it
makes diabolism stand out in all
its ugly reality in the midst of
20th-century agnosticism.
John Buell has obviously aimed
his book at people who
are Catholics or know Catholicism
and for such an audience he has
chosen a touchy subject—the life
and death of a prostitute.
.It should be made dear imme-
diately, however, that there is
very little of the lurid in the
book. The girl is murdered at
the outset of the story and the
narrative consists of a slow but
skillful reconstruction of the
events leading to her death.
Through the work of the
detective and through the re-
flections of the girl on the eve
of her demise, we learn of her
gradual addiction to drugs and
of her accepting prostitution as
a means of pbtaining money de-
manded by her expensive habit.
She has become a part of organ-
ized vice and sees no escape; so
she goes her way, keeping the
appointments made for her,
secure in her assurance of a
steady supply of narcotics, and
working unconsciously toward a
death caused by her heroic
choice of good when she is con-
fronted with supreme evil.
Actually, the author’s theme of
the basic heroism in man is a
grand one; but his book, though
good, is frail rather than grand:
he has not gone deeply enough
into his people and events. The
treatment is all on the surface
and succeeds in giving sat-
isfaction to the reader by what
it implies rather than by what
it enunciates. Then, too, the
character of the girl defeats her
creator. Shunning the lurid, as
he commendably did, Buell then
faced a difficult task in por-
traying a prostitute. He has
succeeded in showing the good
side of the girl's mind, but
on the other hand, he never
makes clear the terrible sor-
didness of her prostitution.
Graham Greene and, at times,
Bruce Marshall have felt keenly
the struggle for goodness in the
hearts of men pushed into evil
by circumstances. In order to
dramatize that struggle, they
have concocted weird plots and
bizarre situations. Such a method
is comparatively easy but it
never manages to achieve the
profundity for which the novelist
should strive. John Buell has
talent, as he has shown in this
novel by his delineation of the
world of organized vice, actually
existing all around us in its un-
, relieved, relentless horror. With
this talent he should be able to
step out of the Greene-Marshall
path and create reality of the
stuff of life.
New Plays
By Joan T. Nourse
The Girl* Against the Boy*
Unusually suggestive Lehr-Walk-
er comic revue, including one
offensive Biblical parody.
The Highest Tree Earnest
but uneven play protesting any
resumption of U. S. nuclear ex-
plosions. Condones an illicit af-
fair.
Curtain* Up! Ethel Colt in
a pleasant Mondays-only program
of songs from historic and current
American musicals.
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Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
Arm far Bn
Bat
HldnlaM
Cn rrom tha
sSu^
Qlidlitim
D.TU-. Dtadpl.
Darll Strikes
at Nltht
Enchanted bland
J»ea of a FurltlT*
Urn Maa Into
Space
Flood* of Faar
Qhoot of Dmitri*
Hollow
G Iran to*
Onn r*T*r
Gunflrht at
Dods* City
Him man
SMAS-
Hound of Baikal
rill**
for Rida
La«t BUUkrels
Laat Train From
Cun Hill
4ESr * T -
Man In tha Not
Man Who Dtad
Twlca
Mummy
Nakad * Daad
Nun’i Starr
BaaUaaa Yaara
Raturn af Fir
Rodaa
Roof
Samson A Dalllah
Bar Ooa far Ma
Scapasoat
Senior From
Shalt* Hand* With
tha DaaU
Sheriff af
Fractured law
Spider
Surrender Hall
ftSSK On. Wat
Adaaatun
Taanaaar From
Outer Space
10 Second* W HaU
Thunder In Sua
Traa
True Story af
Lynn Stuart
Clraaoi
Virtuous Blramtat
Warlock
Wild and tha
Innocent
Woman Eatar
Woman Obiesaad
World. Flash aad
the Darll
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
Anrry Hull
Aik Anr Olrt
&.°Ksr
Caraar
Canal Tanr
H3&*
i&S"
sw*
**
Oldral
Olr
H* Who Moat Dta
Horae’* Mouth
Imitation of Ufa
Inspector Malrrat
. Ansar
Lonaly Haarta
Jayhawkan
Journey
Ufa Batina at IT
Matletan
Maa bulfa
Man Who.Could
Chaat Daath
“*.Smd r w«^Ur ‘
Matins Gam*
Murder by Con-
treat
Nakad Mala
N* Nam* an tha
Bullat
North hr North-
weat
Notorious Mr.
Monks
Of Life and Lor*
On tha Beach
Pillow Talk
Rebel Sat
BWona School
Remarkable Mr.
Panaypackar
Rio Bra to
SaaaraU Tables
T Guns to Mas.
Round * Fury
Teacher Pat
That Kind of
Woman
TharjjaTboumnd
Thl-nEarth la
Web of Irldinc*
wild b Wind
Wild StraarberrW*
A Wonderful
Country
Younf Phil*
d*lphl.n.
Objectionable in Part for Everyone
n . Cum, oirU lid uimi. .Aliaka funft
toVoot
SfatfSemU-
Bis Hut
*ta» Aastl
Boro lUcklM*
Cry Toush
n*ddjr-0
strl* Girl
l to
forbidden Fruit
Gun*. Olrla ud
■ ssr-
Hvadleu abort
Horrera of Black
Miiaanm
toald# tha Mafia
n jlurud Wim a
Klaa
Laat MU*
I-art Paradlao
Lora la Clb
Mlddla af tha
Nlaht
Mlnrila to tha
No Man‘a Woman
Of Lot* a Luat
s»rtarf rurlouab
■alia Hound tha
_
Flan. Bon
■lot la Jurtnlla
Prlion
Road Racara
Room al tha Tap
Room 41
T Yaar Itch
Sinn of Gladiator
•oma Caraa Run-
nlnn
Soma Lika It Hal
Sun Alao Rlaaa
Yak* oiant (Up
JHlta Carao
Youna Captiraa
Separate CUusification
tw t*»plSr i* r»o"«»BUrto^ nl
.
c *i
.
wlU > "h,eh <*>• mbjcct nut
1 -oral .ec W abiU.,‘^„B Sre
, £SS' ta*?^’m *H*£!£t
Condemned
Hn-tmnn'r.
U&OulUn.,-. TMrtt gaa
Films on TV
,JJBSSS«LJ» ? •** •* Win* on TV
SS2LI nS2-1 5ti^S2.0< P #c * oc P rated
rateaMd. Th.r.
tear b* chan*** la aw do* to cute
?” TV..**?• Oanarally. howoror. teaLaatea of Dacaac r ratlnaa mar ba ac-
*mpU* ** moral evaluation*.
FOE THE FAMILY
Bormudn Mgatarr International
Bulldog Drummond Iro'ktej?
. _ laland hoocu*
Bulldog Drum- Ivory Hunter
_mond'a Parti Laat Warning
Cirri* of Danger Little Joe. the
OH* ef Firing U Wranrtar
Claatr St. Bar* No rth Warn Trail
Confarton* of JHom g Pauper
Spr Babacca of Sunnr-DUla Dugan brook Parma
Paraor'a Daughter lthrthm on lU»*r««**r» at Window Bight to Haan
Oung* Din Sptdar Woman
~
Strawbarrr Roan
■lddMi Valter SulUrana
Outlaw* Thank* for Erarr-
Howard* of thing
Virginia Trail of Mountla*
FOR ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Act of Violence Groan 11*11
HlUer'a Hangman
Martin Eden Homicide
Apartment for llomtclda Bureau
P*«fr I'd Giro Mr Ufa
Bachelor'* Killer*
Daughter Laura
Bank Dick Lone Wolf Strike*
Behind Green Man Who Talked
_ Ufbt* Too Mach
Bewitched Night la Mr King-
Black Nardaeu* dom
Both Sldea of law Out poet In Malar*
Bridge of Ban Lula Pardon Our Nerve
_*ar Prelude to ram*
Qud Hanna Prtrat* Nura*
Charter Pilot BaUor*a Ladr
Clouded Yellow So Dark the Night
Conflict Splderwoman
Carer Up Strike* Back
Cure* Of Cat Storm Warning
F«tete That Other Woman
Dark Dalurtan That'* tha Spirit
Daad Reckoning 30 Seconda Over
Dteporate Moment Tokro
’“‘“"'T.' Tight UtU* I alandgtrona* Can Tonight W# RaidDiecula’e Daughter Calaa
Bam- Urtng Wing and Prarae
s* <j* p * Woman In DarkFMoon Strike* Young Widow
OBJECTIONABLE
ssTiR&Sd: m "•£?* Cni "
H
«4ln?‘h ‘
UrtMhte Wall Jteandrtln Part.
ladr Proa Thro. Men on
Shanghai Horae back
Near Blued Wake ot Rad Witch
New Catholic Book Releases
<nb) ' by *•-*•
*»• <"*V br Paul
,rw - «"•>- w by-
“wSi W * T br r*rr.
Jb* r? < "* )* br John Buf 1
r*y I_fr—t1_ fr —t <».
9T mm Ud#n Bunaa
C— Lwt <IV), by *ob«rt Cats*
**" hr Hsrrbetta
(tary (II.), hr Norma,
, 'nftey*f M " Tlm ** bT Arthur
“raw? «•»
A FwS f F#t,l#r, <W# D« U
«*•«
Th* Rath (lla), br A. B. BUU
*llkuZ"* llta> br
Th* Wlnafea Affair Ilia), br Howard
Hl*)# by Frank B. OUbrMih
■nj/Wiwl OlHiiMlt (llb)g by Arthur
*- «*>•.
Act On* (lla), br Mam Hart
'jpz'tz&tzrtzr Tw -
* aul * t**»
Man Die (lib), br H. L llum*.
- ,M,) ' br
Center* (IV), br Robai-t Kaatl*
ThaHova* at Shad* (lla), br M. M.
H
K«drt ,rk M *"*'' br l, " ur4
T
l!a.?iiVn •* W ' r br °*° rM
T *Sm»CRdmawwUnk* 1 W
Til Death (Ilk), br Bd Mr Bain
Don Chat. (11, Anna Sinclair Mahdarl
jahn Paul Janet 111, br Samuel Eilat
Marian*
fCS*! <"*>> hr BertrandPoirot-Deloach
Returnee# Mrman Kaplan II), br
Half Mean Haven (lib), br Marita
Rue*
Patlta: Uule# da la Valllar* ilia),
br -loan Bandar*
tenonw (lib), br William Sanaa
Pareata *f ttw Hlaht (I), br Jaok Dan-
ton Scott
AJtow tharf Slack, between mb), hr
Broadr of Parr (lib), br Jaa* Shelton
One Hour (IV). by Lillian Smith
Current Movie Review Roundup
By William H. Mooring
The Best of
Everything
Good (Admits)
With heavy but not incautious
accent upon sex, this views the
New York “white collar" girl
obsessively pursuing the male.
Most of these females are super-
ficially sophisticated, emotional-
ly immature and socially inse-
cure, the philosophical vacuum
in their lives accounting perfect-
ly for the hollow ring of this
pseudo-sensational story. Within
the strict limits set by this stereo-
typing honest romance, extra-
marital intrigue and a strangely
static exploration of such atten-
dant evils as seduction, rejection,
proposed abortion and predomi-
nant disenchantment, develops a
certain amount of color and in-
terest but very little dramatic
conviction.
The script is destructive in its
symbolism. This equates the hon-
est man with the dull one; the
lecher with romantic excitement.
Still in some situations sexual
promiscuity comes under rational
indictment.
There are moments of genuine
pathos. Others are spontaneously
lightened by humorous banter,
but as a whole the show is dis-
appointing, either as serious, so-
cial comment or as an entertain-
ing sort of Kinsey report.
Odds Against
Tomorrouj
Good (Adults
This hard-hitting melodrama,
realistically presented, well acted
and slickly directed to create
maximum suspense, delivers its
point with no uncertain impact.
However, the script is • socially
pragmatical, dramatically de-
pressing and in a real sense ut-
terly defeatist.
The racist theme this time pits
a dissolute, white Southerner
against a horse-betting Negro en-
tertainer (Harry Belafonte), thelatter rapidly emerging as some-
thing of a character actor. Both
being hard up, a New York ex-
policeman turned crook persuades
them to join him in a bank rob-
bery. Antagonism between the
Negro and the white fouls up the
Plans and pplice arrive. Under
Ipursuit, and by now shooting at
leach other, the two men meet
death when their bullets cause a
gas tank explosion.
Web of Evidence
Fair (Adults) 1
Van Johnson, as the avenging
son of a man wrongly imprison-
ed as a murderer, and Vera
Miles as Van’s sweetheart try
hard to vitalize a clumsily writ-
ten adaptation of A. J. Cronin's
"Beyond This Place.” They are
not entirely successful. The
theme is basically strong but in
the writing the film drags or
bumps through its 20-year time
lapse.
Sapphire
Good (Adults)
Racial bigotry and the detec-
tion of murder form an unfamil-
iar amalgam for a movie melo-
drama. This British effort has
more to commend it than some
of the advertising suggests. Set
in London, the screenplay ex-
plores the mutilation murder of
a Negro girl. This is a better
than average “who-dun-it."
The Last Angry Man
Good (Family)
After long absence from the
screen, Paul Muni gives an in
teresting performance as a sort
of Jewish “country doctor" in
the Brooklyn tenement district.
In a positive recommendation to
“the entire Catholic family," the
Legion of Decency notes the doc-
tor’s "self-sacrifice and dedica-
tion to humanity" as "intellectu-
ally rewarding" and "heart-
warming”; says the film "can
serve as an inspiration to people
of all races and creeds.”
Certainly the story is aimed at
patrons of all age groups and
levels of taste and intelligence.
The doctor’s work among the
poor and underprivileged, espe-
cially his supreme effort to help
a Negro youth (Billy Dee Wil-
liams), is lightened by touches
of wry humor. His indifference
to money and fame offered him
by a "human interest” TV re-
porter, shed* caustic humor on
contemporary show tactic*. Al-
though the climactic sequence in-
volve* a too *loppily sentimental
death scene, this rounds off a
moving tale about real people.
Battle of Coral Sea
Good (Family)
Some authentic film of the vic-
torious American naval engage-
ment in the Coral Sea, captured
from the Japanese, is most apt-
ly used in this action drama. It
tells first of the desperate' ad-
ventures. capture and ultimata
escape from Japanese imprison-
ment of a submarine crew while
on a special, noncon\bative mis-
sion. This is very well put to-
gether and achieves a satisfying
degree of excitement and inter-
est.
Television
SUNDAY. NOV. II
»:30 am. «*>— '"Lara Tal* About
God." Marrknoll Staten.
10JO a m. (SI Look Up A Uvoi
11 a.m. Ill) Chrlatophara.
130 pm (4) Catholic Hou»
SATUkDAY. NOV. II
7 p m 1131 BUhop Sheen.
Radio
. SUNDAY. NOV. IS
•IS am WNEW—Sacred Heart
7:13 a.m. WRCA—Hour oI St. Kranrle
7:30 a.m. WHOM—Sarrad Heart Hour
730 a.m. won Marian Theater
•30 a.m WMCA Ata Marla Hour.
Story of SI. Stephen
•43
am WMTR—Hour of St Francle
10:30 a.m. WABC—Chrtatlan In Action.
11:30 a.m. WOR Marian Theater
*JO p.m. WRCA Catholic Hour.
MONDAY. NOV. U
• P.aa. ws.it' rill s.cred Heart
TUiSDAY, NOV. If
• p.m. WSOU (FMi Sacred Heart
WIDNISDAY. NOV. II
• P.aa. WSOU UMJ Sacred Heart
Proaram
»30 p.m. WB.NX St Stephen'a
Church. Novena
THURSDAY NOV. It
S P.m. WSOU ITM)' Sacred Heart
Proaraaa.
0:30 p.m. WSOU <TM) Are Marta
Hour.
Friday, nov ia
t p.m. WSOU tFM) Sacred Heart
Proaram.
*•» p.m. WSOU (TM> Hour of *t
Francis.
WBNX Perpetual Help
►*o P.aa. WSOU <7M> Hour of tha
Crucified
SATURDAY, NOV. 11
p.m. Wor Family Theater.
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RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Skopina *• Noflow • (odioloßor Cantor • a 6-4600
MAX RtntMAßOrt
“THE MIRACLE”
Staffing •**.
.‘^affgßßggh’aasr^tof*»«»«nn . <wmmi im to n«n iiihstom
to HlflAT lIANKI
>OM THfl OAUrnAM
WORLD PREMIERE, WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18th
RESERVE YOUR SEATS NOW BY MAIL
OR AT BOX-OFFICE I
' ihv
MBTXO-GO LD WYN-MAYEK
WILLIAM WYLER’S
FRMINTATION Ofc.
M.
TECHNICOLOR®
•*» angagamant
WMMI «M Mt ba itiown la
MfMttr Etta** la thla city
CAMERA 69
cvtt. • r. m.-Mm. am TVn. *j.oo. l.so.
3.00; Irt.. 5.1.. tm. into). Ml. UK). J.OO.
3.50. HATS. 3 P.M.—Wfd. 53.50,3X0,1.50: bU
Su" . Ml. 53.75. 3.00. IXO • Pricw tael. Tu
™r LOEW S STATE
Bradwty and 4Jth Sc.
NOW! AT GRIFFITHS
At a Lower Price Than Ever Before the New
Sensational Self-contained Hammond Organ Console
The new Hammond Organ console is NEW in acoustical and furni-
ture design. It requires no separate tone cabinet. It has all the
well-known Hammond Organ percussion effects and the beautiful
Hammond Organ music that has distinguished the Hammond
Organ from allother instruments. y
THE HAMMOND ORGAN
Music’s most glorious voice
F3I oU-taor off and mad the coupon.
SIMM **»• mm fvfl information a bool Mm now Hammond Organ.
MAM*
ADMUS
fMON*
V "Tig Music Center of Nete Jersey"
GRIFFITH PIANO COMPANY
STEINWAY REPRESENTATIVES
605 BROAD STREET • NEWARK 2 • NEW JERSEY
Open Wed. Eves, until 9 Phone MAikst 3-5880
HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIO of PLAINFIELD. 627 PARK AVE.
Open every eveningexcept Set. till 9 • Phone Plainfield 7-3800
HAMMONDORGAN STUDIO of ORADELL, 50 KINDERKAMACK ROAD
Open every eveningexcept Sat. till 9 • Phone GOUax 1-3800
*ovn n
CfDAt (MOVE, N. J.
CHOOSE ANY ONE
w w 2.75 x
••••••••••
wii* saw** im
HAM* mmm
TOTAL 7.25
PACKAOE
PRICE SAVING
PlMNanp““
FANCY
■MCIM tew w» noun
a *-1433
808 OWENS
MAGICIAN
Mak* YourEngagement*
Now For Tho Holiday
Seaton
GUARANTEED LAUGHTER
For Chlldron Toon-Agon
Adult*
Phono: Pilgrim 4-4120
- Writo: 621 Valloy R. _
Upper Montclair, N. J.
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BISHOP
SHEEN
PROGRAM
Anew scries of mlormiil
t.ilks for ;ill f .l it 1 is.
NIGHT
AT
7 P. M.
Sponsored by
Progresso Italian Quality Foods
CHANNIL
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372 BROADWAYTIiiLLSDALE in PASCACK VALLEY
II Onr Dw-b, Dey
*
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f*r Mw AND Yen Cm
Om VMbv Mr hr TreetweeUw
Irwin Of 100% Perfect
EASY TO REACH FROM ANYWHERE
IKAMACK KOAL
to NUMBER S7*.
i
fcssss
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CAMERAS ]
: - .. '‘honoc-’ai'h BKOPDrrni^^^
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5- CIOfH.NG
*asa
Y»» f«r *■»'
Sliced
BOILED
HAM
All Pleven
CAPITOL
ICE CREAM i
ARMOUR CLOVERBLOOM
ROLL QOCBUTTER
MIX *N MATCH
MITtKARS NVMT*S PEACHES
NMTS FRVIT COCKTAIL
#3OO
COMPUTE MATERNITY CLOTHING DEPARTMENT
%\
ylew 4A^ PASCACK TURN
RIGHT etW ASHING TON er HILLSDALE AVENUES to BROADWAY
nd U NUMBER STS.
S£2 !££E*AY ,# HILLSDALIAVI (EXIT ltt)
t!95JH ™.^lrrH ** QWCXESt WAY TOYALUET FAIR. HILLSDALE Is Um PARRWAY
FREE PARKING - SrSrvSS! *SC
pored parking let!
NOT Just 3 or 4 "Bait" Specials For This Grand
Opening... But Lowest Day-In, Day-Out Prices On
Thousands Of Nationally Advertised Brands Being
Sold In Leading Highway And Department Store*
For As Much As 50% More!
200% GUARANTEED
MEATS of DISTINCTION
CHOICE and GOVERNMENT GRADE a'
SUCCULENT
MM-DEMY
LEG . LAMB
EXPERT TVtIMMINO
MAKES THE DIFFERENCEI
HOLLAND HOUSE
COFFEE
DANCING WATERS
Every Day Till Tims., Nov. 17
>•«><
■ttoefireeaMl San rtn **atw M ml hm
TV AnnMb dry Mali Hall, Arieetk
Jjbe eme Mlltoto
MR Wr fgHglgai Drrclbr
by ■Wlia to lawfi a*d
Or/* Steal Plerf See toe
Mm el eeler-eed ■
toe «Me toeMfy to
long 'Hand
« iMlWeblnl torm • Price. <
We neenve toe debt le Ha*
•HmHw (toe 1 we Bear • A. JR to e ». a
Ml • RK.towr.il.
ffiSSM OIL
Quart
BottU
new ftonea
Hudson PuertoRican Center
Is Featured in 'America'
-
***** YORK The activities and success of El Centro
Catouco do Information (Catholic Information Center) for
**•»■ in Jersey City is the subject of a detailed
•"“to to Not. 14 America, Jesuit weekly.
. written by Rev. Joseph Hernandez, S.J., a native of Jersey
CRy, now teaching in Puerto Rico, the article shows the in-
fluence and growth of the Center, founded in 1954. Its present
•“•Jj*® Rev. Joseph Faulkner, S.J., of St. Peter’s Church.
'Puerto Rican baptisms,” says Father Hernandez, "have
ftoen from M in 1954 to 196 during 1959. Similarly Puerto Rican
“•"totee risen from four during 1954 to 50 during 1958."
To* Center, opened in 1957, is located at Newark and
’Barrow Sts. Staffed by laymen, it is opened daily from 3 to 11
P™- (totor tor social events on Saturdays). There newly ar-
rivM Puetto Ricans can get help to solve nearly all problems,
tncniding financial ones, as the center has its own credit union.
Language Workshop Attracts
103 Charity Nuns, Lay Teachers
WESTFIELD The building of Babel may have been
simplified considerably if the ancients had had the Sisters
of Charity to help them bridge the language barrier. Proof
of this was Saturday’s Foreign Language Workshop at Holy
Trinity High School, attended by 103 language teachers in
Aloysius Academy, Jersey City,
and Sister Maria, Holy Trinity.
On the French progra.j were:
Sister Gertrude de Sales, Mary*
lawn of the Oranges, South Or-
ange; Sister Marion Francis,
Bayley-Ellard, Madison, and Sis-
ter Anne Miriam, St. Cecilia's,
Englewood.
The Latin session featured:
Sister Irene Margaret, principal
of Bayley-Ellard: Sister Anne
Bernadette, St. Vincent's Acad-
emy, Newark; Sister Anna Dav-
id and Sister Patricia Claire. St.
Peter's, New Brunswick; Sister
Joseph Dolores, Sacred Heart
Academy, Hoboken, and Sister
Michael Eucharia, Marylawn.
high schools staffed by the Sis*
ters of Charity.
Besides offering an opportunity
for Sister-experts to suggest how
to vitalize the Julius Caesar
class, how to teach Spanish
through everyday situations, and
how to give French by ear, the
workshop served another impor-
tant purpose. It created a suitable
atmosphere for the unveiling of
Holy Trinity High School's new
20-booth language laboratory.
The lab installation was com-
pleted a few weeks ago, using
the largest portion of a tio.Ml
National Defense Education Act
loan to the school.
SISTER HIRIAM Bernard.
Holy Trinity's principal, opened
the workahop, and Sister M. Alex-
andra, supervisor of schools for
the Sisters of Charity, welcomed
the language teachers.
In a three-part concurrent
series ef workshops, Spanish,
French and Latin language
teaching was explored.
Conducting the Spanish work-
shops were Sister Maria Rosa, St.
SISTERS OF CHARITY high
schools which have language labs
include Marylawn. where an 18-
booth setup is being used by 157
students for French and 110 for
Latin, and St. Cecilia's, which
has 10 booths used by a total of
466 students who take Latin,
Spanish and French. St. Cecilia’s
lab is equipped with 12 portable
sets of earphones for class use.
At Holy Trinity 169 students
take Spanish, 107 French, and
350 Latin.
When the workshop partici-
pants viewed Trinity’s lab they
saw 20 booths equipped with
headsets and microphones in
which students play magnetic
tapes prepared by the teacher
and repeat her pronunciation
which Is recorded on the same
tape for later evaluation.
The teacher may listen in via
her console, correcting students
on the spot, or speaking to the
entire group. She may also re-
cord separately any corrections
the would like to make later.
“The laboratory is especially
helpful to students who have tal-
ent for facility in the language,’’
Sister Miriam Bernard points out.
She said that use of the lab as
a student might use a library for
extra work gives the student
about 10 times the amount of oral
drill he would get ordinarily and
makes it possible for him to be-
come fluent in the language by
listening and repeating.
Most of the teachers at Satur-
day’s workshop agreed with her
opinion that “the laboratory les-
sons, supplemented by classroom
study in the language, provide
the quickest and most effectual
modern method of learning a
language."
Warning
Young men who are mem-
bers of the “Slaves of the Im-
maculate Heart of Mary’’ have
been active in Union County
attempting to sell the book,
"Hail Mary, Full of Grace.”
They have no Church approv-
al and Catholics are not to pur-
chase the book. Before buying
any religious book. Catholics
should look to see whether it
carries the imprimatur of a
Bishop.
3rd Order to Cite
25-Year Members
ORANGE The Third Order
of St. Francis of Mt. Carmel par-
ish will honor 10 silver jubilar-
ians Nov. 15 at a Mass at 8 a.m.
and special ceremonies at 3:30
p.m.
After the afternoon ceremony
the 25-ycar members will renew
their profession and be presented
with statues of St. Francis by
Rev. Donatus Taglienti, 0.F.M.,
Cap, spiritual director.
Dominican 3rd Order
Plans Recollection
UNION CITY - St. Dominic
Chapter, Third Order of St. Dom-
inic, will hold its annual Day of
Recollection Nov. 15 at St. Mi-
chael’s Monastery here.
The day will start with Mats at
9:30 a.m. ,
Holy Rosary Societies
To Hold DinnerDance
NEWARK Tho Madonna
Guild and combined societies of
Our Lady of the Holy Rosary
Church here will hold their third
annual dinner-dance Nov. 21 at
Thomm’s Restaurent.
Principal speaker will be Rev.
Benjamin Fusco, C F.C. Co-
chairmen are Beni D’Amore and
Thomas Roccia. Anthony Caproni
will be toastmaster.
St. Stanislaus Parish
Marks 70th Year
NEWARK A double observance will mark the 70th
anniversaryof the founding of St. Stanislaus (Polish) parish
Nov. 15.
At 10:30 a.m., Rev. Adalbert F. Kiczek, pastor since
July 16, 1948, will celebrate a High Mass of Thanksgiving.
The sermon will be preached by
Rev. Anthony Guzik, 5.D.8., of
Don Bosco High School, Ramsey.
In the evening, the parishion-
ers and their friends will gather
for an anniversary banquet in
Polish Falcons-Veteran Hall, S.
20th St.
Speakers will include Rev.
Stanley J. Adamczyk, Immacu-
late Conception Seminary: May-
or Leo P. Carlin of Newark;
Walter Laskowski for the parish-
ioners; Deputy Police Chief Au-
gust Rauscher; Anna Wojtkowski
for the women’s organizations;
I Ray E. Wozniak for the parish
youth and Father Kiczek.
Stephen J. Lorenz will be toast-
master, and Charles Smyka,
chairman. Pancing will follow
the dinner.
IT WAB OVER 85 years ago
that the first Polish immigrants
came to this area. Their mutual
Interests banded them into a
close community and they ga-
thered for Sunday Mass at St.
Mary's Church, High St.
,
In 1890 an old Protestant
church was acquired and re-
novated by volunteer parishion-
ers. This served the new parish
until 1901 when the present
church with its dominant tall
steeple was built.
THE SCHOOL and convent
were erected in 1893 Prior to
that time the Felician Sisters of
Lodi conducted classes in rooms
in the rectory. The rectory it-
self is a 70-yesr-old former dwell-
ing, completely remodeled and
expanded in 1940.
In the course of its history 11
young men of the parish have
gone on to the priesthood and 28
young women'have found their
vocations in various religious or-
ders. The parish now has 1.100
families with 140 children in tho
school.
Father Kiczek, present pastor,
was ordained on June 8, 1930. in
St. Patrick's Pro-Cathedral, New-
ark. After ordination he served
as assistant for 18 years at Sa-
cred Heart, Irvington, until his
appointment as pastor of St.
Stanislaus in 1948. He installed
anew roof on the church in
1949; acquired five lots in 1354
which were turned into a park-
ing area; and in 1957 renovated
the interiors of both tho church
and school. >
READY AS ALWAYS: This is the interior of St. Stanislaus Church, Newark, whose
parishioners will be celebrating Nov. 15. The occasion is the 70th anniversary of
the founding of the parish. Rev. Adalbert F. Kiczek is pastor.
Father Kiczek
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Rug Cleaned
REPAIRS • ALTERATIONS • STORAGE
5-YEAR GUARANTEED MOTHPROOFING
8
< Oldfield 6-2700 LOwell 8-7900 S
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Newarkers at
Deaf Session
NEWARK Rev. John P.
Hourihan and Dr. Thomas
Mahoney are participating in
the workshop on “Psychologi-
cal Assessment of the Deaf'
being held at Gallaudet College,
Washington, D.C., Not. S-U. Fa-
ther Hourihan, director of the
aidxUocesan Apostolate for the
Deaf, and Dr. Mahoney, itaff
psychologist of the Catholic Guid-
ance Center here, are among 21
psychologists and experts on deaf
education from 11 states who are
participating.
The first of its kind, the work-
shop is sponsored by the depart-
ment of psychiatry and psycholo-
gy of Catholic University under
a grant by the U.S. Office of
Vocational Rehabilitation.
Opening talks stressed the need
for more psychologists interested
in the problems of the deaf. One
speaker said not more than 10
psychologists in the U.S. fully un-
derstand the deaf.
Workshop sessions covered spe-
cial problems and techniques in
assessment of deafness, neurolo-
gical and physical aspects of
deafness; personality, education
and family problems associated
with deafness, 1 and concepts of
rehabilitation.
Father Hourihan is the only
priest attending.
Parishes Active
In Cana Events
PATERSON—A Cana council
wai formed recently at Blecaed
Sacrament parish under direction
of Rev. Thomas Trapasso. Chair-
men are Ur. and Mrs. John
Samolowitz.
Others on the council in charge
of various activities are: Mr. and
Mrs. Anthony Barone, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Villani, Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Carlo, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Saccamanno. Mr. and
Mrs. John B. Maletta, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Cucdnella, Mr. and
Mrs. Domenlck Tavoletta, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Morley.
JERSEY CITY Mr. and
Mrs. Night for all married cou-
ples of Our Lady of Victories
parish is being sponsored by the
Cana group Nov. 27 at 8:30 p.m.
in the auditorium. Dancing will
be included.
BLOOMFIELD The annual
cupper dance sponsored by the
Cana group of Sacred Heart par-
ish will be held Nov. 13 at Crystal
Lake Casino, West Orange. A
specialty dance program will be
presented by Arthur Murray's
Dance Studio.
PATERSON St. Bonaven-
ture's parish will bold a Mr. and
Mrs. Night Nov. 22 at 8 p.m. In
the parish hall for all married
couples of the parish. Dancing
will be a feature of the evening,
for which the chairmen are Mr.
and Mrs. A1 Piratxky.
Newark Air Chaplain
In New Assignment
NEW YORK Rev. Eugene
C. McGuire, a priest of th« Arch-
diocese of Newark who Is senring
as chaplain with the U.S. Air
Force, has received anew as-
signment Hls new address Is:
Chaplain, Detach. No. 1, 48th
Tact Fgt Wg, APO 178, New
York, N. Y.
For Career Girls Who Think:
'Maybe I Should Be a Nun...'
NEWARK Are you a ca-
reer girl, in your late teens,
20s, 30s or older? Have you
been thinking lately that the
life of a Sister might be for
you? If so, you will fit per-
fectly into anew group aform-
ing an informal, informative
group to be composed of gala
who have the same leanings
as you do.
The group will meet for the
first time Nov. 22 at the Mt.
Carmel Guild headquarters, tt
Central Ave., at 2:30 p.m.
MSGR. WILLIAM F. Fur-
long, director of the archdio-
cesan Apostolate for Vocations,
is organizing the project in re-
sponse to popular demand,
which began with a letter to
The Advocate from a young
business women. Since that let-
ter Msgr. Furlong has heard
from a number of career girls
who look up from the black-
board, the typewriter, the test
tube or the adding machine
and think, “Maybe I should be
a nun."
“Existing programs of the
Apostolate for Vocations bring
a consideration of vocations to
the religious life to the atten-
tion of girls in grammar and
high school and to Confrater-
nity of Christian Doctrine
groups,” comments Msgr. Fur-
long. “This newest project of
the Apostolate plans to bring
study of vocations to young
women who are no longer in
school. Older women who are
still eligible for admission to
religious communities will also
be welcome.”
(The age limit set by most
communities of Sisters is 30 or
35. he said, but some admit
candidate in their 40s and even
50s.
THE MEETINGS will be
not so much for girls who have
made up their minds to enter
religious life, but for those who
have been thinking about it,”
Msgr. Furlong explained.
The meetings will discuss
the meaning of a vocation, the
various aspects of religious
life, the many religious com-
munities and their work and
requirements, the Importance
of a deeper spiritual life as a
means for determining the pos-
sibility of future perseverance
in religious life,” he noted.
The meetings will be infor
mal, Msgr. Furlong stressed,
and occasionally members will
hear talks by Sisters from var-
ious congregations.
BEFORE LAUNCHING the
new plan, Msgr. Furlong made
a few investigations, upturning
the interesting fact that some
congregations get as many as
one-third of the novices from
the business world, rather than
from school or college.
Another statistic, the need
for about 2,000 additional Sis-
ter* by congregstions supply-
in* the Archdiocese of Newark,
proved to Hip. Furloof that
no stone should be left untam-
ed in finding the women meant
to fill this need.
“It is hoped that many of
these will be found among the
young business women of the
Archdiocese,” he said.
To Raise
Funds for
New School
NEWARK A drive to
solicit funds for construction
of anew school in St. Fran-
cis Xavier parish was an-
nounced this week by Msgr.
Joseph A. Dooling, pastor.
The campaign, which has been
in the development stage since
Oct 5, will begin its solidtaUon
phase Nov. 15.
At 2 p.m. that day, the volun-
teer workers will gather in the
church for the inauguraUon
ceremony. There they will be ad-
dressed by Archbishop Boland
who will also bestow hls per-
sonal blessing on each.
The money realized from
pledges will go toward construc-
tion of a 25-classroom school,
and also for renovaUon of the
present school as a convent for
the teaching Sisters.
East Paterson Club
Sets Weekly Dances
EAST PATERSON - A series
of weekly dances for men and
women over 21 years of age is
being Inaugurated Nov. 13 at St.
Leo’s Auditorium here.
Sponsored by the parish Club
SL Leo. the dances will be held
•very Friday night and are open
to the public.
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An Heir to Tradition
#•*» ■>« *■ tta »ast KB yarn bars di-
rected the destiny el Seton Hall. Under the lead-
ership el these men. dedicated priests, Seton
Hall has .grown from a tiny rural institution
lain a gnat far-flung metropolitan university, a
university whose sons animate and inspire much
of the life el this state. Each ot these U men
has been great in his own way and his own
time. From Bishop McQuaid, who worked with
Bishop Bayley to bring education into a wilder-
hoes, down through Bishop McLaughlin who with
the inspiration ei Archbishop Walsh gained tho
scholastic recognition that was Seton Hall's by
achievement, to the late and lamented Msgr.
McNulty who with the guidance and approval
of -Archbishop Boland began anew era that
(bended new schools and carried education into
areas hitherto undreamed of, the work of tho
presidents of Seton Hall has been phenomenal.
The work of these men was blessed with the in-
crease that only Divine approval can bestow.
Now the 13th president assumes the respon-
sibility so heroically borne by those who have
preceded him. He has the confidence of the
Archbishop, as evidenced by his appointment;
he has waiting for him a group of devoted
priests, successors of those others who for 103
years have carried the ideals and tho aims of
the. presidents of the past into the classrooms;
he has the expectant attention of the lay facul-
ty; ho has tho ready devotion that is so char-
acteristic of tho young men and women of the
student body; he has the good will that Seton
Hall has woo for her leaders; be has the fervent
wishes of the host of friends that his own priest-
liness has earned.
Msgr. John J. Dougherty, the 13th president
of Seton Hall, will have need of them all. It Is
not necessary to look to the traditions of the
past ,to see what he must equal. It is enough
to look Into the future, a future dominated by
the threat of secularism in education, a future
foreshadowed by a fight for the minds and
hearts of men, and know that his is the task of
rejecting this domination and winning the fight
for the Kingdom of Christ.
Msgr. Dougherty brings with him wisdom
and a skill that is not inept for the task. He will
bring new lurter to the name of Seton Hall. The
University will in turn add new luster to his. A
son returns to his Alma Mater. The mother who
taught him receives him once again. He will
pass down a long corridor and from the walls
the eyes of the presidents of the past will watch
him. They will know that he is taking bis way
along the paneled hall, as they so often did, to
the chapel, the heart of the university. There
they once found strength and wisdom, inspira-
tion and courage. There he will find it as well.
The Advocate echoes the praters and good
wishes of all the Archdiocese: May God guard
him: May God guide himl
Civil Rights Cult
A few week* ago the world lost a man who
had been very prominent on the stage and
screen. Many people said that the life which he
led offstage was as flamboyant as the swash-
buckling roles that he portrayed for his
audiences. To put it mildly, be led a gay life.
' Among the many legends and stories that
he left behind was a terse statement he once
made that is a capsule form of his philosophy
ef life: “I have lived hard I have spent hard
—and I have behaved as I darned (he also
chose a stronger word) well chose.”
There are many others who may not have
been as blunt or as outspoken as be was, but
who have followed the same pagan, hedonistic
creed. The most prolific source of such extrava-
gant searchers for sensual pleasure seems to
be the field of entertainment, where stars and
near-stars make fabulous salaries and embark
on wild sprees and frolics where moderation
and morals are cast to the winds. They often
make the front page with unsavory headlines,
their divorces are almost as frequent as their
marriages, and they show utter contempt for
common laws of modesty, propriety and sobriety.
When a man says that he behaves as he
darned well chooses, be is announcing to all who
are within range of his influence that he feels
free to defy the laws of God and man.
This might well be an unfortunate outgrowth
of the fanatical, intemperate tribute that we are
paying to civil rights in this country. We decry
the evils of the past, we condemn bitterly the
slavery and its concomitant evils that are a
blot on human history, ere damn all dictators
in no uncertain terms for the ruthless manner
In which they demanded obedience and sub-
servience. And then we proceed to gravitate or
even leap to the other extreme and defy all law-
ful authority. Civil rights have become some
kind of a golden calf, before whom we bow
and scrape in abject tribute.
Parents throw up their hands in despair,
and confess that they have no control over their
teenage children. Pupils in classrooms show ab-
solutely no respect for their teachers, and do
not hesitate to lay violent hands upon them if
they try to enforce discipline and maintain order.
Both the children in the home and the pupils
in the classrooms are continually proclaiming
that they have their rights that must be re-
spected.
Lawyers who are well indoctrinated in the
art of boisterous and unethical defense, and who
know all the loopholes in the law and all the
short cuts, are able to stand in court and obtain
the dismissal of charges that would have meant
sure conviction in days gone by.
“Lady Chatterley’s Lover,” one of the fil-
thiest books ever written or published, is now in
circulation by the millions, because the defense
lawyers shouted that to ban this book would be
a flagrant violation of the freedom of press that
is guaranteed by our Constitution.
This swaggering concept of freedom and lib-
erty has even invaded the sacred precinct of the
church and religion. The Catholic Church is un-
popular in many quarters because she demands
obedience and respect for her laws. People do
not want to be restricted in their way of life,
even when their ideas clash with the Ten Com-
mandments. One hairbrained fanatic wanted to
know if Senator Kennedy, if he were elected
President, would protect his right to sin.
These misguided people seem to forget that
no man has the moral right to do as he pleases,
that no man is morally free to defy the laws
of God or of lawfully constituted civil authority.
TV Searches Its Soul
Sloe* rigged quix cfaowc, and commercials
which "exaggerate, irritate and nauseate” aren't
the only things wrong with TV. we fervently hope
that the medium will not overlook its other,
hardly less serious, shortcomings during the
agonizing self-appraisal which is now under way.
To help make their examination of con-
science and resolutions of amendment complete,
those who are responsible for what appears on
our TV screens should read and ponder the
symposium edited back in 1954 by Joseph Wood
Krutch, under the title “Is the Common Man
Too Common? An Informal Survey of Our Cul-
tural Resources and What We Are Doing About
Them.”
In this work Dr. Krutch, formerly a pro-
fessor at Columbia University, and 11 fellow
contributors probed the failure of our com-
munications media to consider the culture needs
of the American public. Tbeir conclusion was, in
effect, that TV and other communications media
tend to let the lowest common denominator in
our population determine the standards of ex-
cellence in the communication arts.
In adopting such standards, the book asserts,
TV, radio, etc., give a “monopoly” to "the pur-
veyor! of mediocrity." There is not enough
“stratification,” not enough provision made by
the communications media for the different
levels of intelligence and of Interest.
According to Dr. Krutch, in aiming at the
low I. Q.’s the communications media under-
estimate the American public. They Just don’t
know what has happened in the United States—-
"ours is the most cultured nation which ever
existed."
The most cultured ever? Perhaps, perhaps
not.
But certainly "the common man" la not as
common as our communications media suppose
him to be, and the American TV public de-
serves and would appreciate something better
than a steady diet of “Westerns" and "Private
Eyes” this year (ironically enough, the very
one which saw the elimination of the distin-
guished "Firestone Hour") there's a bumper
crop of both.
Quite obviously, the strictures and cor-‘mo-
tive criticisms of Dr. Krutch and his coll ra
tors have fallen on deaf ears. Here, then, is an
area for serious soul-searching and reform on
the part of the TV Industry, an area which it
alone —and no governmental policing agency
can regulate.
Guest Editorial
Communism vs. Capitalism?
No doubt, a great many people in the So-
viet Union go to bed every night imagining that
the world is locked in a cosmic struggle be-
tween communism and capitalism. It is ques-
tionable. however, whether this confusion ex-
tends to the top echelons of the Soviet Union,
or, for that matter, to anybody within bowing
distance of them. The privileged classes in Rus-
sia are not stupid, whatever else they may be,
and only the most slow-witted (or brainwashed)
of men could believe that the struggle between
the Soviet Empire and the free world Is being
waged over the outmoded 19th-centurycategories
of Karl Marx.
We were reminded of this recently by an
article of Adolf A. Berio Jr., which appeared in
the New York Times Magazine for Nov. 1. Mr.
Berle lucidly argued that so far as the United
States is concerned the capitalism which Karl
Marx excoriated, and which he predicted would
inevitably be replaced by communism, no long-
er exists. The changes which have occurred
over the last generation or two, be asserts, have
eo transformed the capitalistic system that we
are now being preseed to find anew word to
describe it. (Some writers, he notes, call It
"people's capitalism," and the Jesuit scholar,
Rev. Paul Harbrecht, in a book to be published
shortly, uses the formidable term "paraproprie-
tal society.")
According to Mr. Berle, three developments
were mainly responsible for the evolution of
American capitalism. These were the chsnge in
the character of the corporation, the rise of the
trade unions and the expanded role of govern-
ment in economic affairs.
From a tightly held individual and family
affair, the corporation has evolved into a “so-
cialised” institution. Most of the corporations
whose stock is listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, and which account for about three-
fourths of all Industrial production, an adminis-
tered and controlled, not by family and individ-
ual owners, but by professional managers.
Their income is distributed, according to the
Stock Exchange, to 124 million individual stock-
holders and to a large number of pension trusts,
mutual funds and Insurance companies. This is
a change, writes Mr. Berle, which no Marxist
could have foreseen.
Neither, for that matter, could Marxists
have foreseen the rise of a strong labor move-
ment dedicated to gaining for workers a fair
share of the national income rather than to class
warfare and revolution. Having achieved a high
standard of living, our workers simply .refuse
to look upon themselves as proletarians.
Nor, finally, did the American Government
play the role assigned by Marx to all capitalist
governments. It refused to be the servant of the
"ownership" class and Instead set about, es-
pecially under Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow
Wilson and Franklin Roosevelt, developing a
“socially directed commonwealth." To a consid-
erable extent it has succeeded.
Just as capitalism no longer fite the Marx-
ist image, neither does communism. What exists
In Husain today is not an economic society in
which equality Is realised, but ooa in which the
gap between upper claaees and workers *s wider
nan it is in capitalist societies. U is a society
In which the state, far from withering away,
anasplstsfy controls and dnswi notes the people.
• • • America.
Gift of the People
Communists Admit Role
They Are Playing in Cuba
By Louis Francis Budenz
The more the world crisis deep-
ens, the more is its depth being
hidden by Soviet sophistry and
its appeasement allies. This oov-
er-up is evident in each of the
weekly editions of the Moscow
New Times for September and
October. The
theme is that
Nikita Khru-
shchev's visit
to the U.S. has
opened an era
of “peace" on
Soviet terms,
leading inevit-
ably to the
world triumph
of communism.
What might be called the text
on which communists are to pro-
ceed la fiven In No. 37. There
an article, "On Peaceful Coex-
istence,'* written for the Ameri-
can quarterly, Foreign Affairs, is
presented as giving the spirit of
the whole Khrushchev expedition.
AS AN INDEX of the "peace"
we are to get, emphasis is placed
upon the following Khrushchev
statement
“Apart from the commitments
of non-aggression, it (peaceful co-
existence) also presupposes an
obligation on the part of all
states to desist from violating
each other s territorial integrity
and sovereignty in any form and
under any pretext whatsoever."
When a leading American
quarterly published this, in the
face ef the history of Soviet
aggression in the Baltic and
Balkan countries, In Hungary
and In Laos, we gave strength
to Krelnlln propaganda by tell-
ing the world that Americans
were now endorsing what Mos-
cow first said and did.
It is with such hypocritical
promises that the Communist
Party in this country is planning
to invade American organizations
again, specifically the trade un
ions. Wc get notice of this In
The Worker where the parly noti
flea its members that the Khru
shchcv visit has given it new
strength to penetrate American
life, and in Political Affairs,
where the attempted subversion
of the unions is outlined.
THE WABM welcome for
Khrushchev has also given im-
petus to the Red Invasion of Lat-
in America. This is signalized
by the Cuban Communist Party
(which goes under the name of
Popular Socialist Party) in an
official declaration in Political
Affairs. There the communists
acknowledge that the "Cuban
revolution" is taking on a de-
cidedly Marxist trend.
This discussion begins by de-
claring that "the Cuban Revo-
lution has developed In an ori-
ginal way.’* Because of this,
some people are said to assert
that It Is net Marxist. Such al-
legations arise from the fart
that the workers did not ori-
ginally take part In the revolu-
tion by mass action.
The communists need this "pro-
letarian" Umbo to come to their
main point, namaly that the re-
volution U actually Marxiat-Len-
inlst. The upheaval In Cuba is
compared to what took plaoe in
Red China, with Mao Tie-tung
presented as the proapectlve
teacher of the Cubans In their
efforts at "independence.”
We must recognize that our
continued appeasement of Khru-
shchev is badly depreciating us
in Cuba. We must also take the
initiative, through American cor-
porations, in introducing profit
sharing for the workers of that
land. Beyond that, we might in-
dicate that we favor land reforms
such as Gen. MacArthur introduc-
ed in Japan and the Catholic
statesman, Ngo Dinh Diem, is
bringing into Vietnam.
The faith in Focus
Indulgences Again
By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.
A printer’s error garbled
last week's attempt to state
the conditions for gaining plenary
indulgences, so we'll try it again.
The conditions ordinarily pre-
scribed for gaining a plenary in-
dulgence and designated by the
phrase, "under the usual condi-
tions," arc the following: confes-
sion, Communion, a visit to a
church or public oratory, or even
a semi-public oratory in certain
cases, and prayer for the inten-
tions of the Pope.
Now that that has been
straightened out, we may take up
the topic of partial indulgences.
A partial Indulgence is a remis-
sion granted by the Church of
part of the temporal punishment
due to sins already forgiven. Un-
like most plenary indulgences, a
partial indulgence can unless
the contrary be expressly stated
—begained frequently through-
out the day, whenever the pre-
scribed work is repeated.
The following are some
aspirations ami invocations to
which partial indulgences are at-
tached:
An indulgence of 500 daya for
saying: "Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord
God of hoats: the heavens and
the earth are full of Thy glory!"
(Enchiridion lndulgentiarum,
1952, No. 2.)
An indulgence of 300 days for
saying. "My God and my
All!" (Enchiridion Indulgentlar-
um. 1952, No. 5.).
An Indulgence of 500 days for
saying: "O God, be merciful to
me. the sinner" (Enchiridion In-
dulgentiarum, 1952, No. 14 ).
An indulgence of five years for
saying the Apostles' Creed (En-
chiridion lndulgentiarum, 1952,
No. 43.).
When, ai above, an indul-
gence Is granted in terms of so
many days or years, this means
that the amount of temporal pun-
ishment is remitted which, in the
sight of God, would have been
remitted by so many daya or
years of penance in the early
Church. Only God knows exactly
how much temporal punlihment
is actually taken away by an in-
dulgence.
The Church'! power of remit-
ting temporal punishment by
means of indulgences is contain-
ed in the "power of the keys"
given her by Christ (Mt. 16, 19;
IS, 18). In granting an indulgence
the Church applies to us from
her spiritual treasury part of the
Infinite satisfaction of Christ and
of the superabundant satisfaction
of the Bleaaed Virgin and of the
saints (the satisfaction which
Mary and tha saints gained dur-
ing their lifetime but did not need
for themselves). Tha granting of
indulgences it a practical expres-
sion of the Church's belief In the
doctrine of the "communion of
saints."
To gain an Indulgence for our-
selves we must be baptized, must
be in the state of grace, mutt
have at least a general intention
of gaining the indulgence, and
must perform fully and according
to the prescribed time, place, and
manner, the works required by
the Church for the indulgence in
question.
The state of grace is required
for gaining an Indulgence at
least at the moment when the
prescribed work Is finished.
Hence even a person in mortal
sin can begin to gain an indul-
gence, unless, of course, the pre-
scribed work demands the state
of grace, as is the case with
Holy Communion. Since a gen-
eral intention suffices for gaining
indulgences, it is advisable to ex-
press from time to time, espec-
ially in our morning prayer, the
desire of gaining all the indul-
gences attached to the prayers
we shall say and to the good
works we shall perform.
We canno4 gain Indulgences for
other living persons, but we can
gain them for the souls in pur-
gatory, since the Church makes
most Indulgences applicable to
them.
InYour Prayers
remember these, your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of Netcark
Rev. John E. Boylin, Nov. 14,
1927
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Signmund Swid-
er, Nov. 14, 1928
Rev. Julian A. Roazkowiki, Nov.
14, 1944
Rev. George M. Bloem, Nov. IS,
1903
Rev. John S. Kiernau, Nov. 15,
1908
Rev. Michael A. McManus, Nov.
16, 1909
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Charles J. Kelly,
Nov. 18, 1911
Rev. Joseph A. Dxiewlci, Nov.
16, 1940
Rev. Daniel K. McCarthy, Nov.
17, 1909
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Andrew M. Egan,
Nov. 17, 1921
Rev. Maurice L. McManus, Nov.
17, 1957
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Patrick W. Snlth,
Nov. 20, 1934
Diocese of Paterson
R«v. Anthony T. Kursynowskl,
Nov. U, 1985
THE QUESTION BOX
Mm Sn'. |f4MrV. Corfu, 76 Broad SU, BloomfieU, NJ,
k editor of The Question Box. Questiont may 6# submitted to him
foe osuwer im tbit colmmm.
Q DU Our Blew* Mother
realty die? It m»i to me that
hooka and Vermont do not
agroo oa this matter. I also
wialir If there is any coraec-
Uoo between Mary's death and
the Rosary?
A. Perhaps the simplest way
to settle the matter is to quote
from the revised Baltimore Cate-
chism No. 2 where, in Question!
17S, we are told.
“By the special privilege of her
Assumption, the body of the
Blessed Virgin Mary, preserved
from corruption, was raised from
the dead and taken into heaven.”
It is not defined by the Church
that Mary actually died. In his
definition of the dogma of Mary's
Assumption, Pope Pius XII did
not state whether Mary died or
not. He defined: “That the Im
.maculate Mother of God, the ever
Virgin Mary, having completed
the coarse of her earthly life, was
assumed body and soul into
heaven” (Encyclical “Munificent-
issimus Deus,” Nov. 1, 1950, par
44).
However it is the common
teaching of theologian* who are
skilled in the study of Mary's
part in God's plan that Mary did
die but that her body did not
corrupt after death.
There have been theologians
who have held that Mary did not
die. They argued that Mary was
not subject to the law of death
for death is the wages of sin, the
penalty of original sin, and Mary
was not subject to sin.
The point of these theologians
is correct, although their conclu
sion is not accepted. Mary was
free from the law of death and
therefore, unlike the rest of the
descendants of Adam, did not
have to die. God could, there-
fore, have given her the gift of
immortality from her conception
had He so desired.
God did not do so, not because
He would withhold any privilege
from His Mother but because in
Mary even death itself was a
privilege in that It permitted her
to imitate her Divine Son more
closely. Because Christ has cho-
sen to die, He permitted Mary
to die in imitation of Him. She
was His partner in the work of
redemption; and as He redeemed
mankind by His Passion and
death, He would permit Mary to
unite her sufferings to His snd
her death also to Mis death for
mankind.
Mary therefore consented to
die. even though she had not the
need to die as other humans do.
But corruption was never per-
mitted to touch the body that
had given His flesh and blood to
the Son of God. Corruption of
man's body is the result of sin;
there Is nothing glorious about It
and Jesus Himself did not see
corruption in the tomb. Hence
Mary was kept from corruption
«fter her death unUl the time of
her Assumption into heaven.
No details are had as to the
moment, or the circumstances of
Mary's death. We do not know
where she was buried with cer-
tainty although the Church of tha
Dormition in Jerusalem is tradi-
tionally marked as the spot of
her tomb. We do not know
whether she was in the tomb lor
a short or a long time.
| Such details are not needed by
us, although because we desire
to know as much as we can
about our heavenly Mother we
would greatly desire to know this.
Perhaps some future discovery
in the area of the Holy Land will
reveal this precious information
to generations after us.
In response to the second part
of your question, it does not seem
that there is any special connec-
tion between the Assumption of
Mary and the formation of the
Rosary. Of course, the fifth
glorious mystery of the Rosary
calls to mind the Assumption
Q. Is the Church's name “The
Roman Cathode Church" or are
we called "Roman Cathode" be-
cause we belong to the I-a tin
Rite?
A. The term "Roman Catholic.”
when used in its more proper
sense, refers to anyone who .s
subject to the Holy Father at
Rome. In this sense all Catholic*
of the Latin Rite and of the East-
ern Rites may be called Roman
Catholics.
Sometimes the name "Roman
Catholic" is used in a less proper
manner to refer to a member of
the Latin Rite Church. It would
be well if this manner of speak-
ing were not used.
Some Protestants refer to "Ro-
man Catholics" in distinction to
“Anglican Catholics" or "Eastern
Catholics" as if the Church of
Rome were only one part of tho
true Church. This use of the name
"Roman Catholic” cannot be ap-
proved since the true Church is
the Church subject to the Holy
Father, and that Church only.
Q. Can we choose Our Bless-
ed Mother for our patron saint
In Baptism?
A. Our patron saint of Bap-
tism means the saint whose name
wo are given when we are bap-
tized. If you are named Mary
or any name that comes from
Mary or which refers to tho
Blessed Mother, like Dolores
(Our Lady of Sorrows), then th#
Blessed Mother is your heavenly
patroness in a very special way.
But if you are not named after
the Blessed Mother your patron
saint is the saint after whom you
were named.
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The assistant pastor likes mystery stories, but fears
parishioners may not consider them proper reading—-
and so he disguises them with the dust jacketof “His-
tory of the Catacombs."
Letters to the Editor
' <T * # Advotf welcomes Utitrt lo tb* Editor, for A-fVn-ffa-’ktbis column. T bey tkomU be W,, signed
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Help Is Offered
For the Alcoholic
Name and address
withheld
Editor:
The recent discussion of the pros and cons of alcohol-
ism have been most interesting and helpful, I hope, to
comeone, somewhere.
One letter, on the love of Christ, was particularly
Interciting, since it points out
one of the most difficult problems
w# have to contend with— that
of trying to distinguish between
Sickness and sin.
In A.A., we too recognize the
difference between the “true” al-
coholic, who is a sick person, and
the individual who has chosen
drunkenness and carousing as a
way of life, by preference. He
lives that way because he likes
the life, and usually his only re-
gret is that he is unable to live
■ life of absolute self-indulgence
’ without doing damage to himself.
He decides to give up drinking
because it has become a stum-
bling block in his pursuit of
“happiness.”
Characters such as this come
Into A.A., stop drinking usually
with no trouble at all, and pro-
ceed to go on living by the prin-
ciple, “anything that I do is all
right as long as I am sober,”
•nd sobriety is mere camouflage.
We in A.A. accept this prob-
lem as best we can with patience
and some degree of tolerance,
hoping that since these have been
offered the grace of A.A. prin-
ciples, they may, some day, learn
to apply them. Sickness, alcohol-
ism, drunkenness and even sin so
often are the very means of our
salvation, eventually —and per-
haps that is one of the reasons
Why God permits all of this.
So much of this confusion is due
•imply to ignorance and intol-
erance, and there is no need for
this. So much has been said, vol-
umes have been written on the
•übject, but most of it never
reaches the eyes and ears of those
who need it the most, the al-
coholic who still suffers, and the
prejudiced non alcoholic.
It seems that you, as a Catholic
newspaper, hold in your hands
the answer to a problem that we
cannot solve; you get into the
home.
One of the most heartbreaking
especta of alcoholism is the fact
that those of us who have the
answer are so often unable to
offer it We cannot go to those
who have the problem; we must
wait until they come to us —and
too often, they come too late.
The tick alcoholic is like the
drowning man who reaches for a
straw. The straw is there, but he
must reach for it, and out of fear.
Ignorance, pride and despair, he
lacks the courage to reach out
toward the only thing that can
save him total abstinence. So-
briety seems much too frail a
straw to support him, and the
familiar suffering of his drinking
seems worth clinging to —as
long ks it brings him some meas-
ure of comfort, usually the com-
fort of oblivion.
Perhaps the straw might be
floated in a little closer to those
who need it, by offering the help
of a fine litUe book, “A Man
Takes a Drink,” written by Rev.
John Ford, S.J.
Father Ford is a distinguished,
non-alcoholic Jesuit theologian,
and as such, his words are ac-
ceptable to everyone with any in-
terest in the problem on any
level. It is helpful, too, to priests
in their pastoral counseling.
This book is published by P. J.
Kenedy and Sons, New York, and
is also available at Loyola House
of Retreats, 161 James St. Mor-
ristown, N.J., at the nominal
price of *2.50.
With the help of this book, we
earnesUy hope that those of you
who still stumble in the darkness
of alcoholism, will find the light
that will bring you into A. A.,
where we can share with you
our strength, hope and experience
and offer you God's gifts of un-
derstanding and faith and love.
New Approach on
Church Giving
John F. McEntee,
Ridgewood.
Editor:
In regard to publishing lists of
contributions, we must remem-
ber that the Catholic Church is
in the supernatural business;
thus application of natural mo-
tives to increase parish revenue
does not appear to be the Chris-
tian approach. The unwitting en-
couragement of natural motives
will only promote natural giving,
and, according to Matt. 6: 1-4,
that type giving is not efficacious
spiritually.
One reply further suggested
that those who have a distaste
for having their contributions,
and those of others, revealed,
nevertheless agree to permit
such revelation in a spirit of
charity and obedience to the
needs and wishes of our pastor
and thus grow in spiritual sta-
ture. Such a psychology appears
to me somewhat akin to the de-
liberate committing of a wrong
to get an opportunity to suffer
remorsel
It might be effective to place
a large, bulletin-type sign promi-
nently in the vestibules of
churches each Sunday, reading
'Attendance, 2,500; Contribu-
tions, $1,000.”
Let the parishioners calculate
the mathematics involved! ~
Kaiser Steel Pact
Aids Bargaining
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
At ■ crucial point in the his-
tory of labor-management rela-
tion* the Kaisers, father and son,
have demonstrated that where
there is a will to make collec-
tive bargaining work, there is a
way. For this
they deserve
some sort of
award.
It would be
almost impos-
sible to exag-
gerate the im-
portance of
what the Kais-
ers have done,
In cooperation
with the United Steelworkers of
America, to restore some meas-
ure of public confidence In col-
lective bargaining as the only
alternative to compulsory arbi-
tration.
I WOULD prefer not to con-
trast the Kaisers unfavorably
with their colleagues in Big
Steel. But Edgar Kaiser himself
has acknowledged that there ts
a "difference in thinking" be-
tween Kaiser Corp. and the pow-
ers that-be in basic steel.
This difference is best Illus-
trated by Section VI of the con-
tract which Kaiser Corp. ne-
gotiated with the steelworkers.
"The parties shall establish,”
It reads, “a joint committee, con-
sisting of Dr. George Taylor,
chairman; David L. Cole, and
John Dunlop, and three represen-
tative! designated by each party
to recommend for the considera-
tion of the parties the establish-
ment of a long-range plan for
equitable sharing between the
stockholders, the employes and
the pliblic, of -the fruits of the
company’s progress. The formula
shall give appropriate considera-
tion to safeguarding the employ-
es against increases in cost of
living, to promoting stability of
employment, to reasonable shar-
ing of increased productivity, la-
bor cost savings, to providing for
necessary expansion and for as
euring the company’s and em-
ployes* progress. *
m ESTABLISHMENT of this
—wltte# Is an encouraging
Dirt dor, Social Adion Department, NCWC
step in the right direction.
The Kaisers and the union
have made It clear that they
want the committee to succeed
and that they are willing to
give it all the authority It
needs to do its job. Thus Ed-
gar Kaiser says that the com-
mittee will be able to see the
books of the corporation. Why
not, he asks? "The company
doesn't belong to me.”
The latter sentence would be
enough to assure the younger
Kaiser a certain measure of
fame. But even more significant
was his reply to his colleagues in
the steel industry who huve told
him that his efforts, through an-
other labor-management commit-
tee, to settle the “work-rule"
controversy are a waste of Ume.
WHAT HAPPENS, he was ask-
ed in an interview by U.S. News
and World Report, if you get a
3-3 vote In this six-man commit
tee? "You’re blocked," he re-
plied. "That’s what the Industry
tells us will happen. They say:
‘This is for the birds.’ Well, if
faith that you can work out some-
thing with somebody else is for
the birds, we had better fold the
whole country up.”
Kaiser might have added
that If labor-management co-
operation is “for the birds,"
there will be no need for ns to
fold the whole country up—it
will fold up of Its own accord.
More on Lists
Of Contributions
Name and address
withheld.
Editor:
Thii is in reference to the dis-
cussion regarding publishing lists
of contributions.
Catholics contribute to the sup-
port of the Catholic Church. That
is where the Church’s income
comes from—not the state nor
the government—but from Cath-
olics.
Many Catholics grumble that
"the Church is always asking for
money.” If these same Catholics
would increase their church do-
nations from say 1% of their
eamings to 5% or 10%, they
would find that the Church would
not be "always asking for mon-
ey.”
It’s strange how many people
can afford to spend $4O or $5O
on repairs for the TV set, or
spend over $lOO at the seashore
in the summer, or $lOO or $2OO
at Christmas time —and then
think they are “contributing to
the support of their Church” by
giving $1 each Sunday, and $5
or $lO at Christmas time.
Perhaps publishing lists of con-
tributions will help—l don’t know
—but certainly something must
be tried.
Jerseyan Asks
Books for Africa
Editor:
I am a missionary in East
Africa (from New Jersey) and
am in charge of a school of 175
boys. We need books badly. If
each person would send Just one
book it would be a big help to us.
We need books on both the
primary school and secondary
school level: children's books,
biogrsphies, science books, pic-
ture books, religious books, lives
of the saints—any good book,
even second-hand ones if they
are in good condition. Please
help our campaign “Books for
Africa."
Please send books to
(Rev.i , Anthony, 0.5.8.,
Namupa, Box, Lindl
Rev. Anthony, 0.5.8.,
Tanganyika, East' Africa.
Tanganyika.
Saints of
The Week
today, to. U - St Albert
the Gnat, Biabep-Coafosaor-Doc-
tor. Noted German Dominican
philosopher and theologian who
taught St Thomas Aquinas. Died
in 1280 at age of 88 in Cologne.
Monday, to. 18 St Ger-
trude, Virgin. A Benedictine nun
from Saxony, she was Messed
with high gifts of mystic prayer.
Tuesday, Nor. IT St Greg-
ery the Wonderworker, Bishop-
Confessor. Born in Nso-Cassara
near the Black Sea and became
Bishop in 240. At the time but 17
Christians were there, at his
death there were only 17 pagans.
Wednesday, Nov. 18 Dedica-
tion of the Basilicas ef 88. Peter
and Pant These are the two most
famed churches in Rome.
Thursday, Nov. 18 St. Elisa-
heth of Hungary, Widow. Daugh-
ter of King Andreas 11, she was
born in 1207, married at the age
of 14 and was reduced to poverty
at 20 when her husband died.
Forced from her home by her
brother-in-law, she lived to see
her son reinstated in his inheri-
tance. She is the patron saint of
the Third Order of St. Francis,
of which she was a member.
Died 1231, canonized four years
later.
Friday, Nov. 28 - St. Felix of
Valois, Confessor. Son of the
Count of Valois, he was born in
1127, Joined the Cistercians and
lived as a hermit in Italy before
co-founding the Congregation of
the Holy Trinity. Died 1212.
Saturday, Nov. 21 Presenta-
tion of the Blessed Virgin. Com-
memorates her presentation in
the temple at Jerusalem at age
of three by her parents.
What the Church
, Doctors Have to Say
About the So-Called 'Birth Control' Pill
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Profits or of Sociology, St. Louis Umirersity
Whut does the Church say about so-called birth
control pills? If one cun trust the popular reports the
discovery of these pills represents a major break-
throughIn the efforts to control population. Can such
pills ever be used? How does their use differ morally
from the use of ordinary contraceptives?
In spit* of popular reports,
there hai been no major break-
through In the area of birth con-
trol pills. It has been known for
some time that ovulation can be
Mocked in many species by ad-
ministration of
certain hor-
mones or their
synthetic chem-
ical equiva-
lents. The anti-
fertility pill
that has re-
ceived a great
deal of publici-
ty recently is
of this nature.
It is a synthetic chemical ster-
oid that can be taken orally. It
was developed to control men-
strual disorders and its effects in
blocking ovulation was discover-
ed later. The pill is relatively
expensive and must be taken
daily to prove effective in block-
ing ovulation.
RESEARCH discloses some un-
desirable side effects such as
nausea, though it is believed
these may be eliminated eventu-
ally. The long range possible ef-
fects are not known.
At present, the drag Is to be
used only under a physician's
direction; it is re com mended
that its ase he limited to cmser
s altering positive menstrual
disorders. However, considera-
ble research on Us ase as an
anti-fertility pm has been con-
ducted in Puerto Rico with
more or less effective results.
American physicians tend to
regard the extensive use of the
pill with disfavor since the ques-
tion of such therapy acting as an
inciting factor of carcinoma of
the breast or genital tract is
widely disputed among authori-
ties.
SINCE THE PILL acts as a
sterilizing agent, the Church’s po-
sition on its licit use follows the
general moral laws regulating
sterilization. Direct sterilization,
whether permanent or tempo-
rary, performed for eugenic or
contraceptive purposes, is mor-
ally wrong.
Direct sierilixatioa, as the
term Is used here, includes
every interference with the
generative function ia which
sterility Itself, either perpetual
•r temporary, U intended at
aa cad la Itiell or at a means
to a further end. Direct sterili-
zation it wrong because it rep.
reaeuta aa unreasonable muti-
lation.
Sterilization it termed indirect
when sterility it an unintentional
by-product of a genuine therapeu-
tic procedure—for example, when
a cancerous uterus is removed.
INDIRECT sterilization is
judged morally permissible un-
der certain conditions. A widely
uted principle in medical ethics,
sometimes called the principle of
“totality,” applies here: the in-
dividual has the right to use the
services of his organism as a
whole and consequently may al-
low individual parts to be de-
stroyed or mutilated when and
to the extent necessary for the
good of his being at a whole.
The conditions required for
licit mutilation, whether by re-
moval of an organ or by sup.
prestion of its functions, are:
(A) the preservation of the or-
gan or its functioning must be
a source of actual harm or con-
stitute a threat to the total well-
being of the person; (b) there
must be a well-founded assur-
ance that the proposed mutila-
tion will either remove or notably
diminish the harm, and that this
effect cannot be obtained without
the mutilation; and (c) there
must be a reasonable estimate
that the good to be effected,
e.g., by removing the harm, re-
ducing pain, etc., will compen-
sate for the evil effects conse-
quent on lost of the organ er
function.
APPLYING THESE principles,
if the use of a pill constitutes!
direct sterilization at defined'
•bove, its use is Immoral; U Us.
use results in indirect
tipn, the principle of totality afs
It follows that such a pill could
licitly be used to alleviate or
eliminate various malfunctions tr
pathological conditions in the hu- :
man system. ~x
Further, if a suitable means,
could be discovered to control
disorders or marked irregular!-.
ties in the menstrual cycle. Hi
use for this purpose would be
permissible.
I think you can now see hew
‘
the use of these pUls differs !
morally from use of contracep-
Uves. Since these pills act as'
sterilizing agents, their Melt use
Is governed by the moral prfa-
ciples relating to sterilisation.
The ise of contraceptives Is
always wrong because tt vW-
ates or renders intrinsically
evil the act of conjugal rela-
tions itself.
You may wonder why I main-
tain that the present pill const!-
tutes no major breakthrough.
The reason is that the "pill" the
planned parenthooders desire
must be cheap, safe and effec-
tive if taken only every few days
or so.
The present pll lacks such
qualities.
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November Intentions
The Holy Father’s general
Intention for November is:
That public and private life
in Madagascar may be imbued
with a profound Christian
spirit.
The mission intention sug-
gested for the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
Failure of world communism.
9
Eucharistic
Congress
Ten Country Tour
Highlighted by the
Visit the 37th International
Eucharistic Congress which
will be held in Munich in
1900. Other religious high-
lights of this special tour in-
clude attendance at the Ob-
erammergan Passion Play,
held only once every ten
years, and stops in Lourdes
and Rome. Included in the
42-day tour rate of $1,330.40
are hotel accommodations,
transportation, meals, sight-
seeing and the services ot an
expert AAA tour conductor.
Consult your local club travel
counselor (or full details.
TEA VII MS All MINT
1 NIW JIRIIY AUTOMOIIIS CUil
| tu CUaiM At*. News* I. N. J.
| 1-1400
IHkm »«nd m# Information ontho Cuchoriitlc Tour Q
j PUaM bond mt Information an
atKar I wrap* on Toon. Q
Addr#M
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CUSTOM REUPPIOLSTERY SPECIAL!
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!
Hove 2-pit c* suite rttpkolsftrtd for as little as $134 and
get a FREE OTTOMAN TO MATCH, without charge
Here'* a free offer you (Imply can’t afford td paa* up
. . .
have your 2-piece suite reupholstered now and
get an ottoman to match, without extra charge. A
phone call ~brings our decorator representative to
your home, at your convenience, with a complete
selection of fabric samples. You select the fabric*
you want (note that all fabrics have the new Silicon*
finish to make your furniture stain-proof, dirt-proof,
sun-proof). You ran arrange to have channelled
or convert pillow-backs to Lawson if you
wish
.. . have nail-head trim ... at no extra charge.
We pick up your furniture . . . and return it I-IKK
NEWI
A
CUSTOM
REUPHOLSTERY
Us# Our Shop-ot-Home
Service
. . . Phone
HEnderson 3-8100
or UNion 3-3500
Goodman's 18-point reupholstery plan completely rebuilds your old
furniture . . . our expert craftsmen replace old filling and springs, r*.
finish the frame, custom tailor your pieces in the new fabrics you select
‘ • • s»d when we return it, you’ll agree with us that It’s ready to give
years and years ml beauty and service again. Phone now and have a
new kind of elegance in your living room this Fall.
uOodntMi
• 24-MONTH PLAN
. . . as RtHe «
10% dews, np to 24 months to pay on
pm*basis of fmaMor*. rarpstbg. tola*
vistoa, appiancss. ranphilNmy.
• TO-DAY HAN ... pap ft dawn.
dMda the balance b thro* equal pay-
meats, without charge.
ns
m
GOODMAN’S—CASTLS
Hedsea BKd. at 54th SI
Open Every Night to 9:30
Except Sat. to 5:30
Plenty ef
forking Spot*
GOODMAN'S—JUSIY CITY
Ut Berpea Aveaae
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri.
Nights to 9:30
Other Days to 1:30
hmParking at leryso
*w#fs, I Sleek North of Iters
Red Sacrifices Contrasted
With Those of Catholics
Members of the Society for
the Propagation of the Faith (that
means you. for the Hedy Father
wants all Catholics to be mem-
bers) are asked to make a sacri-
fice for the missiona. Another
kind at sacrifice is asked at Chin-
ese youth for the cause of com-
munism.
A report recently printed in
China was entitled “The Magni-
ficent Spirit of the Youth in Sink-
ing in the Construction of the
Canal.” This report read: “The
building of this canal called for
100,000 days of work; 300,000 cu-
bic meters of earth had to be
transported. It was accomplished
in 131 days by 30,000 young men
and women."
There was a question as to
whether these youths would
freeze to death, never having
worked in temperatures varying
from 22 and 40 degrees Fahren-
heit with cold winds blowing from
the Gobi Desert. It was under
these conditions the heroic youths
worked. When their shoes wore
out they worked in their stock-
ings. If they had no gloves
they worked with bare hands.
If parallel sacrifices were
made by the faithful they would
be saints, and if they were made
by youths who had been baptized
and confirmed, there would be
little communism in'the world.
Seminarians Help
Louisiana Missioner
A Southern missionary has to
spread himself over 150' square
miles of bayous, swamps and
pine forests to cover four
churches. He is Rev. John
O'Brien, 0 11 I.
Pastor of -Our Lady of Good J
Hope parish, Father O'Brien lab-
ors on Bayou DeLisle in Louis-
iana, only a few miles from the
Mississippi. Catholic families are
descendants of early European
settlers. Originally French-speak-
ing, many of the older people still
cling to a species of French to-
day.
While the people are Catholic
by heritage and by name, they
auw also heir to the weakness
that develops after years of
marginal education. Father
O’Brien's remarkable church
building program has influen-
ced many returns to the sacra-
mental life.
Starting a seminary In a bank-
rupt hotel, Father O'Brien now
has 75 students and 10 priest-con-
fessors. The seminarians are a
great help, as each Sunday finds
one or more at each church lead-
ing the people in a closer parti-
cipation in the Mass. Educating
the children in their faith Is their
weekday task.
It Is because of the part played
by the seminarians In the life of
the Church that Father O’Brien
is able to cover his 150-square-
mile parish of financially poor
but spiritually rich people.
Japan Radio Spreads
Knowledge of Church
Radio is proving a boon in
Kyoto. Japan, where the Good
Shepherd movement has concen-
trated on mass communications
media to reach the highly liter-
ate Japanese people. About 5,000
are enrolled in a dynamic Catho-
lic correspondence course offer-
ed by the movement on its daily
radio program.
Because it is a difficult mis-
sion country, missionaries expect
few mass conversions. Rev.
James F. Hyatt, Maryknoll
priest who founded the Good
Shepherd movement, relates that
even though Buddhism and Shin-
toism dominate that nation of 90
million people, Christianity has
an influence on Japanese life far
greater than the comparatively
small number of followers indi-
cates.
The movement has its own
printing plant and furnishes a
complete religious correspond-
ence course. Father Hyatt feels
it also could “blanket the entire
country with the radio program
on 25 to 30 stations'* if money
could be secured to finance the
operation.
"Although we are paying the
lowest rates for our air time,”
states Father Hyatt, "dioceses in
poorer areas are unable to find
the means to carry the program.
But results to date in Kyoto in-
dicate that we are on the right
track and are probably reaching
the greatest number of people at
the lowest possible cost.”
Seminary for Buffalo
BUFFALO* (RNS) — Bishop
op Joseph A. Burke of Buffalo
announced that a new diocesan
seminary would be erected on an
80-acre site near suburban East
! Aurora.
Plan Two Appeals
For Missions
There will be two appeals on
behalf of the Society tor the
Propagation of the Faith on
Sunday, Noe. 15. Bishop Stan-
ton will make an appeal In his
own parish, St. Aedan's, Jer-
sey City; and Rev. John F.
Davis will make an appeal in
Oar Lady of Sorrows Church,
South Orange, Rt. Rev. Msgr.
John H. Byrne, pastor.
Bishop Stanton is deeply
grateful to Msgr. Byrne and
to the other pastors or the
Archdiocese for their coopera-
tion In making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, B.T.D, PhJ), LIU).
SI Mulberry SL. Newark 2, N. J. Phone: MArkct 2-2991
Hours: Dally, • a.m. to 5 pm.; Saturday, 9 «-■»■ to it
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis, J.CJ>.
24 De Grasse SI, Paterson 1. N. J. Phone: ARaaory 44400.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 3 pm.; Saturday, 9 an. to 12.
RARE PRESS CONFERENCE: Cardinal Domenico Tardini, Vatican Secretary of
State, is pictured seated at a table in the assembly hall at Villa Nazareth where he
gave his history making press conference explaining the coming Second Vatican
Ecumenical Council. The four newsmen seated directly in front of him are, left to
right: Uriel Raitz von Frentz, correspondentfor many diocesan papers in Germany
Daniel Gilmore (UPI), United Press Rome bureau chief; Curtis Pepper, Newsweek
correspondent; Rev. Giovanni Scantamburlo, correspondent for the Italian magazine
"Orrizonte."
Family Basic Unit of Society,
Holy Father Tells Pilgrims
SCWC Sews Service
Following is e translation of an address delivered by Pope
John XXXlll on May 30, 1959, to the family movement of the
French Teams of Our The Pope cited the importance of the
family as the basic unit of society.
Dear aotu and daughters, What
a pleasure it is lor Us to wel-
come today your 1,000 Christian
families, which represent in Our
eyes all of those of the Teams
of Our Lady family movement,
and many oth-l
era which as-
pire these days
to a deep spir-
itual life. j
After some
20 years of
existence, your
movement is
now reaching
an Imposing
number of fam-*
ilies in several countries whose
members have firmly decided to
be faithful, with the assistance
of the Lord, to the graces of the
marriage sacrament, to their re-
sponsibilities as educators, and
to their apostolic tasks in the
Church and the world.
YOUR ARRIVAL, dear pil
trims, brings Us joy and con-
aolation. In the contemporary
world, marriage and the family
are, in reality, all too often at-
tacked in a variety of ways.
Fundamental principles of natur-
al morality are being denied or
scorned with Impunity; and
many Christian homes are being
gradually penetrated by an at-
mosphere of naturalism or of
latent immorality, and are be-
ing to lose sight of the super-
natural grandeur of their voca-
tion.
How important It Is then for
Catholic doctrine—to firm, so
clear, so rich—to be exempli-
fied in this field to some de-
gree and to be brought within
reach of all throngh the exam-
ple of fervent Catholics who
make an effort In their con-
duct is husbands, fathers and
mothers, to be entirely true to
tho Ideal outlined by Our Lord
Himself.
As in the case with the mem-
bers of all homes, you undoubted-
ly know the temptations and the
trials of life. And it is precisely
because you wish to avoid these
risks and to sustain your effort
that you are organizing your
teams. You arc finding them a
valuable aid toward understand-
ing the requirements of spiritual
life, with the advice of a priest,
and toward solving, in the light
of Faith, the problems that the
different stages of life bring to
married couples and parents.
You also find in the teams
brotherly friendship and. when
needed, the security of financial
assistance. Thus in bearing each
other's burdens you are gener-
ously fulfilling Christ's law.
PURSUE WITH confidence and
humility your effort to attain
Christian perfection within the
framework of your conjugal and
family life. Although it is true
that virginity is, by its nature,
supenor to the married state,
this affirmation is not—as you
know—in any manner In opposi-
tion to the invitation to all faith-
ful to be "perfect as the celeslal
father is perfect."
The very honor that the
Church pays to Christian vir-
ginity is valuable to married
persons, became the perfect
charity of dedicated spirits Is
a constant reminder of the
Ideal of love for God which
ahmUd also in marriage en-
cwwrage and support the prac-
tice of chastity which is ap-
propriate to that state.
What wealth and hope for the
Church are contained in the
growth of Christian homes in
which, according to the terms of
your basic law of life, husbands
and wives desire to make their
mutual love—sanctified by grace
and purified by sacrifice—a
glorification of God and a tes-
timonial to men of the sanctity
o* marriage and a reparation for
the sins committed against it.
Thu has long been your deter-
w la a Hon. dear sons and daugh-
ter*. You deeire to make a true
germ cell of the Church out of
the unique and privileged family
society, where God may be hon-
ored particularly by common
prayer, where His holy law may
be observed, regardless of how
difficult that may sometimes be;
where those precious fruits of the
human heart—conjugal love, pa-
ternal and maternal love, filial
love and brotherly love—may
grow harmoniously.
IN THE THOUGHT of the
Church, a truly Christian home
constitutes the nourishing atmos-
phere in which the faith of the
children grows and develops, and
where they learn to become not
only men but also sons of God
On the occasion of this pil-
grimage yon, dear fathers and
mothers assembled here, want
to tell us of your determina-
tion to offer these children gen-
erously to the service of the
Lord, if one day b* calls them.
With absolute respect for the
personal vocation of each and
every one of them, yon affirm
that it would be an honor and
a pleasure for you to give to
the Church the priests, Broth-
ers and Sisters whom she
needs so much today to re-
spond to the call of souls.
Your gesture touches Us deep
ly and We thank you from the
bottom of Our heart, hoping that
your faithful attitude may be an
example to many Christian par-
ents. Just as any excessive pres-
sure in this direction would be
dangerous, the vigilant discre-
tion with which a father and
mother cooperate to a certain ex-
tent with God and the Church
to aid the unfolding and growth
of that delicate flower of voca-
tion within the soul of the child,
is important—sometimes irre-
placeable.
YOUR MISSION as spouses
and as Christian parents goes
beyond the limited framework of
the family. Protecting the inti-
macy of the home does not mean
shutting it in stcrilely upon itself.
Charity achieves perfection by
the giving of oneself. It is by
devotion to the tasks that fall to
.your lot in the Church and In
|the world that your home will
attain its full Christian develop-
j ment.
In former times—and still In
many countries today—the pop-
ulation of a village was count-
ed by the number of Its fire-
sides. It was a way of recog-
nising that the family Is the
active cell of civil society. Yon
•we it to yourselves to show by
your attitude that such Is your
conviction.
But, above all, may your
movement aid its members more
and more to discover and to as-
sume their apostolic responsibili-
ties. In being hospitable, brother-
ly and receptive to the needs of
others, a family exercises Its
genuine apostolate by example
and by the radiation of love.
But We are pleased to know
that the members of the Teams
of Our Lady, filled with mission-
ary zeal, are taking part in large
numbers In Catholic Action and
in various programs approved by
the hierarchy. We sincerely en-
courage this orientation of the
movement, without which It
would not reach the goal it has
set for itself: the creation of truly
Christian homes.
IN CONCLUSION, dear sons
and daughters, We arc pleased!
to note that you have placed
yourselves under the patronage
of Our Lady. It is through her
that you wish to go to God. May
she keep all of your homes In
purity and love. May she bring
them to imitate the Holy Family
of Nazareth, which Our predeces-
sor, Leo XIII, offered to Chris-
tian families as a perfect and
complete model of all domestic
virtues.
To all of you, dear pilgrims
of the Teams of Our Lady, to all
of the members of your move-
ment, to your chaplains, and,
above all, to the promoter and
Indefatigable guide of this move-
ment for the spiritual training of
homes. We grant as a token of
abundant divine grace, Our very
paternal apostolic benediction.
Meditation Book
For Advance Sale
CONVENT-The Sister Miriam
Teresa League this week an-
nounced that it will distribute
copies of Daily Missal Medita-
tions, the soon to-be published
first volume of a four volume
series being written by the Sis-
ters of Charity.
Price for orders placed before
Dec. 1 Is |5, after Dec. 1, $«,
the League noted, A delay In
the publishing date, originally
set for Nov. 1, was also an-
nounced. It Is expected that the
books will be ready by early
December.
The meditations Include some
by Sister Miriam Teresa, Ba-
yonne-born Sister of Charity
whose cause for beatification is
underway.
Speak at Ridgewood
RIDGEWOOD Dr. George F
CrlkeUir and Mu J. White, at
tb# Nov. II meeting of the Serra
Club a t Ridgewood, will diicuu
St. Frauda o t Aaalai aod St.
Benedict
Parents of Deaf
To Hear Nun
UNION CITY - Sister M.
Bridget, M.H.S.H., will speak on
The Blessings of the Handi-
capped Child” at fourth an-
nual parents day sponsored by
the Mt. Carmel Guild’s Hudson
County Catechetical School for
the Deaf. The program will be
held Nov. 15. 3 pm , at St.
Bridget's CYO.
Sister Bridget was recently
named supervisor of the Jersey
City classes. She has taught in
schools of the deaf staffed by
the Mission Helpers of the Sacred
Heart in Baltimore and Puerto
Rico.
Also featured will be a demon-
stration of anew visual aid tech-
nique for teaching deaf children
about the miracles of Our Lord.
A film strip developed by Rev.
Edward J. Hayes, the Guild's
visual aid research director, and
a dramatization by the children
will be included.
Rev. George Ligos Is director
of the school which has 19 pupils
taught by 18 students of Jersey
City State Teachers College.
Our Lady of Lourdes
To Celebrate Jubilee
PATERSON Parishioners of Our Ladv of Lourdes
Church here will celebrate the diamond jubilee of the
founding of their parish on Nov. 15.
Bishop McNutly will preside at the Solemn Mass of
Wanerka, pastor. That evening
the diamond jubilee banquet will
be held at the Casino de Charlz,
Totowa Borough.
Assisting Father Wanerka at
the Mass as deacon and subdea-
con will be Rev. Leo E. Schnell,
0.P., Providence College, R 1.,
tind Rev. John E. Mushinsky,
Our Lady of Lourdes. Msgr. Wil-
liam F. Louis, Paterson Chancel-
lor, will be master of ceremonies.
The sermon will be preached
by Rev. Edgar A. Verhoest, chap-
lain, Alexian Brothers Hospital.
Both he and Father Schnell ac-
knowledged their vocations to the
priesthood while parishioners at
Our Lady of Lourdes.
Principal speaker at the parish
dinner will be Rev. John P. Mc-
Hugh, director of De Paul Region-
al High School. Wayne. Father
Wanerka will be toastmaster. Co-
chairmen are I.ouis I.otizia and
Mrs. John Fox.
OUR LADY of Lourdes parish
had its beginnings as a mission
of St. Boniface Church, Paterson,
and itself has been the mother
church for three other missions.
Two of these, St. Anthony's, Haw-
thorne, and St. Paul's, Prospect
Park, are now well-established
parishes. The other mission ia
Immaculate Conception, Pater-
son.
Our Lady of Lourdes now
serves 1,150 parishioners. Its
school, with an enrollment of 400
children, is administered by the
Dominican Sisters of Newburah.
NY.
The church buildings are locat-
ed on River St. in the Riverside
section of Paterson. The church
Itself was erected in 1928 and ded-
icated in 1929.
INDULGENCES may be gain-
ed for reading the Bible.
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FOR THB CLERGY
& SEMINARIANS
i
Id our Specialized De-
partment, exclui ively for
the Clergyand Seminarian*,
we have a comprehensive
•election of quality Cloth-
ing and Accessories.
Here's a partial listing.
They are moderately priced,
and upward.
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Guild Has Served
Blind for 20 Years
By Anne Mae Buckley
the ML Carmel Guild Depart,nent Mr the BUnd has grown from fire to 650 members, and
« ASKS'ESS1 "“ vl,r “ “
_^*P*rtmen t will mark its 30th anniversary Nov. 15
* er at Mt - c,nnel Guild Headquarters, M Central
Ave., at 4 p.m.
THOSE WHO visualize the Guild’s program as a kH of
protective ghetto designed to shield the blind from the glare
« the sighted world are deluded. As Rev. Richard M. Me-
Guinness, director, explains that program, it is composed of
cusses and activities geared to making the blind more
self-reliant, independent and able to take part in the life of
their own homes and environment."
At the center the blind can learn bowling, dancing, braille
•owing, cooking, carpentry, radio building, jewelry making and
***** crafU and amusements. Since a month ago these
activities have been put on a dally basis with the center’s
facilities available from 2 p.m. to 10 every day.
AMONG THE SERVICES available to the blind, in addi-
tion to instruction, are reading aloud by sighted people a
braille-mimeographed newspaper, ’’See Hear." published on a
unique braille duplicator, and most recently an unusual ac-
cident insurance set-up for the blind at normal rates.
Father McGuinness, who was appointed director of the de-
partment by Archbishop Boland in July, 1955, is serving bis
second term as president of the American Federation of Cath-
olic Workers for the Blind. The insurance project, available
to members of the Federation, is typical of the fresh approach
and vigorous confidence in the blind that Father McGuinness
habitually brings to the work.
THE GUILD’S department for the blind was Inaugurated
Oct. 7, 1939, by Msgr. John G. Delaney, then archdiocesan di-
rector of the Guild, and Mrs. Leo Norton of Newark, the de-
partment's first chairman.
Mrs. Norton held the post until two years ago when she
retired for health reasons. The numbers of blind people who
attended the monthly devotions and socials participated
in the outings, grew steadily from the original group of five,
to the present membership of 550.
Helen Reilly of Jersey City, a veteran of the advertising
business, Is the new chairman for the blind. All workers are
volunteers, except for a receptionist recently engaged when
the department went on a daily basis. The enthusiasm of the
volunteers has led them to do everything from learning to
write and read braille, to serving up a huge traditional turkey
dinner for the blind every Thanksgiving.
IN JANUARY, 1957, the department took over its present
headquarters, the second floor of the Mt. Carmel Guild
building.
Here the blind can spend happy, constructive hours
•‘reading” magazines (taped by volunteers), learning hobbies
and skills, rehearsing with the glee club, participating in the
religious discussion club, playing checkers (with special braille
markers) or shuffle-board.
Here they meet after devotions at St. Patrick’s Pro-
Cathedral. This is the starting point for outings fishing
trips, picnics and the like.
AND MOST important, through all these activities, here
they can begin to gain the self-confidence necessary to help
them take their place in the world that belongs to those who
can see —and also to those who cannot.
FUN: Father McGuinnesa listens in on bowling point-
ers given to blind Viola Gibson by Matty Makaus,
instructor.
WORK: Blind John Morrison learns proper procedure
for driving a nail under tutelageof Harold Smith and
Rev. James McFarland.
Devotion After Dark
Decade of Adoration in West Essex
BLOOMFIELD—On one night
a month the doors of Sacred
Heart Church do not dose, nor
is the church empty tor a mo-
ment between the hoars of •
p.m. and 6 a.m. It has been
this way for the past 10 years.
The night is the first Friday
of every month; the worship-
pers, 800 men from 24 parish-
es who belong to the Nocturnal
Adoration Society of West Es-
sex. The society will observe
its 10th snniversary Dec. •
with a Communion breakfast at
The Rock, West Orange, at
which Archbishop Boland will
apeak.
NOCTURNAL ADORATION
is not so much a society as it
is a devotion. There are no
meetings, no dues, only one an-
nual activity, the Communion
breakfast. Yet it is a devotion
so appealing that hundreds of
men look forward to tha month-
ly vigil, arise in the wee hours
without complaint, find deep
spiritual comfort in spending
an hour In prayer before the
Blessed Sacrament exposed.
One month a man's assigned
hour might be 9 p.m.-10 p.m.;
six months later, tha cyde will
have brought him the assign-
ment of 3 a.m, to 4 a.m. Al-
though a man may keep his
vigil at the same hour every
month, a number of members
follow the rotating cycle.
THERE ARE 34 members
who have perfect attendance
records for 10 years.
Nocturnal Adoration was born
nearly 150 years ago, in 1810,
when a Jewish convert, Her-
man Cohen, organized laymen
who promised to keep vigils be-
fore the Blessed Sacrament in
any church of Rome where ex-
position was in progress.
In 1882 the first Nocturnal
Adoration society was formed
in the U.S., at St. Ann's, Balti-
more.
THE WEST ESSEX society
grew out qf the first Nocturnal
Adoration Society of the Arch-
diocese, founded at St. Brid-
get’s, Newark, by Bishop Mc-
Nulty. That original adoration
group now meets at St. Pat-
rick’* Pro-cathedral.
It was Dec. 2, 1949, when the
West Essex society began its
first night-long vigil at Sacred
Heart Church, with Rev. Paul
V. Collis spiritual director. Per-
mission for the society had
be-n granted to the pastor, the
Msgr. Thomas F. Burke,
by the late Archbishop Walsh.
Among the members were a
number of men who had been
keeping their monthly vigil at
St. Bridget’s since 1940, includ-
ing Cyril Dobie of Bloomfield,
who is president of the West
Essex society.
THE FORMAT of the vigil
consists of recitation of the of-
ficial prayer of tile Church:
the Office of the Blessed Sacra-
ment, the Antiphons of the
Blessed Virgin Mary and Lit-
anies, Lauds and psalms. Three
of the men serve as leader and
reader for the recitation,
which lists about half an hour.
The second half-hour is spent
in private prayer and occas-
ionally some communal pray-
ers of adoration, thanksgiving,
reparation and petition.
The members, who feel they
are presenting themselves be-
fore the Blessed Sacrament in
answer to Christ's plea for
someone to "spend one hour
with Me,” make themselves
eligible for certain indulgences
and privileges. Under certain
circumstances enrolled priests
who take part in the vigils may
celebrate Mass at the altar
where the Blessed Sacrament
is exposed.
ONE PRIESTMEMBEft is
Sacred Heart's pastor. Bishop
Curtis, who often attends every
hour throughout the night with
the men, gives a short talk
at each hour, and occasionally
when possible celebrates Mass
at one of the early morning
hours
Attempting to explain the
particular appeal of this de-
votion, which makes rather
more difficult demands open
its participants than other
kinds of devotion, one member
•aid: "The hour of watch if
indeed a privilege. As the night
goes on, especially in the hours
nearing dawn, a great stillness
settles on the church, and you
feel a tremendous closeness to
God. As you kneel and pray
before the Blessed Sacrament,
you find a facility for adora-
tion.”
A MAN'S VIGIL: In the darkness until dawn men pray
the Divine Office before the Blessed Sacrament in
monthly Nocturnal Adoration rites.
With Humble Pride
Television? It’s Dreary
By Dan Herr
Recently I ended a column with
these words from H.L. Mencken:
“Nobody ever went broke under-
estimating the taste of the Amer-
ican public." This week we will
gaze In rapture on the current
television scene
and what bet-
ter words coaid
I use to key-
note my And-
dings?
Every Septem-
ber the tele-
evision's finest
era proudly an-
nounce that tel-
evision’s finest
hour hai arrived. This year the
announcement was even more
breathless than usual, with prom-
isee of maturity and responsibil-
ity and new concepts in depth.
Ever one to believe the printed
word I hopped from one foot to
another in gleeful anticipation of
the treasures that were about to
be set before me.
HOWEVER ITS the same
dreary old television fare. In
fact, it’s drearier than ever.
Most of it is a calculated insult
to an adult viewer. Bring back
Chautauqua, bring back the mag-
ic lantern, bring back dominoes,
mahjongg, and mumbletypeg!
Almost anything would be better
than this.
Bob Hope Is still with us and
he's sun Bob Hope, which
means be la not very funny. Al-
though Jack Benny has anew
sponsor, be la using the some
Joke. He did manage to snare
Harry Truman as a guest star,
thereby confirming Um opin-
ion of those of us who hold
that, our ex-presldents should
be exiled to a Tibetan monas-
tery upon leaving office.
Dinah Shore and Perry Como,
two performers who through the
years could be counted on to fur-
nish a pleasant hour—although I
often wished Perry would ditch
the very unfunny station-break
running gag and that Dinah, to
quote Groucho Marx, could try
to look miserable for a change-
have run into trouble this year.
Perry lost his star writer and
Dinah her director. In both cases
the loss is evident
Lawrence Welk still manages
to make ail the music he plays
sound like the same song re-
peated over and over—a song
that wasn't worth bothering with
in the first place. The girl singer
who quit for a variety of rea-
sons is not missed. Asa matter
of fact. Lawrence Welk wouldn’t
be missed either, but I suppose
that’s too much to hope for.
GUNBMOKE. Maverick, Have
Gun Will Travel. Wells Fargo,
Wyatt Earp and most of the other
established oat operas are still
dishing out sadism as fast as
their writers can dream It up.
They have about the same appeal
as cock-fights, bear-halting an/t
the old Roman circuses.
Before the season opened
there were rumors that
attempts would be made to in-
ject more sex-appeal Into the
Westerns. As yet I haven't
been able to see mnch differ-
ence. The horses still carry off
the acting honor*, the sets are
all the same, and yon can’t tell
one plot from another without
a program.
Saturday night, once the best
night of the week for routine but
enjoyable family-type shows, has
changed character completely.
Now it's the night to let the pic-
ture tube get a good rest. The so-
called intellectual programs have
all but disappeared on Sunday
afternoons and no attempt has
been made to fill the void left by
Omnibus and Wide, Wide World.
Steve Allen, who was only oc-
casionally funny, has moved his
show to Hollywood and, as any
80-year?old could have predicted
it has lost any merit it may have
had.
Loretta Young, the Polly-
anna of the picture box, has
started to wear out this year's
door. She is evidently continuing
her attempts to make goodness
nauseating and this may be the
year she succeeds.
ED SULLTVAN occasionally
forgets himself and allows an act
to rise above the level of the
mediocrity which is characteris-
tic of the program. Probably,
like me, you keep watching in
order not to miss those fascinat-
ing drill teams.
Jack Paar, an adolescent
comedian whose humor is di-
rected at and appreciated by
adolescents, continues to make
a career out of back • fence
Jokes.
Next week: An appreciation of
the new programs. Same time,
same station.
Franciscans Ordered
From Leper Camp
SINGAPORE (NC) Singa-
pore’* new government ha* or-
dered the Francitcan Missionar-
lea of the Divine Motherhood to
atop their work and leave the
government camp for leper*.
No explanation wa* given. It
waa understood that doctors, pa-
tients and the public, except for
a few religious bigots, were satis-
fied with the Franciscans' work
at the center.
N.J
. Newsgal's Conversion
Is Story for Columnist
NOTRE DAME, Jnd. The story of how picking up a
pamphiet from a co-worker’s desk led to the conversion of a
N J.. woman is the subject of a column by Rev.
John A. O Brien appearing this week in some 30 U.S. and
Canadian newspapers.
Father O'Brien used Rosalia Frohllch Longo's story in
his current “Sharing Our Treasure” column.
ROSALIE'S ROAD to the Church began In the office of
the Paterson Evening News where she Is a reporter. A
pamphlet on Our Lady which she found on the desk of the
“• WI Jim Cahill, showed her “the reasonableness of
the Church a teaching that the Blessed Virgin is to be honor
ed and venerated, ' and made her want to know more about
Catholicism.
Another Evening News staffer, Marcella Kearney, eo-
operated by taking Rosalia along to novena services. A
third, Jim Longo, explained some of the doctrines of the
Church and took her to Mass.
Finally, a Christian Doctrine course conducted by Rev.
John Finn and Rev. Eugene Costello of Mt. Camel, Ridge-
wood, demonstrated for Rosalie the succession of Popes from
St. Peter and convinced her the Catholic Church Is the true
Church.
She - was raised into the Church Aug. U, UM. Last
June she and Jim Longo were married.
Request Boycott
Of South Africa
MOSHI, Tanganyika (NC)
Delegates from six African terri-
tories have called for a general
boycott of all Union of South Af-
rica goods in protest against Its
racist policies, often condemned
by the South African Bishop*.
The meeting was sponsored by
the Pan-African Freedom Mors-
ment of East and Central Africa.
Chairman was Julius Nyerere,
leading Catholic layman of Tan-
ganyika. Five years ago be re-
signed as a teacher m a Catholic
school to found the Tanganyika
African National Union, now the
territory's largest political party.
[The delegates represented tb*British-controlled territories ofCongo and Ruanda-UrundL
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It's Christmas Time in Club Headquarters
By June Dwyer
Christina* is almost herel
Mayba not as far as the calen-
dar tells us, but it sure enough
Is coming to Young Advocate
headquarters this week!
Addie is running around paint-
ing the typewriters red and
green and hanging icicles on
the radiators. Members of the
Senior Young Advocates —and
anyone who knows Addie well
—will know that Addie is giving
u* a clue for our next Club
contest. *
Addie has found that the boys
and girls in the Club love to
make Christmas cards and to
draw pictures of the Baby
Jesus. So, our Christmas con-
test Is the same as it was last
year.
WE ABE asking the older
boys and girls, from the fifth
through the eighth grades, to
make us Christmas cards. We
hope they will use their own
ideas. We don’t want them to
copy from cards in stores or
from cards they have received
themselves other years.
This year, as a special re-
ward, the best cards will be
sent to some children who
wouldn't otherwise be getting
cards. That means, Young Ad-
vocates, that your entry may
bring added joy into the life of
some other boy or girl. That
way, your entry can be a real
sharing of the Christmas
spirit.
THE BOYS and the girls in
the kindergarten through the
fourth grades are asked to
draw us a picture of the true
Christmas. We would like to see
Mary and Joseph by the Baby
on the first Christmas night
If you would like to add the
shepherds and the sheep, or per-
haps even the Wise Men who
cam* later, that will be all
right too.
OUR Christmas contest will
close Dec. 16, in order to give
us Ume to get the cards out
to the children by Christmas.
If you enter the contest, be
*ure to fill in the box on this
page with your name, address
school, grade, and teacher’s
name. Sometimes we cannot
read your writing, so be sure
to print or write clearly. If you
don't think we will be able to
understand your writing, it
would be better to have some
adult fill in the box for you.
Any grader is welcome to en-
ter the contest. If you are not
a member of the Young Advo-
cate Club, your entry will make
you a member. Members are
eligible for cash prizes of $5,
$3, or $2 if they win, besides
getting certificates from the
Club.
Here’s a wonderful chance
to spread the true spirit of
Christmas and to put added
funds in your Christmas stock-
ing. Get busy, there are only
34 days to go!
St. James Club
Gets Charter
TRENTON - Students of St.
James School, which has been a
big Young Advocate Club sup-
porter, have received their
charter for a Citizens of Tomor-
row Civics Club from the Catho-
lic University of America.
The seventh graders elected
the following officers: Katherine
Adams, president; Joseph
Picaiello, Joann Pasqua, Samuel
Plumeri and John De Angelo.
SPREAD THE WORD: The students at St. Aedan's, Jersey City, want to make sure
everyone knows the theme of this year’s national Catholic Education week: “Our
Way, Our Truth, Our Life.” The school held open house for parents Nov. 8 to point
up the week. Shown left to right above are: Kathleen Maher, Alice Mangan, Karen
Glynn, Bernadette Masiello, Leo Jablow, John Walsh, Denis Bratton, John Beirne,
Terence Boyle, Peter Sherry, Brendan Scott and Joseph Palazo.
How Old Will You Be, Sister?
MILWAUKEE, Wls. (RNS)—
A young girl of 20 who enters
the religious life can look for-
ward today to living 14 years
longer than a Sister of the
same age could have at the
turn of the century.
This was noted in the re-
suits of two extensive studies
on the life expectancy of nuns
in the U.S. compiled by Dr.
Con J. Fecher, associate pro-
fessor of economics at the Uni-
versity of Dayton.
WRITING in the November
issue of Catholic Management
Journal, published here, Dr.
Fecher added it is estimated
that by 1975, a 20-year-old re-
ligious will have an excellent
chance of living to the ripe
old age of 80 or more—an ad-
vantage of four extra years
over her counterpart in the
world.
In hi* research, Dr. Fecher
compared some 90,000 nuns in
90 Sisterhoods to white females
throughout the country, from
1900 to date.
THE ADDED years are due
to a combination of factors, he
reported, not just to the lower
death rate of the general popu-
lation. He said the control of
tuberculosis and other com-
municable diseases, so ram-
pant among religious during
the early 1900's, has accounted
for nearly 60% of the increased
life span among religious.
Lives of the Saints
Raphael
There is very little known
about the even archangels who
stand before God in Heaven.
We do know something, though,
about three of those angels who
came to earth at different
times to deliver messages or
to perform services for God:
Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael.
Raphael is honored in the
Jewish and the Christian reli-
gions. In the Old Testament we
are told that St. Raphael was
also sent to help Sara wh >
seven grooms had died on Lie
night of the wedding.
the STORIES about Raph-
ael refer to his powers to heal
and even his name, "Raphael,”
means “God has healed.'’
We honor Raphael as a saint
because he came to earth and
took the body of man to aid
us. Pray to St. Raphael. Pray
that you may always be a
messenger of God to those who
need help.
St. Raphael
St. Raphael is portrayed by Pa-
tricia Malone of Sacred Heart
Cathedral, Newark, which is
stalled by Sisters of Charity.
St. Raphael's feast day is Oct.
24.
HAPPY JUBILARIAN: Sister Alexandrine will be
visited shortly by two Sister jubilarians - one from
Brooklyn, the other from New York City.
Parents' News
St. Adalbert’s Sets
Brisk November Pace
ELIZABETH The PTA of St. Adalbert’s combined
a constructive meeting with an inaugural dinner recently.
Mrs. Victoria Bednarski was chairman of the affair which
took place in the auditorium.
Mrs. Adele Gromek was installed as president. Other
officers are Mrs. Bednarski, Mrs.;
Leocadia Ticken, Mrs. Mary Ann
Padlo, Mrs. Victoria Gunteski,
Mrs. Ann Baranowski and Mrs.
Helen Sartin.
At the business meeting the
group decided to give raincoats
to the patrol boys, to hold a pan-
try shower for the Fclician Sis-
ters at the meeting Nov. 16, and
to hold a bus ride to Hope Nov
15 at 10 a m.
St. Dominic Academy, Jersey
City—The Mothers’ Club will hold
a free card party Nov. 19 in the
auditorium instead of the usual
business meeting. A cake sale I
will also be held. Mrs. Anthony
Amoroso and Mrs. Richard Bar-
ry arc chairmen of the evening
which will benefit the Dominican
Sisters Development Fund.
Mt. St. John Academy, Glad-,
stone—Dr. Anna Starr, child psy-i
chologist will address the PTAi
Nov. 19 at 9 p.m. Dr. StarT is
presently a lecturer at Georgian
Court College, psychologist at St
Matthe /’s, Nixon; and on the
staff of Catholic Welfare Bureau
for the Trenton Diocese.
Sacret Heart, Clifton The
Mothers’ Guild will hold a mas-
querade and buffet supper Nov.
14 at 8:30 p.m. in the auditorium.
Mrs. Fred Kowal is chairman as-
sisted by Mrs. Michael Moretti.
St. Margaret’s, Morristown
The Mothers’ Guild will co-spon-
sor a calendar social Nov. 20 at
the Columbian Club. The Holy
Name will pitch in on the party
which will start at 8 p.m. Mrs.
William Knowles and Mrs. A1
Birkmaier are women’s chair-
men.
St. Casimlr's, Newark The
Parents’ Association will hold a
card party and fashion show Nov. I
20 in the auditorium. Mrs. Wal-
ter J. Loboda is chairman, as-|
sisted by Mrs. Edward Kamins-
kas and Mrs. Joseph Falkowski.
St. Joseph’s, East Orange
The PTA will hold a meeting
Nov. 19 at 8 p.m. at which Carl
Pecoraro, principal of the Gar-
field school, will speak.
Sacred Heart, Bloomfield
More than 600 parents attended a
parents night program Nov. 6.
Bishop Curtis, pastor, explained
that the purpose of the evening
was to acquaint the parents with
the teachers. Sister Alice Dolores,
principal, also spoke. Mr*.
Joseph Fox of Glen Ridge, chair-
man of class mothers, was pro-
gram chairman.
Oratory, Summit The Moth-
ers’ Club will hold a luncheon-
Bridgc, fashion show for the ben-
efit of the building fund, Nov. 19
at 12:30 p.m. at Mayfair Farms,
West Orange. Mrs. Joseph Hand
of Westfield is chairman assisted
by Mrs. Frank Keogh, also West-
field.
Our I.ady Queen of Peace, I
Maywood The Mothers’ Guild
will hold a fashion show and card
party Nov. 20 at 8 p.m. in the
Bergen Mall Auditorium, Param-
us. Proceeds will go to the school
fund.
St. Vincent's Academy, Newark
—Rev. Paul Hayes, assistant
archdiocesan director of the Le-
gion of Decency, will speak to
the Mothers' Guild Nov. 16 at 8
p.m. in the school library.
Morris Catholic High School,
Denvllle The Parents’ Associa-
tion will hold an Indian Summer
dance in the school auditorium
Nov. 13 at 9 p.m. Clair Rively of
White Meadow Lake is chairman.
Young Advocate Club
Christmas Contest
Seniors (Fifth to eighth grades): Make an original Christmas
card. Do not use prepared materials.
Juniors (Kindergarten to fourth grades): Draw a picture of the
first Christmas in the stable. I)o not trace a picture. We want
your own Ideas.
(Clip and attach to your letter)
Name
Address
City
School
Teacher
I am a member f) I would like to join □
Rules: Entries should be sent to June V. Dwyer, Young Advo-
cate Club, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J. Your entry makes you
• member.
Entries must be In The Advocate offices no later than
Wednesday, Dec. 1(1, 1939.
All copies must be accompanied by the attached coupon
or by a copy of U.
St. Michael's Jubilarian
Is Living in a Smile
NEWARK Sister Alexan-
drine doesn’t have any trouble
smiling any time of the year,
but now she is wearing an Irish
smile that would do the hap-
piest leprachaun proud. Sister
Alexandrine, at age 06. is cele-
brating her golden jubilee as a
Sister of the Poor of St. Fran-
cis.
the scene Nov. 11 of a Mass
of Thanksgiving offered by
Rev. David J. McCarthy, hos-
pital chaplain, in Sister Alex-
andrine's honor. Speaker for
the occasion was Rev. Bona-
venture Schwinn. 0.5.8., of St.
Mary's. Newark.
SISTER Alexandrine was
born in Columbus, Ohio. She
went with her family two
sisters and four brothers to
live in California when she was
still young. Before entering the
convent she made a reputation
in music as a vocalist and a
pianist. “I played the guitar,
too," she said. "But my sister
was the best musician."
Considering the year she en-
tered the convent in Ohio, Sis-
ter Alexandrine's boast that she
drove a car may well prove
her to have been the first wo-
man-driver in her hometown.
"I’m not too sure of the name
of the car," she recalled, "my
memory isn’t as good as it
used to be, but it really doesn’t
have to be. "I don't have to
remember much in my job."
Sister Alexandrine's job. ac-
cording to the Sisters of the
hospital. Is to pray. “We call
her Moses," one Sister said,
"she prays for her community
while we try to do the work.
But that doesn't keep her from
getting around just the same.*'
Sister Alexandrine has been
retired from hospital duty,
where she served most fre-
quently on the surgical wards,
for 10 years. Since then she
has worked in the nuns’ quar-
ters. Two years ago a hip in-
jury made it necessary for the
quick-witted nun to use a wheel
chair, which she laughingly re-
fers to as her "car."
PRAYING and spiritual read-
ing fill the life of a nun who
holds an R.N. and received col-
lege education. She quickly
"drove" upstairs to the fifth
floor to show a picture of her
favorite saint St. Anthony.
"Look at him." she said. 'Tie
is holding onto the Infant as
if he couldn’t do without Him.
I guess that's true too, isn't
it, he couldn’t do without Him
none of us could."
As to her 50 years of service
as a religious. Sister Alexan-
drine is very definite: “It's
been like a little bit of heaven
on earth," she said, "and now
after SO years, I feel as if I'm
living in a smile."
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Savings Insured to $lO 000 Earn 3tt%
HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAVINGS
and LOAN ASS N
t COIT STS in SH 1-41 IS PATISSON, H. 1
SANK YOU VERY MUCH
No matter what Urn Stater says U him.
tha reeenUy-arrlved seven-year old refu-
ge* la St Jerome School In the Bronx
always replies, “BANK YOU VERY
MUCH.'* la anticipation of the comin* of
SISTER HELENE and SISTER CLAUDE
MARIE to LEBANON, the parent, of onr
refnceo children are teaching them to say
Um aame. Their words of rraUtnde will
ho for yowr ears too If yon can send |IM
a year tar the two-year novitiate of each Sister.
33 sr
r
An ALL YEAH ROUND CRIB for tho CHILD JESUS IN THE
BLESSED SACRAMENT Is an urgent need In KA REM LESS E
In IRAN. Your gift of s4.ooo—or part of same
—will initiate THE BUILDING OF THIS
CHURCH
. . . Remember your childlike
STRAW SACRIFICES? When each piece of
uneaten candy, each unseen movie, each
net of self-denial was a STRAW FOR THE
CHRISTMAS CRIB? Your adult “Straw
Sacrifices" will furnish this house of God.
FOPK JOHN XXIII la concerned that tho people In the Holy
Land—CANA. BETHLEHEM. NAZARETH and JERUSALEM
—ho especially CHRIST-WISE and CHRIST-CONSCIOUS at
Christmas Ume. YOUR DOLLAR-A-MONTH GIFT to awe of
* elnba—Yon can call It your OUTGOING CHRISTMAS
CLUB wltt endear yon to oar Holy Father and wtU m.i, t
CHRISTMAS A CHRISTIAN REALITY for those In need.
Tho BASILIAN3 la a Mia- The DAMIEN LEPER FUND
don Club which supports and the ORPHAN’S BREAD
sehooia for REFUGEE CHIL- FUND speak their own needs
DREN .. . The MONICA . . The PALACE OF GOLD
rUND supports churches and FUND b for our ELDERS’
chapels In the Near East. CLUBS.
ItiKiMf
AS HE GROWS IN THE PRIESTHOOD, a prie.t becomes
mors and mors aware of the financial difficulties some young
men have In their seminary days. He is in-
creasingly thoughtful, name by name, of
THOSE WHO HELPED MAKE POSSIBLE
HIS OWN ORDINATION. From tho very
beginning. BECAUSE OF THEIR UTTER
DEPENDENCE ON YOUR GENEROSITY,
SEBASTIAN and DOMINIC will have your
Intention* in their prayers for your gift of
|lOO for each year of their six-year seminary course.
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING TROUBLES? Wo havo an easy an-
swer. Make all your gifts spiritual this year and taka care of
tt all from yonr armchair. Ask na to send to your relatives,
friends, priests or nuns our beautiful CHRISTMAS GIFT CARD
with which wo enclose PRESSED FLOWERS FROM THE
HOLY LAND. Il'U Bay you arranged for a missionary to say
Mam for them at Christmas Ume. Or that to their name you
gave a sacred article to a Mission Chapel—
Mass Ben ...,|» Candles for yr. |2* Chalice s4*
Altar Stone ... I* Crucifix 2J Vestments 5*
U Statue I* Altar
HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN A LOVED ONE IN THIS MONTH
OF NOVEMBER
. . . SEND YOUR REQUESTS FOR MASSES
TODAY BEFORE THE MONTH IS OVER.
Dear Cardinal Spellman;
I am enclosing fl* for CHRISTMAS-WEEK DINNERS for
my neighbors to Bethlehem and Nasareth. Kindly remember
mg family and myself In your Christmas Masses.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
12earBist(Missions i£i(a.l2£ rl
I FRANCIS CAJ
♦and
CATHOUC NKAJt
I 410 inlfliaftM Aw
ROMAI SPfUMAN, President
«b*r. Peter P. Toehy, MoflWy
BAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
IrrJrjFbii vw.of 46th St. NtwYork 17.N.Y.
Your Neighborhood
Pharmacist "Soy*"
NEWARK
* (Mm Merlerene. (rtw.
LIU* PHARMACY
leteblnhod «vir 30 mrs
four Imilind Pkinudiu
fm Delivery Ov*n tnm Day
__
T rora • i u. to 11 p.m.
IN M». Prnncl Annin nr.
Mentclelr Avtnu*
HU MW Howorh, N. 1.
JERSEY CITY
PALMIRA PHARMACY
Arthur I. Pilmrri. Phi.
PnrtWlM Phimnclali
Biological Sick Room Supplloa
Coemetlre
Preecrlptlone Celled for
end Doll to rod
HI kCrPOA Annul
ioropp CI»T. H. J. HI mn
• jersey'city
VALIHTt « PHARMACY
Jeoeph VolontL Ron. Pher.
PrcocripUopp Bobp Noodc
_ft*B Dopl _ Pro* Delivery
HI Woof ltd* A to., opp Yolrrloor
lone* City. N. J.
Phonoi DI HIM
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Michael J. Carmak R»a Phar.
Proscriptions Carefully
_
Compounded
Drups Parfumta Coasatla*
Rick Roma Rupp lisa
*l4 Central Avo„ Wlatflald 11411
NUTIEY
BAY DRUB CO.
ionwo Rlcclp. Rpp. Phor.
PreocrlrUoma Promptly ruled
ORANOE
PORD'I DRUB ITORB
Pool Oenlol. Ph.S.
Prove rlptlone Celled
end DoUvored
•jrust'L,* "issrv. *.
GEORGIAN COURT
; courcr ;
’ FOUR-YIAR COUtSI UADINO TO *
' BJL mmd IT. OIOMII \
■Well.lntegrated program In literal,
Fine Art*, Science, Mvtic, Hewn
(can* mice, SclMtll A 4 min la trot inn/
|J p^||y
( AMnw SISTIt MCMTARY *
fid
am
attacw-
StlF CASTS
SHOP
.00 WASHINGTON SI NhUHk .
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
"ILAIIIOIN" PIAFACK. H. I.
Artletle (reach Cheteea mi breath
UAlng beeutr U the Seeieree' Hllle
Ultra nilin UcUiUee. Heallhfal
Academy of St. Elizabeth
Convent Itetien. Mew iemi
Secondary S<+>ool f#f §IHt. f4H» yewr.
Resident end Day. Ixcoptienal reeecd
for c®nes# preparation. VMetieeel
coureee, Musk. Art. Dancing, DreeitHe
Sperti and Activity pro |reet
Informal torn jßffereaa V-tlOl
Founded In 1899 by th« Siitart of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
CALDWHL, NIW JMtSIY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
*
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OP ST. DOMINIC
Pvlly Accredited Offering A.I. and B.V Degree*
R*
tM
rV.r 1
V >
MfTi
000
Mad • wftfi 100%
Pure Vegefob/e Shorltmng
En[oy tfi« wonderful flavor, nutrition ond quality of fine
BUTTERCUP BREAD every day In every way. Perfect
for toaiting, tandwichei, recipe* or |u«t plain good
eating. v
THE SHRINES OF EUROPE
...note linked by IRISHAIRLIMES
• LOUAOKM, Franc* • FATIMA. Portugal
. MOM AKA A AT, Spain . KNOCK, Iraland
• AOMK, Tha Etarnal City • FAAI9, (La Rua du Bao)
Europa'i Shrinaa ond Holy Rocai ora only houn away .wban yoa
l*y thara by IBM Am l»«a, In Supar-Conalallotion comfort, from Naw
Yorlr or Boaton, fly ovamlght via Sbomon to Dublin. Than continua by
apaady fat-prop Vlacount to lourdaa. liabon. Borcolorvo, Porla and Roma.
I YOUR nuvn AOfKT, an
IRISHAIR LINES
444 Madam Avamm. Naw Yart 22, N. V.
fbaaa. fUm 1-9040
l»adar MM an Natal, 70 Artaotan laraat, Raatm
flwaat HLfbbord 3-2029
Montclair Medical Missionary
Assigned to African Hospital
PHILADELPHIA - Sister Jude
Marie Garbaccio will leave aoon
from the headquarters of the
Medical Mission Sisters here for
her first foreign mission assign-
ment Holy Family Hospital,
Berekum, Ghana, Africa.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Felix P. Garbaccio of St. Cas-
•ian's. Upper Montclair, Sister
Jude Marie first learned of the
medical order while a student at
Mt. St. Dominic Academy, Cald
well. After two years at Chestnut
Hill College, Philadelphia, she en-
roDedat St. Joseph’* Hospital
School of Nursing, Paterson. Upon
receiving her R.N., she entered
the Sisterhood.
THE HOSPITAL in West Africa
to which Sister Jude Marie has
been assigned was begun 11 years
ago as a dispensary. Today there
are 21 Medical Mission Sisteks
working in the Ghana area.
After her arrival in Ghana, Sis-
ter Jude Marie will go back to
school again. This time, it will
be to study Twi, the language
spoken in Berekum. Her class-
mate, who arrived a few weeks
ago, will be Sister Muriel Von
Hoene of Rutherford, the hospit-
al's new pharmacist.
In addition to the hospitals con-
ducted by the Medical Mission
Sisters in Ghana, Sisters from
the American Province with head-
quarters in Philadelphia, staff
hospitals and medical centers in
India, Pakistan, Venezuela and
the U S.
GETTING READY: Sister Jude Marie examines a
carved chiefs stool preparatory to her trip to the
Ghana missions.
Villa Walsh
Lists Retreats
MORRISTOWN - The Reli-
gious Teachen FOippini ere ex-
panding their program of re-
treats for women. Reservation!
will be accepted for high schoel ~
college or working women an a
weekend or for married women
on a Saturday or a Sunday.
The following schedule has
been planned for the coming
weeks: Nov. 13-15. Most Holy
Rosary Sodality, Perth Amboy,
Rev. John B. Caulfield, St. Bar-
tholomew's, Scotch Plains, re-
treat master; Nov. 20-22, Vila
Victoria Academy seniors, Tren-
ton, Rev. William N. Field. Seton
Hall University, retreat master;
Nov. 27-29. Assumption Sodali-
ty, Tuckaboe, N. Y., Rev. Jo-
seph F. X. Cevetello, Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel, Montclair, re-
treat master; Dec. -6, St An-
thony’s High School, Bristol,
Conn., Father Field, retreat mas-
ter.
North Hudson
Sets Retreat
HOBOKEN The North Hud-,
son District Council of Catholic'
Woman will sponsor a day of re-
collection Nov. 15 at Our Lady
of Grace church. Msgr. Thomas
J. Gillhoolv of Seton Hall ITni-
versity will conduct the confer-
ences.
Mrs. Eugene Gillece, council
spiritual development chairman,
is in charge of arrangements,
assisted by Mrs. John Re petto,
spiritual development chairman
of Our Lady of Grace.
Catherine Quitter, president of
the host council, will supervise
refreshments.
Bergen Plans
Retreat Night
PARAMUS- The Bergen Par
amus District Council of Catho-
lic Women will hold an evening
2 recollection Nov. 19, g-10 p.m.Our Lady of the Visitation.
Msgr. Henry G. Beck, history
professor at Immaculate Conten-
tion Seminary, Darlington, will
conduct the spiritual services.
Msgr. John E. McHenry, dis-
trict spiritual director, has invit-
ed all affiliated parishes to par-
ticioate.
Mrs. Charles Leßoy of Ten*-
fly, spiritual development chair-
man, is in charge of arrange*
meats.
Miss Hausler Heads
Alumnae Chapter
IRVINGTON—Lorraine Haas-
ler of Clifton has been chosen
regent of the North Jersey
Chapter pf the Alumnae Asso-
ciation of the College of Mt.
St. Vincent, Riverdale, N.Y.
Vice regents are Mrs. Joseph
Doherty, Ridgewood, and Mrs.
Henry Klug, Morristown. Mrs.
Edward Myer, Ridgewood, will
continue as secretary, and Mrs.
Anthony Alcock, Ridgewood,
will serve as treasurer.
An afternoon party to welcome
new members is planned for
Nov. 21. at the OradeU homr of
Mrs. Ellis Kopp.
ACHIEVEMENT: Archbishop Boland reviewed the program and the record of
achievement at the recent luncheon held by the Mt. Carmel Guild at the Robert
Treat Hotel Nov. 7. The luncheon was preceded by a Mass in Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral, Newark. With the Archbishop are, left to right: Mrs. Benjamin C. Slavkowski,
chairman; Mrs. Thomas J. Smith, archdiocesan Mt. Carmel Guild president; Msgr.
Joseph A. Pooling, archdiocesan director.
With North Jersey Women
Winter’s Comin'
By June Dwyer
Christmas, winter, festivities
are all taking their places as
the Fall calendar takes a swing
into the winter whirl.
Welcome
Winter is getting a big hello
from the ladies. The Junior a’
Kempis of New Jersey are
making it official with a party
Nov. 29 at the Sun Dance
Lodge, Caldwell, 4-8 p.ra. Filo-
mena lannucci of Newark is
chairman of the party which
will benefit charity ... The
Women’s Auxiliary of St. Cas-
sian's. Upper Montclair, is join-
ing forces with the Holy Name
Society for a Winter Prelude
ball Nov. 20 in the school
auditorium. Mrs. Edmund A.
Trewbella and John Regan are
co-chairmen of the dance which
is filling the building fund
treasury. .
.
Christmas novelties will be
available at booths Nov. 14
when St. Cecilia’s Altar-Scapu-
lar Confraternity (Englewood)
holds a fair from 12 noon to
4 p.m. in the cafeteria. Mrs.
James Walsh, president, has
announced that Mrs. Helen
Vreeland will take charge of
refreshments. . . The Nativity
Rosary, Fair Haven, will hold
a bazaar Nov. 14 on the church
grounds. Mrs. Phillip Carling is
chairman assisted by Mrs.
Charles Moeller.
. .
St. Marie Gorettl Circle of
St. Joseph's Guild will hold a
bazaar and Christmas sale
Nov. 14, 10 sjn.-7 p.m. at the
East Orange Woman’s Club.
Proceeds will go to the south-
ern missions conducted by the
Missionary Servants of the
Most Holy Trinity. Mrs. Helen
O'Neill Is chairman. . .Rosar-
ians of St. John Nepomucene,
Guttenberg, will attend a per-
formance of "The Egotist" at
the Blackfriars Guild, New
York, Nov. 14. . .
Agendas
The a' Kempis of New Jer-
sey will meet Nov. 10 at 2:15
p.m. at Robert Treat Hotel.
Newark, to hear Rev. Walter
Gorski, director of the aposto-
late for the deaf in Bergen
County, and Mrs. John Reilly,
instructor of the deaf at St.
Bridget's Center for the Deaf,
Newark. The women will also
hold a luncheon-bridge at the
Robert Treat Nov. 18 at 12:30
p.m. Mrs. James J. Keegan of
South Orange is chairman, as-
sisted by Mrs. Thomas Hyland
of Harrison. Proceeds will go
to the social service fund. .
.
The Women's Guild of ScUm
HaU College of Medicine and
Dentistry will meet Nov. 12 at
12:30 p.m. for a coffee hour in
Murdoch Hall of Jersey City
Medical Center. The meeting
will feature the presentation of
a portrait of Msgr. John L.
McNulty, past president of Se-
ton Hall University, to the
medical-dental college. The
painting was done by Mrs.
Sleffanelll. Mrs. Matthew Schl-
mentl will present a piano pro-
gram. The members will be
conducted on a tour of the col-
lege following the meeting. . .
The Marians of Kearny will
meet Nov. lg in the Hotel
Plaza, Jersey City, at 7:30
p.m. Guest will be A. J. Bat-
tel! of Roselle Park who wUI
present an illustrated lecture
on the Shroud of Turin. Plana
for the future include a re-
treat Nov. 13 15 to the Carmel.
Oakland.
.
. The November
meeting of the Our Lady of
Peace Rosary, New Provi-
dence, will feature a jewelry
sale. Other programa are: Dec-
ember, Christmas party; Jan-
uary, European report from
Rev. John Mee; February,
fashion show; March, book re-
port; April, good grooming;
May,, flower arrangements;
June, elections. . .
The Essex County chapter of
the Caldwell College Alumnae
will meet Nov. U at ■:» p.m.
at the home of Mrs. David J.
O'Boyle of Nutley, president.
Members will collect toys for
Christmas distribution to or-
phans. Rev. Paul V. Collis of
Sacred Heart, Bloomfield, will
speak on the responsibilities of
Catholic college graduates. . .
Mrs. Michael Walczak of Ruth-
erford will give a demonstra-
tion on making pieced quilts
and braided rugs at the meet-
ing of the St. Mary’s Rosary,
Rutherford, Nov. 16. The meet-
ing will follow recitation of the
Rosary at 8 p.m. in the
church. . .
The Most Sacred Heart Coun-
cil of Columbiettes, Wallington,
will hold a first degree in hon-
or of Mrs. Albin Woiak, past
president . . .
Spiritually
St. Anne's Rosarians, Gar-
wood, will hold a retreat Nov.
8-15 under the direction of Rev.
Martin D. Burke, 0.P., of St.
Benedict's, Washington. The
retreat will close with a Com-
munion breakfast Nov. 15 aft-
er the 8:15 a.m. Mass. The
Holy Name men will serve the
breakfast. Sister Rose of Lima
of the Maryknoll Sisters will
speak on her experiences In
Korea and the Philippines. At
8 p.m. on Nov. 15 the officers
will be installed. . . Rosarianas
and the Mothers' Guild of As-
sumption, Morristown, have
voted to keep an all-day vigil
before the Blessed Sacrament
the First Friday of each
month to pray for peace. The
women have also planned a
sale in November and a Christ-
mas party Dec. 7. . .
Aces High
The cards are stacked in
the right direction for a suc-
cessful card party for the
Catholic Teachers' Sodality of
Northern New Jersey Dec. 4 In
the auditorium of St. Peter's
College, Jersey City. The 8
p.m. bridge will be directed by
Mrs. Wallace Berkowitz and
Mary C. McClain. Proceeds will
be used to complete a scholar-
ship in honor of Rev. P. P.
Rankin, S. J., former dean of
St. Peter’s. . .
St. Augustine's Rosary and
Holy Name (Union City) are
Jolng forces for a card party
at Schuetzen Park, North Ber-
gen, Nov. 24. James Rienzo
and Mrs. Henry Bernlohr are
co-chairmen. Proceeds will be
used for the pariah building
fund. . . The St. Matthew
Guild of the Holy Trinity Mis-
sions will raise funds with a
bridge Nov. 20 at 8:30 p. m.
in St. Vincent's Hospital coffee
shop, Montclair. Mr. George
C. Connell and Mr*. Robert
V. Fingerhut are sharing the
chairman's role.
, .
Here ’n There
The Municipal Women's First
Friday Guild reached two
milestone* recently: They cele-
brated their first birthday and
returned the same slate of of-
ficers. Mr*. Frances Finley
McKowne, president, will
again be assisted by Mrs.
Anne Coles, Marion Quinn,
and Mrs. Clare McCarthy. . .
Rosarians of St. Aloyslus, New-
ark, also made milestone news
with the return of their officers
for the eighth consecutive
term. Mr*. Florence Chadwick
is the record-making president
assisted by Mrs. Mary Kmetz,
Mra. Genevieve Debruske and
Mrs. Ann Dachowski. . .
N
William Walsh, New York at-
torney, spoke to the Catholic
Woman's Club of Rutherford
Nov. 10 on the problem* of
narcotics. . . Court Immacu-
late, CDA, Installed seven new
members recently at Our Lady
of the Lake, Verona. Installed
at the same ceremony were
three members in Court Cartt-
as, Bloomfield; and three mem-
bers Into Court Aloyslus, Cald-
well. . .
The Rosary-Altar Society of
81. Frauds, Haskell, held a
calendar party Nov. 10 in the
church hall. William Kelsey of
the Lambs Club and the Catho-
lic Actora Guild staged the
production. Mr*. Cell Schaffer
la assistant. . . Over 400 per-
sona attended the Western
Night sponsored by St. Francis
of Sales Rosary, Lodi, Nov. 5
in the new auditorium. Mrs.
Frank Schiaffo was chairman
assisted by Mrs. J. Gutehes . . .
John Redmond, Hackensack,
composer of “Christmas in Kil-
lamey" and most recently,
"Around the Crib at Christ-
mas,” addressed the Sacred
Heart Rosary, Bloomfield, re-
cently. The next meeting is
Dec. 2. . . Pennant bridge was
played at the Rosary meeting
of Our I.ady of Lourdes,
Mountainside, recently .. .
Over 150 were present for
the white elephant sale at the
meeting of the Holy Trinity
Rosary, Hackensack, recently.
The Union County chapter of
the Catholic Nurses Guild will
hold its monthly holy hour Nov.
15 at 5 p.m. in St. Teresa's,
Summit, with Rev. Harrold
Murray, moderator, officiating.
A meeting will follow.
Book for Teachers
MILWAUKEE The Bruce
Publishing Cos. here has issued
a book consisting of 52 medi-
tations that Catholic teachers
can apply to their work. En-
titled "A* Stars for All Etern-
ity," the book was edited by
Brother Francis Patrick.
F.S.C., recently at the Ammen-
dale Normal Institute, Belta-
ville, Md., and a teacher for 58
years.
Sisters of St. Joseph
Check Literary Tools
EDGEWATER ‘‘Literature as a Prime Educative
Force” was the theme of the sixth annal Teachers’ Insti-
tute for the Sisters of St. Joseph of Newark held at Holy
Rosary School here Nov. 11.
Rev. Thomas G. V. O’Connell. S J., English professor
at Fordham University, and Rita!
Beirne of Montclair, consultant
for D. C. Heath Cos., were the!
guest lecturers.
Speaking on intelligent enjoy .
ment of literature, Father O'-1
Connell said: "We must strive I
to have an understanding of what
it means to share: (1) Christ,-
(2) our best selves as teachers;
(3) our ancestors’ finest mo-J
ments and experiences as they
have reached us through words.’’
Miss Beirne demonstrated
scientific experiments which can
be performed by graders.
SISTER TECLA of Mt. St. Jo
seph, Spring Lake, community
school supervisor, introduced the
program. Mother Athanasius,
provincial, welcomed the Sisters
and Sister Madeleine, provincial
councillor. Introduced the theme
| Participants on a Shakespeare
I panel included: Sister M. Jose,
chairman. Our Lady of Peace,
Fords; Sister M. Audrey and Sis-
ter M. Breda, St. Joseph’s Jun-
iorate, Hohokus; and Sister M.
Grace, St. Joseph's, Medford.
Speakers in the sectional meet-
ings included: Sister M. Con-
stance of Spring Lake and Sister
M. Jeanne of St. James High
School, Penns Grove, cultural as-
pects of business education; and
Sister Adelaide William, of Penns
Grove on public relations.
SISTER Catherine Regina of
Englewood spoke on contempor-
ary Catholic poetry, while Sister
Thomas of Seattle gave the cap-
sule commentary of the day.
The Sisters' choral group was
directed by Sister Marianna of
St. Michael's Novitiate. Closing
Benediction was offered by Rev.
P. Francis Guterl, pastor of the
host parish.
Junior Leaves the League
JERSEY CITY Twenty-eight yc»r» ii a long tima
for anyone to be called Junior. That * what the women U
St. Francis Hospital Junior League, Jersey City, thought .. .
10 they took action. From here on in the junior will be
omited.
The ladies are celebrating the new "senior" status with
a bundle of activity. First, they elected new officers to carry
out their new maturity. Helen M. Nolan ii president, assisted
by Mrs. John Bailey, Mrs. Robert Duffy, Marion Cullen, and
Marge Klecn.
NEXT on the agenda is a Communion breakfast at th«
Hotel Plaza, Nov. 15. following the 8:30 a m. Mass for th*
deceased members of the league in the hospital chapel. Rev.
Cecil J. Goff, 0.F.M., hospital chaplain, will celebrate th«
Mass. Rev. Robert T. Lennon of Our Lady of Victories,
Jersey City, will speak Mrs. John Moran, of Jersey City,
a monologist, will present selections.
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1959 Colliton Ratings Unlikely
To Solve Clouded Title Picture
NEWARK The mathematical vagaries of the Colli-
tlon System will decide who gets what when they start
banding out the NJSIAA sectional titles in another month
and It appears that this year, no one will be satisfied with
the result
la On North Jtrsay "A" divi-
sion, Pops Pius currently tarns
tbs nod on its S-l record, includ-
ing a victory over Seton Hill,
bat may And itself trailing both
tbs Pirates and three-times beat-
en St. Peter’s when the ratings
come out.
In North Jersey *'B,” Bayley-
EQard and Phillipsburg Paroch-
ial both own 5-1 marks and tig-
are to win their last two starts.
Thanks to their victory over
Haekettstown, the Bishop* may
have the most Colliton points,
but the fact that they lost to the
P-Burgers during the campaign
could cancel this out
WHATEVER THE NJSIAA de-
cides, it is now pretty apparent
that Bayley-EDard has clearly
earned the *‘B” title In the ter-
ritory covered by The Adovcate,
while the "A” crown awaits the
final settling of accounts between
Pope Pius and Queen of Peace
in the Tri-County Conference and
between St. Benedict's and Seton
Hall in the independent ranks.
The Bees, not eligible for state
recognition as a member of the
Independent Schools Athletic As-
sociation, have put themselvea
squarely in the mythical title pic-
ture with a 5-1 record. Should
they tumble Oratory on Nov. 15
and then get by Seton Hall In
the big one on Nov. 22, it would
be hard to deny them the honor.
Joe Kasberger ha* really done
a tremendous Job in hi* 30th sea-
son at the Bees' helm. The latest
outing was a 41-7 rout of Newark
Central, In which Vince Liddy
scored two touchdowns, one on
an 80-yard pass interception.
John Conforti went 65 yards for
another and all the scores were
on plays of 15 yards or more.
SETON HALL kept its foot in
the title door with a 19-0 defeat
of Immaculate after a scoreless
first half. John DiQuoilo scored
on two plunge* and Bob Pawlow-
aki got the third on a four-yard
run. Thia week, the Pony Pirates
take their torn at Central.
Lou Oiiarolanxlo kept "Bayley
in the going with a pair at touch-
downs himself and two passes to
Frank Majorossy for scores in a
28-6 tout of SL Mary’s. But Phil-
lipsburg kept pace with a 20-0
defeat of Marian Catholic (Pa.).
The Bishops face Don Boeco at
home on Nov. 15 ami then visit
Netcong on Thanksgiving Day.
Continuing to ram its head
against a machine, St. Peter's
bowed to improving Memorial,
28-8, before the smallest crowd
(5,500) to watch this duel since
1944.
ST. MICHAEL’S lost Its last
chance for any share of the “A”
crown by incurring its fourth de-
feat of the season. 13-7, at the
bands of Lowell (Mass.).
This week, in addition to
games already mentioned, St.
Peter’* visit* St. Cecilia’*, Valley
Journey* to play St. Luke’s, De-
Paul is at Pequannock, Immacu-
late hosts St. Joseph's and SL
Michael’s is at Phillipsburg.
„
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Holy Rosary
Nears Crown
JERSEY CITY Holy Rosary
moved within on* game of the
Hudson County CYO Grammar
School Football League title with
a 12-0 defeat of St. Michael's,'
Nov. • at Jeraey City High School
Field.
The Rosarians now need only
turn back SL Andrew's on Nov.
15 at High School Field to clinch
the honors. They have earned 10
points with five victories in six
starts and lead second place SL
Paul's by three. The Pioneers
were deadlocked, 60, by Mt. Car-
mel in the other game last week.
St. Andrew's is currently one
of the hottest teams in the league,
having won tiro and tied one in
ita last three outings. It is the
only other team with a chance
for the league title and this only
U Holy Rosary loaea ita last two
games.
Johnny Sucato and Tommy
Egar scored the touchdowns for
Holy Rosary in the second half
of the St. Michael’s game. Su-
cato, the league's leading scorer,
picked off an Irish pass and
raced 55 yarda, while Egar
plunged over from the two-yard
line.
St. Paul’a took a 8-0 lead on a
touchdown by Joe Sack in the
second period, but Mt. Carmel
came hack to tie it up on a four-
yard run by John Lohrmann.
Ivy League
Streak Ended, Delbarton
Hopes to Lock Up Title
MORRISTOWN Its 31-game undefeated streak now
a matter of history, Delbarton will go about the business
of lockingup its ninth consecutive Ivy League title Nov. 13
when it visits neighboring Morristown School.
Actually, it appears that the Green Wave will have to
share this ninth title with New-
ark Academy, Just at it did the
seventh two years ago. Newark
polished off Carteret School, 33-0,
on Nov. 6 to draw even with the
Green Wave at 3-0-1 and winds
up its campaign against Mont-
clair Academy on the 13th.
Blair Academy was the team
which put Delbarton on the wrong
end of a football score for the
first time since Nov. 4, 1955. Un-
like that previous loss, a 41-0 set-
back at the hands of Tower Hill
of Delaware, this one was a
heartbreaking 7-0.
A TOUCHDOWN by Tom
James, plus an extra point by
Tom Marino, did the trick for
Blair in the first period. Delbar-
ton came back to score on Prank
Walsh's pass interception in the
second period, but Prank Soriano
failed in his rush for the extra
point.
Oratory, meanwhile, put in Its
bid for a third place tie in the
loop with a 20-14 defeat of Mont-
clair Academy on Nov. 6. This
ended the Rams' league season
at 2-3, a record which will be
shared by Montclair and Morris-
town if this week’s contests fol-
low the presumed pattern.
Passing accounted for the first
two Oratory touchdowns after the
teams had battled scorelessly in
the opening period. George Za-
brycki tossed 30 yards to Brian
Kelly and Richie Robert h and
one 22 yards to Ron Zazzara.
John Scatuorchio then added the
final touchdown on a four-yard
run.
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Nolan Leads
Scoring Race
NEWARK Scoring 37 points
in his last two games, Bill Nolan
of Queen of Peace has taken
over leadership in the North Jer-
sey Catholic High School individ-
ual scoring race and will be a
hard man to catch in the last
three weeks of the seasoa.
Nolan tallied 25 points against
Don Bosco on Nov. 1, then came
back with two touchdowns
against Our Lady of the Valley
on Nov. 8. This gives him 63
points for the season and a 14-
point edge over second place Dan
Hopkins of Bergen Catholic.
After Hopkins, the field is
bunched with six other players
showing 40 points or more. But,
of this group, only Bobby Hackett
of St. Luke's and John Confortl
of St. Benedict’s meet the type
of opponents which might give
them a chance to break loose for
the kind of day they need to
catch Nolan.
Ron Zazzara of Oratory has
the end title all sewed up with
48 points, while the extra point
race is still Jammed as John De-
Noia of Setoa Hall and Steve
Racz of Pope Pius have booted
seven apiece, while Bill Zakhar
of St. Peter's has six. Confortl
has also scored six on rushes
on passes.
TDPATTT
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Seton Hall Meet Draws Powerful Field;
Pirates, Hyland Top Catholic Entries
ELIZABETH North Jersey Catholic entries will
buck the strongest field ever assembled for a cross-country
race in New Jersey when they take part in the first annual
Seton Hall Spike Shoe Club invitation affair, Nov. 14 at
Warinanco Park.
Perfectly placed, just one week
prior to the NJSIAA champion-
ships, this meet will actually de-
cide the overall state title. For
where the teams and individuals
will be scattered among four di-
visions in the NJSIAA meet,
they will be packed into one 40-
team race on the 14th.
Nor will there be anyone worth
while missing. The state’s lead-
ing teams—Seton Hall, St. Aloy-
South Side, Weequahic, Paterson
East Side, Wayne, Bogota and
Englewood—are all in the field.
North Jersey Catholic teams will
get a view of a possible surprise
entry for the NJSIAA meet, St.
Rose of Belmar.
INDIVIDUALLY, the list of
champions is headed by Dave
Hyland of St. Peter’s (NB)
(NJCTC and Central Jersey),
Bob Yee of Sooth Side (Newark),
John Williams of Montclair (Big
Ten and Essex), Leon Bell of
Lincoln (Hudson), John Francol-
la of Cliffslde Park (NNJIL),
Bob Linders of Northern Valley
Pirates are entered In both var-
sity and frosh competitions, with
Ed Wyrsch one of the favorites
for the freshman title.
(NBIL), Len Phillips of Rahway
(Union) and Don Mackey of
Wayne (Lakeland).
Just for added punch, John
Portce of Irvington Tech, the
NJSIAA Group 111 mile king, and
John Angevine of Glen Ridge,
the Group I champ, will make
their first appearance of the sea-
son in a schoolboy meet. They
figure to tangle with Hyland, Yee
and Williams for the individual
title.
Team honors are likely to lie
among Plainfield, Paterson East
Side, Holy Trinity, Seton Hall,
Bogota, Englewood, South Side
and Weequahlc. Plainfield has
the best four men of any team
in the state, but a weak fifth
man. East Side and Seton Hall
are the best balanced all the
way down the line.
IN AN EVENT held last week.
Delbarton captured the Ivy
League title for the first Ume in
several years in a meet held at
its own course. Ray Hommes of
Eastern Christian—the only out-
standing harrier missing from
the Seton Hall meet—won the in-
dividual title easily in 10:39, but
John Thornton, Daryl. Russell,
Jim Birdsall and Ted Stearns of
the Green Wave followed him
over the line and, then Dan Dur-
ant finished in place. Del-
barton had 22 points compared
to 35 for Eastern's defenders.
Don Bosco Tech placed fourth
in the Passaic County champion-
ships on Election Day, with Bill
Marzloff placing likewise behind
Hommes. East Side, Wayne and
Passaic Valley edged the Rams.
In the freshman race, George
Tabback of Don Bosco was sec-
ond and Jerry Lagos and Mickey
Gourley of St. Mary’s placed
fourth and fifth.
Seton Hall, St. Aloysius and
Marist were the only teams to
show for the rain-drenched Mar-
ist invitation meet on Nov. 7 and
all went home with live turkeys.
The Pony Pirates won the meet,
28-32, over the Aloysians, but Ke-
vin Hennessey of St. Aloysius
was gold medalist in 11:44.
Freshman honors went to Es-
sex Catholic, whose Bob Carter
toured the course in 5:52.9. The
frosh had to be content with the
conventional prizes of trophies
and medals.
Pirates at IC4-A
NEW YORK - Sc ton Hall it
among the entriea for the annual
1.C.4-A crott-counlry meet at Van
Cortlandt Park on Nov. 16. The
Saints Tie in Finale
KEARNY-St. Cecilia's wound
up Its 1959 soccer season with a
4-6-4 record by playing a score-
less deadlock with Bloomfield on
Nov. 5.
Press Box Paragraphs
Local Athletes Shine
The nomination of two for-
er St. Michael'a <UC) team-
mates, Lou Cordilcone and A1
Bansavage, for the Football
Writers Association All-Ameri-
can team spotlights the tre-
mendous job being done on the
gridiron by North Jersey boys
this season.
Cordileone was touted as an
All-American tackle even be-
fore the season began, thanks
to his work in last season's
Sugar Bowl same for Clemson.
But Bansavage has made the
list without any previous fan-
fare, thanks to his play at
guard for Southern California
this year.
A knee injury almost ruined
Cordlleone's chances for All-
American honors this season,
but he came right back into the
lineup and continued to do a
smashing job on enemy run-
ners. Bansavage, who teams
with the highly publicized Mike
McKeever at guard for the
Trojans, made his first head-
lines with the fine job he did
against Ohio State.
IN ADDITION to these boys,
there are at least three other
area playera who should be in
line for some type of "Ail"
mention when this season is
over. They are Bob Scarpitto
at Notre Dame, Johnny Ama-
bile at Boston College and Dick
Skinner at Holy Cross.
Scarpitto is probably the
most underrated back in the
country. A recent note from
Notre Dame informed us that
Bob leads the Irish in the fol-
lowing departments: scoring
(36 points), rushing (HI yards)
punting (J7.S average for 16
boots), pass catching (10 for
175 yards) and punt returns
(four for 81 yards). He is also
right up there in tackles (19)
and passes broken up (two).
Statistics do not always
tell a player's worth, but
Scarpitto's amazing versatility
can be measured In no other
way. Remember, too, that he is
a fine passer (who played quar-
terback at Rahway High
School) and his talents in that
direction haven’t even been
tapped yet. We have a bunch
Joe Kuharich will make more
use of them next year as the
Irish begin to catch on to hla
pro-type offense.
SKINNER LEADS the Holy
Cross team in rushing this
year, grinding out over 300
yards in the Crusaders' first
six games, more than the team
leader did last season. Richie
caught headlines with his great
game against Columbia, but
otherwise, like Scarpitto, has
done most of his work unno-
ticed.
Not in the same boat is
Richie's former St. Peter’s
Prep teammate Johnny Ami-
bile, who is one of the nation's
leading passers at Boston Col-
lege. Against Detroit recently,
Johnny threw for Ihree touch-
downs and gained over 200
yards with his aerials. But for
Joe Caldwell's presence at
Army this year, Amablle would
be a sure bet as All-Eastern
quarterback.
In addition to these boys,
there are Bob DeMarco at Day-
ton, Larry Hubbard and Jim
Webster at Marquette. Warren
Montgomery at Xavier, Nick
Langone at Vlllanova and
Frank Gargiulo (see cartoon)
at Notre Dame, all doing a
bang-up Job for their acbools.
Add fellows like Ger Schwedes
at Syracuse, Curt Merz at
lowa, Bob Oswandel and A1
Vanderbush at Array from the
rest of North Jersey’s popula-
tion and you can see why this
area is such a happy hunting
ground for football scouts.
BASKETBALL. TOO-If any-
thing, the picture when basket-
ball season opens will be even
more clogged with North Jer-
sey boys. First reports trickling
■cross this desk indicate that
hardly one Catholic tollege will
bn without ita local repreaan-
tative.
From far-off Portland comes
word that Ron Schult of Union
City is a leading candidate for
a varsity berth. At St. Mi-
chael's, Vermont, Jim Browne
of Rutherford and Hank Knob-
loch and A1 Wier (nee Wiercls-
zewski) of Jersey City will be
in the starting lineup.
St. Bonaventure has Ed Pe-
trovick of Elizabeth and Mick-
ey Connelly of East Orange
among its soph candidates. As-
sumption of Worcester, Mass ,
has Buddy Masterson of New-
ark, Fred Barakat of Union
City and Bill Broderick of Ba-
yonne in its regular lineup. Pat
O'Donnell of St. Mary's (R)
is the Fordham captain.
Among the secular colleges,
Charlie Potyrala and Don Un-
ger of Jersey City are at Falr-
leigh Dickinson. John Crotty of
Bayonne and Lou Brown of St.
Michael’s are in the battle for
starting positions at North Car-
olina, and Charlie Gallagher of
Sacred Heart is captain at
Newberry.
Peacock Gunners
Trip Engineers
JERSEY CITY - John Corrado
•hot a 286 to lead .St. Peter't
College to Ita third itraight rifle
victory on Nov. I over Newark
College of Engineering.
The Peaeocka, with a 31 rec-
ord, will next meet C. W. Poet
and Rutgera in a triangular meet
on Nov. 20 at New Brunawick.
Carter Named
Valley Coach
ORANGE Boh Carter, former
Seton Hall University star, has
been named field and track coach
at Our Lady of the Valley High
School. v
The Orange school is resuming
the sport for the first time in four
years, its last coach having been
Frank Turner, at that time a stu-
dent at Seton Hall and now the
Holy Trinity mentor.
Carter is a son-in-law of Seton
Hall coach Johnny Gibson and
won the IC4-A 100-yard title in his
college days.
Four Catholic Teams
In Tourney Field
JERSEY CITY—Pour Jeraey
City Catholic high achooia will
take part in the third annual
Chriatmaa Baaketball Tourna-
ment, Dec. 26-Jan. 1, at St. Pet-
er'a College.
St. Aloyalua, defending cham-
pion, la joined in the field by
St. Michael's, St. Anthony's and
St. llark'a , four public school
teams complete the roster.
Tri-CountyLoop
Lucie, Loughridge Duel
Bears on League Title
NORTH ARLINGTON A meeting of the tiny titans
of the gridiron, Lee Looghridge of Queen of Peace and
Jim Lude of Bergen Catholic, here oif Nov. 15 will deter*
mine whether the Tri-County CathoUc “A” Conference
pennant race it to be a two or three-team affair after this
weekend.
The 133-pound Lode and the
13S-pound Loughridge are in a
tight battle for aB-eooforence
quarterback honors, but their
personal due is overshadowed by
the grand climax toward which
the loop is heading in its first
otßdal season, a climax which
will come on Thanksgiving Day.
Aa things now stand. Pope
Pina, following its C-0 defeat of
Don Bosco last weekend, has a
4-0 record and is in the driver’s
seat awaiting iU Turkey Day
clash here against Queen of
Peace. The Irish, at 3-0, can even
things up by defeating the Cro-
wders. but a loss would put both
teams in a position to cash in
should the Eagles bow in the
finale.
downs for the fifth time this sea-
son and matched them with five
of their own for the third time.
Queens of Peace has now scored
139 points and given up UX
That's a combined average ot
better thin five touchdowns a
game.
All three Valley touchdown*
were by icatback Johnny Colaia*
cova. who took two passes from
Vito Conforti and got the third
on an 83-yard kickoff return. Bill
Nolan scored twice for the Irish
on short plunges and Tom Halt
got a pair on runs of three and
20 yards. Hart's first gave the
Irish a 19-0 halftime lead, the
second put his team safely ahead
after Valley closed the gap to 19*
13.
W L T Pet.
rope rtua 4 0 0 1 000
Queen of hin 3 0 0 1 000
Berra Catholic S 1 0 .667
SC Joeeph'a a 3 0 .400
Don Bora 13 0 .760
sc Cecuu'i o a o 000
BERGEN ALSO hat a big
gtme on the final Thursday of
the season, entertaining a dan-
gerous Don Bosco team, which
somehow is mired in fifth place,
despite holding even in the scor-
ing column against league foes
this season.
Walt Siefert raced 12 yards
round end to climax an 83-yard
march for Pope Pius’ only score
against Don Bosco. This was
chiefly a defensive battle on a
muddy field, with no other pene-
trations inside the IS-yard line.
It marked the Eagles’ sixth vic-
tory in seven starts, five of them
by a touchdown or less.
In the other league game, St.
Joseph’s clinched no worse than
a tie for fourth place with a 13-0
shutout of winless St. Cecilia’s.
Ralph LaMonte and Johnny Mes-
sina scored the touchdowns as
the wrell-drilled Blue Jays piled
up almost 300 yards on running
plays.
BERGEN CATHOLIC and
Queen of Peace successfully step-
ped outside league competition to
quell DePaul and Our Lady of
the Valley, respectively. The Cru-
saders had no trouble at all as
Dan Hopkins scored three touch-
downs in a 32-0 romp over De-
Paul. Lucie and Bob Van Horn
also crossed the goal line.
It was a different story for the
Irish, who yielded three touch-
Bowling Tourney
JERSEY CITY The second
annual archdiocesan Clergy
Bowling Tournament will be held
Nov. 19 at the Hudson County
CYO Center with competition set
for 2 p.m. and a dinner to follow
at 8 p.m.
School, College
Sports
PRIOAV. MOV. U
FOOTBALL
IV.lb.rlon *1 Morrtatoum School. ISR
»t. Mlchaal'a ok PhUUpobur*. • p_m.
SATURDAY, MOV. U
Nowirt Control at Satan lull. 1 a m.
tvaPaul al Pouuonrwk. 1 pm.
SUNDAY. MOV. IS
Don Booco at Baylay-Ellard IJO nan.
•Bornon Catholic at Quaan ol Poor*.
1 pm.
Bt. Joaoph'a at bnanarulata. 1 pm.
Valley at St. Luka's. * 15 pm
St. Mary'a al Pope Ptut. Ipm
•t. Peter', at K. CoctUa'a. 1 p m
TCAC a.me
CROSS-COUNTRY
SATURDAY, MOV. 14
Satan Hall In motion Moot at Wail-
nanco Park. 10 30 am.
MONDAY. MOV. 14
IC4—A Moot at Van Cortland! Pork
TUSIDAY. MOV. IT
Joreey City Moot at Lincoln Park
Mania County Moat at Morristown
ST. ANSELM (1033-1109) Is the
Father of Scholastic Theology.
St. Marys'Joins
St. Peter's Field
JERSEY CITY The incla-
alon ef St. Mary’s (Elisabeth)
in the field for the first annnal
SL Peter's Christmas Basket-
ball Tournament has turned
the affair Into an event of maj-
or importance for the IUI-M
cage season.
With Trenton Catholic and
SL Peter’s Prep already In the
field, this marks, the first time
that these three perennial state
powers have ever appeared
together in a tournament field.
Also added to the field this
week Is Bayonne nigh School,
annually one of the top public
school teams in the state. Now
coached by Warren Buehler,
former Georgetown star, Ba-
yonne has a veteran team with
many of the players who fore-
ed St Peter’s down to the wire
hi the Hudson County race last
winter.
St. Mary's, like Trenton and
SL Peter’s, has most of Its
1958 5» cast which posted a
17-4 record, back again this
yaar, including Jim Msnhsrdt,
an All-North Jersey Catholle
selection of The Advocate. Otfa-
er veterans are Vince Kaxalon-
is, Bobby Hallcck and Phil
Mlshinski.
Pirate Booters
Trounced Twice
SOUTH ORANGE The Seton
Hall soccer team lost its final
chance of hitting the .500 mark
for the campaign when it took
two bad beatings last week at th«
hands of N.Y.U. and Falrleigh*
Dickinson.
A largely foreign-born Violet
team trounced the Pirates, H,
on Nov. 3, while the Knights took
their measure, 5-0, on Nov. 5.
This left the record at 3-d with
one game to go.
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Guessing Grid Games
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BACK IF DESIRED
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MURPHY BROS.
Are Pleated to Announce Their Appointment As
Authorized Dealers for The Exciting New
VALIANT
The Lost Word in Compacts from Chrysler
Buy Safe Be Safe See
MURPHY BROS.
CHKYSUK e FtYMOUTH 0 l MUTUAL 0 VALIANT
901 N. BROAD STREET ELIZABETH 5-5600
"After Mfe Sell, We Serve"
Orw Mir I AJL I. • P.M. - I*. M 4
Vocation Notts
A Simple Solution
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
know wiD be no telephone call* from
”* ”**■”«** yw«f women go on endlessly asking
uadi selves the question, "But bow can I tell whether or not I
inVniv*>rf V Tk.
ti riJl 0* si * tcrb °«l?” Really, there is no problem
!?« C .j Urch '**»«•• acceptance by a religious superiora sufficient evidence of a Candidate’s call to the religious life.
| II you are among these who are wondering,
you can put an end to it very quickly by writ-
ing to the Reverend Mother of your favorite
community and by asking her whether or not
she will accept you. Don’t delayl
God Himuolf
The Church has always taught what St.
Benedict taught when he wrote his famous Rule
over 1,400 years ago, that whatever a religious
superior commands ”,
.. is to be received as if
commanded by God Himself.”
,r * told that the young Benedictine, St.
Flacid, was so convinced of this, that whenever he met his
superior, he would greet him by saying softly, “Hello Jesus!”
By becoming a priest or Brother or Sister, God will let youknow every moment of the day what He wants you to do. He
you through superiors. It is the best way to have a
placid, peaceful mind all day long.
Ambassadors
In the fourth volume of “Sermons” by the Cure d’Ars,ne start* one of his discourses by saying, “Why, dear brethren,
*)?Ye
i
com e into the pulpit today? What shall I say to you?
Ah. I came on behalf of God Himself.” That last statement
sums up very nicely the whole meaning of the priesthood.
....
The divinely inspired St. Paul, speaking of priests, said in
different words what St. John Vianncy would say later, "We are
<ll Cor y tl^*,sa<^or *> •• • * n d God appeals to you through us”
Far Greater
, Gertrude s feast is on Monday. In her life you will read
that ... for 20 years Our Lord appeared to Gertrude at least
once every day, except for a period of 11 days when He withdrew
In punishment for a worldly conversation.”
St. Gertrude's privilege was truly great, but infinitely greater
Is the priests privilege to offer Mass.
1(
St. John Viannoy Said:
“After God, the priest is everything.”
Apottolato for Vocation s
Newark Archdiocese: Msgr. William F. Furlong, Seton Hall
University, South Orange, N. J. Telephone: SOuth Orange 2-9000.
Paterson Diocese: Msgr. Edward J. Scully, 24 De Grasse St., I
Paterson, Telephone: Mountain View 8-1065.
Bees to Host College Night
NEWARK Rev. Edward B.
Halton, 0.P., dean of freshmen
at Providence College, will be
keynote speaker at the eighth an-
nual Pre-College Guidance Con-
ference of St. Benedict's Prep,
Nov. 18 at Conlin Auditorium.
The program is designed to as-
sist St. Benedict's students and
their parents to select a college
for future studies. It will open
With a short formal meeting at
which Father Halton will speak
outlining the problems of the stu-
/ient and the college admissions
officer.
Following this, representatives
of 21 colleges will meet with the
students and parents informally
to discuss their respective
schools. Rev. Philip C. Hoover,
O. S. 8., headmaster, has in-
vited those colleges which St.
Benedict’s graduates have been
enrolling over the past, decade.
In preparation for the program,
Rev. Mark W. Confroy, 0.5.8.,
head of the guidance office, has
interviewed seniors on their col-
lege plans.
ExiledPriest
Offers toDie
For Hungarians
NEW YORK (BN'S) A
30-year-old priest presented
himself on the front steps of
the Russian UN delegation
headquarters here and offered
his life In exchange for the
lives of IS* Hungarian teen-
agers awaiting execution in
Hungary for their part in the
1*54 uprising.
“I am ready to give up
my life if the Hungarian gov-
ernment will release these
hoys,” said Rev. Vazul Veg-
vary of Holy Aicentioo Church,
Roebling, NJ. “They are all
under IS and will be executed
as they reach their 18th birth-
days.”
He said the boys were sen-
tenced to death after being
tried for taking part in
the abortive revolt at the ages
of 13 and 14. Their execution
has been held up. Father Veg-
vary explained, by a Hungar-
ian law that forbids execution
of a person under 18.
Father Vegvary, president
of the Hungarian Freedom
Fighters Federation, took part
in a demonstration in front of
the building on the third anni-
versary of the uprising. Some
138 participant* marched si-
lently with black flags and the
Hungarian colors.
He said he was a leader in
the revolt and feels responsi-
ble for the children. “Those
kids followed me because I
was a priest,” he said.
New Rochelle Host
To Girls, Parents
RIVER EDGE The Northern
New Jersey Alumnae of New Ro-
chelle College wilt entertain high
school girls and their parents
from the area at a reception and
tea on Nov. 15 at 3 p.m. in the
American Legion Club House.
Mrs. George Gallico Jr. of
Ridgewood, selections chairman
for the college in Northern New
Jersey, is general chairman. Mrs.
William Burke of Westwood is in
charge of arrangements. Theme
of the afternoon will be "Why
New Rochelle?" and it will be
portrayed through films and pan-
elists. , .
STUDENT AID: Rev. Gerard Fagan, S.J. director of student personnel services at
St. Peter’s College, presents $250 scholarship awards to Cadet Sergeants Dominic
Devaney and Michael Molino. Looking on are Cadet First Lieutenant Frank Jand-
rowitz, head of Scabbard and Blade, the military honory society which provided the
scholarships, and Captain Jasper Johnson of the ROTC Staff. The money was
raised at the annual Military Ball and is presented to two cadets entering junior
year who have shown academic and military proficiency.
HALLOW-ANGELS: Pat Pelosi, center, is snowed un-
der by some of the 1,000-pluscans of food collected by
Our Lady Help of Christian CYO members from East
Orange residents in a Halloween doorbell operation.
This “trick” will provide a “treat” at St. Mary’s Or-
phanange. With Pat are Joan Casey, left, and Terry
Martino. School children and parishioners are still
adding to the pile, which Rev. David A. Ernst, mod-
erator, estimates will finally reach 2,000 cans.
VARSITY OFFICERS: Officers of the Seton Hall varsity dub look over plans for the
earningyear. Seated, left to right, vice-preident Ed Balzarotti, president Bob Wherry
and secretary Mike Wherry; standing, treasurer Art Rennings.
Mt. Carmel
Stops Valley
ORANGE The r»ce In the
Essex County Senior CYO Mixed
Bowling League tightened up con-
siderably on Sunday when Our
Lady of the Valley 1, Orange,
suffered its first three losses of
the year after 12 straight vic-
tories.
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel, Mont-
clair, halted the Valley streak
with a strong 2271 series that fea-
tured a 202 game and a 561 aeries
by Anthony Ditore and a 209
game and 547 set by John Pando.
The triple defeat enabled three
teams to crawl into a tie for
second, two games behind Our
Lady of the Valley.
Decent Disks
I May Novor Pam This Way Aaaln
A Still Small Valet (Victor) Parry
Como.
Whara DM Wa Oo Out? Oontlomon
Jimmy (Capitol) Jonah Jonaa.
Till tha InO of tha World—My Draami
Art Oottlno Sattar All tha Tima
(S-O-Ml An Moonoy.
Clap Hands Olvlna (Victor) Paraa
Prado.
I Loaf Today I'm Happy Ivary Day
I Lira (Capitol) Roaa Maddox.
Anpola Cryln Walkin' Down tha
Rood (MOM) Jimmy Now maxi.
Whara Did Wo Oat Out Avalon
(Capitol) Dakota Staton.
That's How I Pool A hoot Too Pop-
roa D* poppa (M-G Mi Ram Taylor.
O Como All Vo Faithful— Sllant Nloht
(Liberty Choralma) Robt. Bhaima.
Alice tloa Sown Swoot Lallanl
(M-G-M) La Roy llolmaa
Tha Inch Worm—Tha Donkay Sana
(Capitol) I'rad Waring.
Golna to tha Dooo—Staylnp Yoon# (Vic-
tor) Carol Hip boa.
I Am Foroatttnp You—My Soy (Capitol)
Janlco llarpar.
I Marina I*ll Taka Ramanco (Victor)
Tony Manin.
i Yard to Mao—Taka Thla Heart (Marcury)
1 PhU PhlUlpo.
Trail Slaior—Rip Van Wlnklo (Capitol)
Tha Adventurer*.
Praaldant'a Walk—Slava Slrl (Marcury)
Ray Ilhior.
Miahty Law—Count's Rasamant (Capitol)
Milt Buckuar
Rya an* Bva—Ha Na Saby (Dacca) Mar
grit Imlau.
My Hoort Knawa—Running Saar (Mar-
curyt Johnny Preston.
I Llll*o Thorn# Athana'a Thama (Capitol)
I Paul Dunlap.
IMy Darling My Darling—Shadawa (Mar-
cury) Juna Valli.
HIGH PIDILITY DRPARTMRNT
, Tha lyoa of God (Columbia) Loot*#
U glams
• David Roao Play# David Raaa (M-G-M)
Who Rlao?
1 I'm In tho Mood for Strlngo (M-G-M)
.Rap WUa.
Pun In Animal-Land (Dynaaty) Bobby
Uraabaau Nlckl MtvaaeSusU Thomas.
St. Patrick's Cathedral Chair Slnga
Christmas Cargla (Roulette)
i Sing Wg Now of Chrtsfmoa <MXk Fox)
Tho Itarv Simeon* Chorale.
Christmas With Mali# (Sacco) Jooo Malta
and Orchestra.
Tho Sinh Of Christ (WO Nelbortanda
! Chamber Choir.
Christmas Sin# Alan# With Mitch (Co-
lumbia) Mitch Miller and Gang.
Christmas Dance Party (flplo La at at
1 * Lanin.
Handel; Messiah (Columbia) Tha Phils
I dalphia OrchaoSra. Ormpndy.
Children's Song# (Bute) Vienna Chair
Roys.
STRRIO DIPARTMRNT
Japan, It's Sound* and Nwls (Capitol)
i Roaa Okugawa romim-nung.
•Sonet for on Running at Homo (Capitol)
Gordon Mac Ran
Umpf lni', run* *a*
I Abbey Orchestra
Girls Triumph
In Talent Show
IRVINGTON Carolyn Paige
of Christ the King and Convince
Graziano of Our Lady of Sorrow*,
both in Jeraey City, were the
firat county champions crowned
in the 1959 archdiocesan CYO
March of Talent, finali of which
will be held Oct. 19 at St. Paul
the Apostle.
Mis* Paige, a vocalist, won the
senior division and Mita Graziano
the junior division in the Hud-
son County contest on Nov. • at
the CYO Center. Other county
final* were alated for Nov. 10 and
11 in Union, Kssex and Bergen.
Following Mia Graziano in the
junior division were two quartet*.
Joseph and John Pecoraro, Rich-
ard Cinciarelli and Joseph Bait*
of Holy Rotary, and Ermino Bal-
dassare, Albert Paaaante, Robert
Zoccoli and Robert Wiluix of St.
Paul of the Crosa. Samuel Pag-
liarlni, a vocalist from Holy Ro-
tary, wai fourth.
Entries are now being accepted
through parish unit* for the an-
nual Hobby Show, which will take
place at the CYO Center In mid-
December. Entries will bo ac-
cepted in 50 ipecUlc categories,
with blue ribbon award* for each
and also a best-of show prize.
Essex Council Meets
BELLEVILLE St. Anthony's
CYO here wIU be boat to the
regular monthly meeting of the
Essex County Council of Catho-
lic Youth, young adult division,
on Nov. II at I p.m Dennis
Hagerty of East Orange, council
chairman, will preside and re-
port on this week's rational
Catholic youth convent ion.
PUBLICATION of a statistical
year book of tho Holy See dates
back to 1111
School Notes
Merit Program
In Commendation
Of Runners-Up
NEWARK Letters of com-
mendation were received this
week by North Jersey Catholic
high school students from the Na-
tional Merit Scholarship program.
They are part of the 27,000
letters being sent to students all
over the nation who finished in
the top 3% in the qualifying test
held last year, but not high
enough to be among the 10,000
semi-finalists.
Two schools reported the
names of students receiving the
letters. At Marylawa of the Or-
anges (South Orange) they were
Norma Jakuc and Gail SUvale,
wl- '-> at Holy Family Academy
(E .mne) they were Carole
Marshall, Judith Bonner, Alice
Plunges and Margaret Maher.
The League of St. Albert the
Great at St. Mary’s (Rutherford)
is commemoraUng Catholic
scientific progress, past and pres-
ent, in a series of programs due
to end /iov. 16 with a special
student assembly. Rev. John J.
Hooper, S.J., addressed the les-
gue at the opening dinner on
Nov. 6.
Also at St. Mary’s, 10 mem-
bers of the Forensle League, all
freshmen, took part in a public
speaking contest held Nov. 4 at
Teaneck
...
The Bt. Michael's
(Union City) yearbook has re-
ceived an All Catholic award
from the Catholic School Press
Association.
Paterson Calls
CYO Convention
PATERSON A Pateraon dio-
cesan CYO convention will be
sponsored by Bishop McNulty at
St. Philip tho Apostle, Clllton, on
Dec. S.
Purpose of the convention, ac-
cording to Msgr. Francis H.
Murphy, diocesan CYO director,
it to exchange idea* between
paritbea and to review the prog-
ress of the last five year* of
CYO activity.
Invitations have been issued to
all parishes in the Diocese to
aend four delegates apiece to the
convention. General plana for the
meeting include a plenary ses-
sion, workahops on four phases
of CYO activity and a separate
workshop for adult advisors.
Mast will be offered for the
delegate* in St. Philip's Church
at 5 pm. A catered dinner will
follow In the auditorium. Plan*
are alio being made for an eve-
ning dance which will be open
to all youth in the Diocese.
Moderating the varioui panels
will be. Spiritual—P.ev. Sums
lous Durka, St. Thomas, Ogdens
burg; Cultural—Rev. Leo P
Ryan, St. PhUip’s, Clifton; Social
—Rev. Martin Connelly. Immac-
ulate Heart of Mary, Packanack
Lake; Athletic—Rev. Leo F. Car-
ey, Assumption, Morristown.
Present Awards
To Volunteers
EAST ORANGE Certificates
of appreciation were preaented to
member* of the Junior Volun-
teer* who participate in the Vet-
eran* Hospital by the National
Catholic Community Service.
The presentation* were made
by Frederick Duff and Anita
Brennan to 14 teenage volun-
teers and alao to representative*
of the various organizations who
are affiliated with N.C.C.S. Miss
Helen Platten, director of the
volunteer program, addressed the
group.
Any Catholic organization wish-
ing to affiliate with the N.C.C.S.
at Veterana Hospital is asked to
contact Mr. Duff at <315 Pali-
sade Ave., West New York.
St. Peter's Prints
List of Honors
JERSEY CITY - For the first
time in the school's history, St.
Peter's College has published its
Dean's List along with a compi-
lation of graduate scholarships
won by students and alumni in
the years IMS-M.
The latter list shows that 111
seniors and alumni had received
a total of 423 awards la tbs past
six years. The grants were offer
ed In 33 fields by T 1 universities
in this country and M abroad.
Essex Juniors TakePart
In Doll-Dressing Contest
EAST ORANGE Junior CYO girls from four Essex
County parishes will participate in a doll-dressing contest,
with the finished products to be donated to Catholic chari-
ties.
Blessed Sacrament, East Orange; St. John’s, Orange;
and St. Aloysius and Blessed Sac-
rament, Newark, are the four
contender* for a lift of prizes
which is topped by a string of
cultured pesrls.
Each entrant must design and
manufacture three distinct cos-
tumes for her doll: a girl's party
outfit, an everyday outfit and a
national (foreign) costume. The
outfits must be easily removable
so the doll can be dressed and
the costumes changed by the girl
who finally receives it.
THE PARISHES will hold their
own contests later this month
with the top three entries then
being entered for the final judg-
ing on Dec. 12 at Blessed Sacra-
ment, East Orange. Parish non-
winners are invited to present
their dolls the lame night for
judging for consolation prizes.
Contestants will be allowed to
enter the dolls in the archdioce-
san CYO hobby show, which takes
place in December. However,
the top three entries In the final
judging will become the property
of the contest committee.
Judging will be on the basis
of originality of design and styl-
ing and of workmanship, with 10
points being awarded to the best
costume in each classification.
The committee is headed by
Maurice LeCalvez, chairman of
the adult advisory board at Bless-
ed Sacrament, East Orange. It
also includes Rev. George Den-
man, moderator, Frank Young of
Glen Ridge and representatives
of each of the four CYO units.
College Notes
Cadet Lt. Cot. Daniel J. Sher-
lock of Lodi hai been named ad-
ministrative officer of the Air
Force ROTC cadet corps at SL
Michael's (Vermont) . . . Jon
Moacaritolo of Elizabeth and
William DeSeta of Englewood
have leading parts in the pro-
duction of “Taming of the
Shrew” at Catholic University.
Holy Angels
Sets Bazaar
FORT LEE—“Christmas Won-
derland" will be the theme of the
annual bazaar at Holy Angels
Academy, Nov. 23-24, for the
benefit of the building fund of
the School Sisters of Notre Dam*.
Sister Mary Brigid, S.S.N.D..
superior, is in charge of the
festival, for which students at
Holy Angels will elect a school
queen. Each homeroom is select-
ing a giri to compete for class
queen and, from this quartet, the
school queen will be chosen.
The bazaar will be a father-
daughter affair with the dads
erecting booths, the giri* con-
tributing the gifts and both act-
ing as salemen.
November It, lIS* THE ADVOCATE 15
3?!*'
Will 2fou Also
Bring Christ To Africa?
The Society of African Mini on*
(SMA) is dedicated to the coaver-
•ton of Africa and of Nefroea in
feneral Over 100 yean tervinf God
on the We»t Coaat of Africa andtn the
TODAY over 1300
prioata are active in
thta work of aaviac
aou Ia, but many
more are needed.
We need YOU tool
Let us send you
more details. Well
nappy Indeed to anawer your personal questions about
life and work.
rite to: REV. JAMES HILL, S.MJL
Vocation Director
society of African missions,
Queen of Apoetlee Seminary Dedham, Maaa.
CAN YOU CARRY THIS CROSS?
Tka dpi of tka am b Oa bps at
he room. the «m of Onsl.
Tkii cross is tka up of Ms
BDMUNDrra.
K you an a asatroas young ataa
*illom to carry it. Cod can provide
•Maid strength tad courage.
PRIESTS: missionaries MOTHERS: mbutmarias
parish rncass
Far information. WT»S-Vocation DtrieSar
SOCIFnr OF ST. EDMUND, Mystic, Cm iMI si
iiimitiimimiJiMinimiiiiimiiimuimiimmiimmiirtimuiiiujuiiii
THE
TBINITABIAN FATBEBS
offar an opportunity to young m«n and boys of Grammar
School and High School to bacoma a priast or a Brothar
In th« Trinitarian Ordor. Lack of funds no impodimant.
Writ* tot
VOCATION DIRECTOR. O.S.S.T.
Box $742, Boltimora B, Maryland
Ik* Fratinu Fitkirt
THIRD ORDER REGULAR
INVITE YOUNS MEN TO STUDY
PON THE SACKED PRIESTHOOD.
LACK OP PUNDS NO OSSTACUE.
write, DIRECTOR or VOCATIONS
FRANCISCAN FATHERS
HOLUDAYSBURG 6, FA.
Visit
St Joseph’s
Shrine
Stirling,
New Jersey
Never Enough Missionaries!
MISSIONARY SERVANTS
OF THE MOST HOLT TRINITY
WELCOME
PRIESTHOOD CANDIDATES
BROTHERHOOD CANDIDATES
Write Father Matthew, M.S.SS.T.
Trinity Mi»»ion», Silver Spring, Md.
The Sisters of the
Sorrowful Mother
THIRD ORDIR OF IT. FRANCIS
Conduct schools, urphan-
siei. home* for the seed end con-
valescent. A«e 14 to SO. Lock of
funds. no obe ter ft*. Write to Meter
Dolorosa Convent. 80 Morris Avenue.
l>env!lle. New Jersey, er Vocational
Directress. Convent of the Sorrow,
fvl Mother. Otll N.. Teutonia Ave..
Milwaukee t. Wisconsin.
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
STtHO A WttKtND WITH GOD
For: MIN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFI
Cm*hM by Am ■—b« «f
Uh PW. Abb»y
ft—n Mkr>w«nall«M »»rV-
Wf|(| InfffMditll |||
MMCIOI Of IfTtlATl
R f—f» AbWy. M«w«—. N A
PHOTO CHRISTMAS CARDS
BLACK AND WHITE
SS Cards wilt* Knvalapas 100
SO Cards with Knvalapas J.7S
7S Cards with 3.SO
100 Card* with Knvalapas 7.00
Plus Pat toga and Pocking
Calar cards at raducad pricas. Writa
far ardar blank with da signs.
Ryan Photo Box 24
Chatham, N. J.
CLUB ST. LEO
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
For persons ovor 21
Si. loo's Now Auditorium
Mark*! Straat. I. FmHtfm. N. i.
Opening Night Dance
NOVEMBER 13, lfSf
from 1:30 p.m. to 12:15 e.m.
MUSIC BYi
VIC FRAYSEE'S ORCHESTRA
★ REFRESHMENTS ★
GOD LOVE YOU
Most Reverend
Fulton J. Sheen
A THREE-WAY
CHRISTMAS
GIFT
In making on offering for any ona of thorn fo9r
gift* for men and women, you help:
t) THI HOLY FATHII, because the offering ooes to
him for oil the Mitiiom;
2) YOUR FRIEND, because ho receives moro lovo In
»och a gift than In any other, since you had to love
1,300,000,000 pagans before you loved him or herj
3) YOURSELF, because you goln merit by olding the
Society for the Propagation of the Faith of which the
Holy Father said "that it surpasses all other charities as
... Heaven surpasses eorth."
All Four Gifts are In gold-toned Hamilton finish with
on enamelled Society for the Propagation pf the Folfh
Insignia In red mounted on each. Each is boxed In blue*
gray plastic. They ore all In the very latest and most
acceptable style.
la a.artlty [_ ]
Oval «.• Uak<
•II la
□ :
•f pain
•II U
TU tlatp
a•II la a» aathy [ [
pair. Q
' *r
GIFTS SHOWN IN ACTUAL SIZI
Cheek the gift* you u-onl end tend the corf
$ ponding minimum offering of tt each uilk your
request end name and addreu to:
THE SOCIETY FM THE PROPAGATION OF THE FAITH
Ordor Dtpt.
366 Fifth Avonuo, Now York 1, Now York |
Hasbrouck Heights
Graymoor Priest Dies
GRAYMOOR Rev. Theodore Zabelka, S.A., son of
lfr. and Mrs. Frank Zabelka ofT67 Kipp Ave., Hasbrouck
Heights, died Nov. 8 at St Vincent’s Hospital, New York.
A Solemn Requiem Mass was celebrated in the little
Flower Chapel at Graymoor Nov.
11. Very Rev. Angelus Delahunt,
S. A., Superior General, waa
celebrant Deacon and aubdeacon
were Rev. Noel McSweeney, S.A.,
and Rev. Jerome Gallagher, S.A.,
both daismatea of Father Theo-
dore. Very Rev. Januariua Mar-
tinelll, S.A., delivered the eulogy.
Interment waa in the Friar*
Cemetery here.
Father Theodore came to
Grajrmoor in September, 1936,
and received the habit on Aug.
14, 1940. He made first profession
of vowa in 1941, and final vowa
in 1944.
After theological training at
Catholie University of America,
be waa ordained Feb. 21, 1949,
and then worked in the misaion
at Taurumi Ku, Yokohama, Ja-
pan, from 1948 to 1950. He has
been pastor of Sacred Heart
Church, Golden, B. C., since 1950.
Rev. Finbar O’Meara
BRIGHTON, Haas.—A Requiem
Haas for Rev. Finbar O’Meara,
C.P., was offered Nov. 9 in St
Gabriel's Monastery Church here
by Very Rev. Caniaiua Hazlett,
C.P., Passionist Provincial.
Father Finbar, who died here
Nov. 6, waa well known as a
mission preacher along the east-
ern seaboard. Bora In Malden,
Man, he was professed a Passion-
ist in Pittsburgh in IMS and after
studying theology at St. Michael's
Monastery, Union City, was or-
dained in 1931 in SL Patrick's
Pro-Cathedra), Newark.
Sr. R. Gertrude, O.P.
NEWBURGH. N. Y. Twice
assigned to St. Paul’s School,
Greenville, Jersey City. Sister
Regina Gertrude, 0.P., died Nov.
4 at Mt. St. Mary’s here.
A native of New Haven. Coon.,
Sister Regina Gertrude entered
the Sisters of St. Dominic. New-
burgh, on Sept, g, 1911. and was
professed on July 12, 1913.
During her religious life ti*
was assigned to the Jersey City
School in 1913 and again ha 1918.
She also served in the Diocese
of Paterson, Archdiocese of New
York, and the Dioceses of Tren-
ton, Camden and Raleigh. A sis-
ter, Sister M. Rosaria, 0.P.,
teaches at SS. Peter and Paul
School, Trenton
The Mass of Requiem was of-
fered Nov. 7 at Mt. St. Mary,
here by the chaplain. Rev. D.
Parent, O.P.
James J. Carroll
JERSEY CITY A Requiem
Maas for James J. Carroll, 119
Grand St, was offered Nov. 10
in St Paul’s Church, Greenville,
Jersey City. He died Nov. 6.
Mr. Carroll was founder of the
NJ. Department, Catholic War
Veterans, and a past president
of the Hudson County Holy Name
Federation. He la survived by
his wife, Mrs. Teresa Donelan
Carroll.
Mrs. Edward Carlson
LAKE HOPATCONG The
funeral of Mrs. Edward H. Carl-
son. Naritscong Ave., took place
Nov. 9 with a Requiem Mass at
Our Lady of the Lake Church,
Mt. Arlington. She died Nov. 8.
Surviving are two sons, two
daughters, two brothers, includ-
ing Rev. Alfred A. Lowe, pastor
of St. Aldan’a Church, Williston
Park, L.1., three sisters and
eight grandchildren.
FURTHERING SERVICE: This is the architect's concept of the new addition to
Alexian Brothers Hospital, Elizabeth. Designed by Schmidt, Garden and Erickson of
Chicago, it will provide many needed facilities and increase the hospital’s bed
capacity to 185.
Oriel Society to Give
Concert on Nov. 29
NEWARK Seumas MacMan-
u«, Irish writer, Neil Carlin, bari-
tone, and Mary Kennedy, so-
prano, will be presented at the
Oriel Society’s meeting and re-
cital at 7:30 p.m., Nov. 29 at
Griffith Auditorium here.
Seumas MacManus will relate
Irish folk tales; Neil Carlin will
feature traditional songs of many
lands and Miss Kennedy, of Pat-
erson, will render operatic and
sacred selections.
Mrs. Ruth Gardner of Maple-
wood is chairman. Frances Fitz-
simmons of Newark is co-chair-
man and accompanist.
Makes 1st Ad Limina
Visit in 16 Years
ROME For the first time In
16 years Bishop Josip Srebmic
of Krk, Yugoslavia, has been able
to make his ad limina visit to the
Holy See. Ordinarily, such visits
•re required every five years but
only now has the 83-year-old Bish-
op been given permission to
temporarily leave the country by
the communists.
Stress Functions
Of University
LIMA, Peru One of the es-
sential functions of a university
is to awaken In its students a
“profound awareness of social
problems,” a statement adopted
here by the Organization of
Catholic Universities of Latin
America said.
The statement added that the
student must be prompted to use
his power in support of the com-
mon good.
Labeled the "Lima Declara-
tion,” the statement was issued
at the close of the organisation's
third congress. It was attended
by officials of 18 of the 20 Catho-
lic universities in Latin America.
The statement also declared
that education must respect in-
dividual rights, as well as those
of families, of the Church, the
state and other social institutions.
Msgr. Alfredo Silva, rector of
the Catholic University of San-
itiago, Chile, was reelected presi-
dent of the organization which
decided to hold its nest congress
'in 1962 in Havana.
Alexian Brothers
Adding to Hospital
ELIZABETH Construction of a new five-story ad-
dition to Alexian Brothers Hospital will begin shortly, it
was announced this week by Brother Constantine, C.F.A.
A quiet groundbreaking ceremony was held Oct. 8
with Rev. Edgar Verhoest, chaplain, blessing the site on E.
Jersey St. The ceremonies were
attended by officials of the Alex-
lan Brothers Hospital Foundation,
the medical staff, the Hospital
Ladies’ Guild and the Brothers.
The five-story structure and
basement will contain facilities
for a large conference and meet-
ing room In the basement, a large
laboratory, blood bank, isotope
and pharmacy on the first floor;
five operating rooms, surgeons’
lounge, dressing room and a 10-
bed recovery room on the second
floor; and 14 beds on each of the
third and fourth floors, giving the
hospital a total of 185 beds. The
fifth floor will contain seven pri-
vate rooms for interns.
The addition costing $1,247,(58,
has been designed by Schmidt,
Garden and Erickson of Chicago.
Architectural supervision will be
by Joseph A. Allen of Elizabeth.
Finances for the new construc-
tion will continue to be raised
through efforts of the Hospital
Foundation, Ladies’ Guild, Em-
ployes Association and medical
staff.
The Alexisn Brothers hsve
maintained the hospital in Eliza-
beth for the past (7 years.
Knights of Columbus
Bergen Chapter "Operation
Truth” Ls again sponsored by this
chapter in iu local area. It is de-
signed to spread Catholic advertis
ing in local papers in cooperation
with the Supreme Council's Cath-
olic advertising program through-
out the country.
To raise funds for this project,
the chapter is sponsoring a show-
ing of films of the coronation of
Pope John XXIII along with
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison.”
Nov. 24 at the Fox Theater, Hack-
ensack.
The chapter win set up a booth
in the theater lobby that night,
displaying Catholic literature,
magazines, newspapers and pam-
phlets. The Bookmobile of St.
Anthony’s Guild, Paterson will
be stationed outside the theater.
Bishop O'Connor General As-
sembly The annual memorial
service for deceased members
will be held at 4 p.m. Nov. 15 at
Holy Trinity Church, Hackensack.
Conducting the Holy Hour will be
Rev. Charles P. Casserly, faith-
ful friar.
Paterson Council—The memori-
al Mass for deceased members
will take place at 8 a.m. Nov. 29
in St. Ann’s Church, Paterson.
Msgr. Cyril Anid will be celebrsnt
in the Byzantine Rite. Fred M.
liarraka is in charge of arrange-
ments.
Star of the Sea Council, Ba-
yonne—The late Msgr. Joseph F.
Dolan will be honored Nov. 22
when the major degree will be
exemplified for a class of esndi-
dstes in his name. Msgr. Dolan
served as council chaplain from
1923 to 1948. |
St. Francis Unit
Staging Musical
NEWARK An adaptation of
the musical "Guys and Dolls"
will bo presented by the St. Fran-
cis Xavier Players in the church
auditorium Nov. 20-22 at 8:30
p.m. The show will benefit the
building fund for the proposed
new 25-classroom school.
Leading roles will be played by
Peter Cerruto. Rose Accaria, Joe
Vivlani, Marge Deo and Ed Mc-
Evoy. Direction is by Pat Tobla
and Vivlani, music by Larry
Long, and choreography by Joan
C. Gerard.
Film Festival
To Highlight
Papacy History
VIENNA (RNS) Highlight of
the Sixth International Religious
Film Festival which opens here
Nov. 20 will be a documentary
on the history of the Papacy,
“Thou Art Peter."
French film producer Philip
Agostin shot the first scenes in
St. Peter's Square at Easter, IBS*,
little dreaming that within the
same year his cameras 'l>
be recording the funeral of Pope;
Pius XII and the coronation of |
Pope John XXIII. I
Holy Rosary School
To Be Dedicated
ELIZABETH With Archbishop Boland officiating,
the new school in Holy Rosary parish here will be blessed
and dedicated, and the cornerstone laid at 3:30 p.m., Nov.
15. Rev. Patrick J. Gerrity is pastor.
Ranging along First St., the new building ia a one-
story structure with exterior of
masonry and |liu. There are
nine classrooms, administrative
offices, health room and an audi-
torium seating 800 persons, in
addition to various utility rooms.
To make way for the new build-
ing. the old school, built in 1887,
and the old church, in 1886, were
torn down last March. The old
church had been used as a social
hall since 1930 when the present
cburch was built.
SINCE THE razing of the two
buildings, the children of the
third, fourth,- fifth and sixth
grades have attended the public
school. The first and second
grade classes were held in a
house on the church property,
and the seventh and eighth grad*
children attended classes in tem-
porary classrooms set up In the
basement of the church.
These temporary arrangements
came to an end with the begin-
ning of the Fall term. Formerly
the school accommodated US pu-
pils; the new building will takn
, care of 500.
I The children are taught by the
Sisters of Charity of St. Eliza-
Ibeth.
Semi-Annual Meeting
For Holy Name Men
LINDEN Robert Morris, former chief counsel of
the U.S. Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, will ad-
dress some 350 delegates at the semi-annual convention of
the Newark Archdiocesan Federation of Holy Name So-
cieties. The convention will be held at St. John the Apos-
tie Church here on Nov. 15 start-
ing at 2:30 p m.
Service* will be conducted in
the church by Rev. Thomas A.
Mulvaney, pastor of the host par-
ish and spiritual director of the
Union County Federation, who
will also give the welcoming ad-
dress. Msgr. Henry J. Watterson,
archdiocesan spiritual director,
will also speak.
Discussions will center on the
recent national Holy Name con-
vention, the current state wide
membership drive and a planned
state convention. Walter F.
Joyce, president, will preside.
Hudson County Federation
William 1 F. Buckley Jr., editor
of National Review, will
speak at the second annual spir-
itual directors dinner in the CYO
Center on Nov. 12. His topic will
be “Freedom and the Welfare
State."
Guests at the dinner will in-
clude Archbishop Boland and
Auxiliary Bishops Stanton and
Curtis. Chairmen are Patrick
O'Connor and Alfred J. Bundies.
maculate Conception in Washing-
ton on Nov. 20.
The society selected a commit-
tee to contact Union official* re-
garding possible erection of i
Nativity scene during the Christ-
mas season. Donations have been
voted to the Boys Club and the
journal to be issued In conjunc-
tion with the parish play. ,
St. Anne’s, Fair Lawn Dr.
Vincent Lo Lordo, a law profea-
sor and member of the Catholic
Lawyer's Guild, spoke at the
monthly meeting on the Church's
viewpoint toward divorce laws.
St. Thomas the Apostle, Bloom-
field - The Holy Name will join
with the Rosary Society for e
“Mr. and Mrs. Dance" to be
held in the school auditorium
Nov. 20. Co-chairmen are Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Nash and Mr. and
Mrs. John Tarpey. Proceeds will
gc toward tho completion of the
new church.
Union County Federation—The
annual Memorial Masa for de-
ceased members will be celebrat-
ed at St. John the Apostle, Lin-
den, Nov. 14 at 9 a.m., it was
rnnounced at the Nov. S meeting
at Sacred Heart, Elizabeth.
It was also announced that Jo-
seph Whalen has been named edi-
tor of the Federation Journal,
the proceeds of which go to St.
Walburga's Orphanage, Roselle,
and that Rev. Paul Hayes of the
archdiocesan office for decent
literature would address the Jan-
uary meeting.
BL Joseph’s, Union City—Four
new members have been induct-
ed into the society, which will
hold a beefsteak social and dance
on Jan. 23. Members at their
most recent meeting voted a do-
nation to the Alexander Hamil-
ton Boy Scout Council.
St. Michael's, Unlon-A total
of 189 new membership applica-
tions have been received during
the current membership drive
and the men will be invested
during church services on Dec.i
10, according to John Reynolds.!
A group headed by Theodore Eb- j
her will attend the dedication |
services of the Shrine of the Im-
Store Bans Limited
Sunday Operations
HILLSDALE A discount store here has announced
that it will comply with wishes of New Jersey voters and
close its store on Sundays although it carries many items
which may legally be sold on that day.
Philip and Anthony Ganguzza, officers of the Valley
Fair Diicount Department Cen-
ter, aaid in a atatement: "We
(eel that the wiihei of the people
ahould be honored immediately
and in the complete ipirit with
which the referendum wai pre-
sented."
"VALLEY KAIE," they aaid.
“will not operate a ‘segregated
■tore,' telling only that merchan-
dise not covered by the law."
They eeotraated their action
with that of the highway atorea
planning legal action and tak-
ing other alepa to remain open
on Snndaya. “Valley Fair feela
It will he heat to honor the
wither of the votera,” the two
etflceri declared.
They pointed out that with the
■tore open alx days a week from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. there ia ample
time for people to ahop.
Oldest U.S.
Priest Now 100
TRINIDAD, Colo. (NC) —The
oldest priest in the U. S , a god-
son of famed scout Kit Carton,
was honored here on bis 100th
birthday.
Bishop Charles A. Buswell of
Pueblo ottered a Pontifical Maas
Oot. 28 in Mt. San Rafael How
pltal. Trinidad, for Rev. Joseph
8 Garda.
Father Garda waa bens ea
OcL 38, 108, in Taos. N.M.
Bishop Bans Socials
During Advent
STEUBENVILLE, Ohio (NC>—
Parish social events during the
pre-Christmas season of Advent
have been banned in the Diocese
of Steubenville.
A directive issued by Blsfcop
John King Musslo emphasized
that the Advent season is one
of preparation for Christmas
through penance and fasting.
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InTime of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Wboss carsful snd understanding service is inaccord withthe
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESStX COUNTY
JOSEPH f. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArkot 3-0514
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avenue,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad A Roy Woznlak,
Director*
ESmx 3-0606
JOHN P. MURPHY
410 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
ESmx 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORongo 3-634 E
FRANK McOEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
ORACE MURPHY, DI factor
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
IERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andraw W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orango, N. J.
ORongo 4-4445
MArkot 2-2530
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORongo 2-2414
L V. MULUN A SON
974 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArkot 3-0660
PCTRRJ. QUINN
FvMivi DltscKk
320 BBLEVtUE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-4400
KMRNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
COOCTS FUNBtAL SERVICE
49 HIGH STREET
ORANOf, N. J.
ORongo 4-7554
CODfY*S FUNERAL SBtVKE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
MOntclalr 2-0005
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEOROE AHR ft SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON. N. J.
ESmx 3-1020
REZEM FUNBtAL HOME
579 Grovo Stroot
Irvington, N. J.
ESmx 2-4700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY. N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. 9—CO
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbzter 9-0098
PATRICK J. CONTI
FUNERAL HOME
274 Market Stroot
Ea*t Pa tenon
SW 6-0068
SW 7-9877
HENNESSEY
FUNBLAL HO«M
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. j.
ATIa. 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbord 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY 8 SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOO. N. J.
Gl Ibort 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
PATRICK J. CONTI
FUNERAL HOME
36 Tuerz Ave.. Jersey Gty
(roar St. Aedan'z Church)
HE 5-6451
DE 3-9259
RUMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNloo 7-6767
WILIAM SCHLIMM, Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNIon 7-1000
FUMHULLHOME
525 - 45th STREET
' UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
ÜBflt FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
Olfiold 9-1455
OLflold 9-1456
LAWRENCE O. FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 9-0579
JAMES A. McLAUOHLIN
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
UNION COUNTY
OORNY 4 OORNV
, MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
OROWNEY FUNBtAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD 8 SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MILLER-BANNW ORTH
FUNBtAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
WBtSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN. N. J.
HUnter 6-4119
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRezcott 9-3183
HB4NRSS4Y FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRezcott 7-0141
OORNY 8 OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUMLAN FUNRRAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CUFTON. N. J.
PReecett 7-3002
IEADtNO FUNERAL DIRECTORS
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Pcrtimo— Lourdes-Ram*
Assisi—lPodwo—MiMi
pJu*
lUm, f—*«. Zwicb. VwiM.
MmH Cab
•ad «UM
only
$897
for this great 10 ooontry
pilgrimage to the Catholic
Shrine* of Europe. Weekly
departure* May through Sep-
tember. Price indudes first
class hotels, most meals, sight-
seeing with guidetrans-Atlan-
tic air economy class, tickets
to the Pasaioa Plays, tips *
taxes, professional escort and
Prie*t as spiritual director a*
detailed in brochure.
For Mot motion eotuult poor
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TV Executive Recalls Start
Of Bishop Sheen’s Show
n. LOUIS One of tbo most
enthusiastic supporters of Bish-
«P Sboea’s return to the TV
cameraovis James L. Caddigan
Tic * president and general man-
•«er of station KPLR-TV here.
years ago, he started
*”*n°P Sheen on what was to
~f° me one of the most remark-
•ble careers in television history.
••
°f that career had
Its beginnings one summer aftcr-
n°on when Caddigan, then vice
president in charge of program-
ing and production for the now
defunct DuMont Television Net-
work, called at the Bishop’s
home. Trade talk had it that
the Auxiliary Bishop of New York
had come up with an idea for a
television show.
The reports were true, the
Bishop admitted. The idea had
keen offered to both CBS and
NBC but they felt a religious
television program was a poor
risk.
Caddigan didn't think so. He
had already come into contact
with the Bishop during various
public service programs that the
network had televised for the
New York Archdiocese. DuMont
was more than willing to go
ahead with the Bishop’s idea for
a regular weekly show.
"Of course, there were the
usual problems,” Caddigan re-
called. “The Bishop was con-
vinced that the series should be
telecast»from a church pulpit,
beginning with St. Patrick’s
Cathedral. We were convinced
that a studio set of his study
would provide a more person-
alized approach.”
THE TWO SAT down and talk-
ed it over, Caddigan explaining
the advantages of an informal,
individual type of presentation.
Two months after the first meet-
ing in the Tishop's study, he was
ready for his initial telecast.
Caddigan went out on a limb
and scheduled the Bishop hi a
time slot occupied by the then
"king of television, • Milton
As was to be the pattern
throughout three years of tele-
casting, the Bishop arrived about
a half-hour before show time.
There was to be no rehearsal.
Instead, he secluded himself be-
hind the studio set, and began
quietly walking up and down, oc-
casionally glancing at what Cad-
digan 'called a “skeleton road
map” of topic headings. He was
signaled to take his place in the
set. The cameras dollied in and
focused. “Life Is Worth Living”
had begun.
The success of the program
was completely due to Bishop
Sheen himself, Caddigan feels.
“He is not only a tremendous
speaker and wonderful person,
but an intelligent performer as
well. He utilized every bit of
mechanics in the television busi-
ness. He had a marvelous sense
of staging, technique, lighting and
theatrical production.”
BUT THE QUALITY which
most amazed the television trade,
and particularly the crew of
stagehands on the show, was the
Bishop's sense of timing.
“There was this clock on
front of the camera,” Caddi-
gan recounted. “Each week he
would bet the camera crew
and stagehands that be would
finish his talk exactly on time.
“If he did, then the crew would
have to contribute $2 to the So-
ciety for the Propogation of the
Faith. If he didn’t finish on time,
then he would give them a pair
of his Rosary beads.
“The Bishop never lost a single
bet."
Lithuanian Parish
Celebrates 65 Years
NEWARK The 65th anniversary of the founding of
Holy Trinity (Lithuanian) parish here will be celebrated
Nov. 22.
With Archbishop Boland presiding, Msgr. Ignatius Kel-
melis the pastor will celebrate a Solemn Mass of Thanks-
*ivinf at 11:30 a.m. The Arch-
bishop will confer the Sacrrment
of Confirmation at 3:30 p.m.,
and in the evening a parish
dinner will be held In the parish
hall.
Deacon and subdeacon at the
Mass will be Rev. Raymond
Tnompson, Our Lady of Sorrows,
Kearny, and Rev. Vincent Min-
cevicius of Rome, who is visit-
ing here. Master of ceremonies
will be Rev. Victor Dabusis of
Brooklyn.
The sermon will be delivered
by Rev. Leonardo Andriekus,
0.F.M., St. Caslmir's Monastery,
Brooklyn.
Deacons of honor to the Arch-
bishop will be Msgr. Joseph Kon-
cu* of Nyack, N. Y., and Rev.
Michael Kemezls, pastor of SS.
Peter and Paul, Elizabeth.
IT WAS BACK In 1894 when a
group, of Lithuanians met to or-
ganize a parish for their spiritual
needs. Originally it was called
Sacred Heart of Jesus, and later
changed to Holy Trinity.
For seven years they were
without their own church or pas-
tor but attended St. Stanislaus
Church, and later, Our Lady of
Mt. Carmel.
In INI, the late Bishop John
J. O'Connor assigned the first
pastor. Rev. Vaclovas Matula-
itis, who purchased property at
New York Ave. and Adams
St. and a frame chnrch build-
St. was erected. It still serves
as a parish hall and recreation
center.
The present church was erect-
ed and its cornerstone laid in
October, 1917.
Msgr. Kelmells became pastor
of the parish in February, 1922.
Order Catholics
To Pay Damages
To Protestants
BOGOTA, Colombia (NC The
national secretariat of the Colom-
bian Bishops has denounced de-
struction of Protestant property
by Catholics in La Plata and
called on them to pay for the
damage.
At the same time the secre-
tariat said that Protestant
charges that the Catholic pastor
in La Plata incited Catholics to
violence is a "pure invention."
It also said that the amount of
damage reported in the Protes-
tant Confederation of Colombia
bulletin is exaggerated.
The statement of the Under-
Secretariat of Faith and Morals
of the Permanent Secretariat of
the Colombian Bishops attributed
the incident to "a proselytism
that wants at any cost to gain
a foothold among a Catholic dodu
lation."
Following an investigation in
La Plata the under-secretariat
reported that on Sept. 3 a group
of Catholics broke the bricks to
be used in building a chapel of
the Protestant Missionary Chris-
tian Alliance, demolished a three
foot wall and destroyed a nearby
tomato field belonging to a Prot-
estant. It estimated damages at
about $630.
Oberammergau Play
Is All Sold Out
MUNICH (RNS) - All S5 per-
formance! of the world-famous
Oberammergau Passion Play in
1960 have been sold out, the Ba-
varian Economics Ministry an-
nounced. However, German rail-
road and bus companies have
been given special allotments of
tickets that latecomers may be
able to obtain.
Expected to draw 750,000 spec-
tators, the eight-hour Passion
Play will be staged from May to
September next year.
THE FOUR great fathers of
the West are St. Ambrose (MO-
-397), St. Augustine (354-430), St.
Gregory the Great (540-604) and
St. Jerome (340-420).
MEDIC HONORED: Rev. Paul L. O’Connor, S.J.,
president of Xavier University, Cincinnati, presents
the University’s St Francis Xavier Award to Dr.
Thomas A. Dooley, 32. Dr Dooley, a cancer patient,
has been lecturing throughout the U.S. in the cause
of Medico, outgrowth of his original jungleclinic in
Laos, which now operates hospitals in Pakistan, Jordan,
South America and the Caribbean, and Southeast Asia.
Seminarians, Those
Making Holy Hour
Given Indulgences
VATICAN CITY (NC) Two separate decrees of the
Sacred Apostolic Penitentiary have conceded indulgences
to be gained by seminarians and by those who make the
Holy Hour.
Both decrees were published in the most recent “Acta
Apoitolicae Sedis” (Acts of the
Holy See), official organ of the
Holy See, although dated Aug.
13, 1959.
The decree affecting seminar-
iana consists of three prayers,
one each in honor of the three
Persons of the Holy Trinity, to
be said for their parents. A plen-
ary indulgence la attached to re-
citation of the prayers If recited
once daily for a month, and a
partial indulgence of 900 days la
attached to each single recita-
tion.
THE SECOND degree grants
a plenary indulgence to all who
make the Holy Hour—an hour of
prayer in church—on the usual
conditions of confession. Com-
munion and prayers according to
the intention of the Pope.
A translation of the seminar-
ians’ prayers for their parents
contained In the Sacred Apostolic
Penitentiary's decree follows:
• I. To God the Father:
Antiphon: I bend my knees to
the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ.
Response: From whom all
fatherhood in heaven and on
earth receives its name (Eph.
3, 14-15).
Prayer: 0 God, Who hast com-
manded us to honor father and
mother, we pray Thee that our
parents, who humbly serve Thee,
may be immune to every ad-
versity and merit with Jhy help
attainment of eternal reward.
Thou who livest and relgnest for-
ever and ever. Amen.
11. To God the Son:
Antiphon: Let thy father and
thy mother be Joyful.
Response: And let Mr rejoice
that bore thee (Prov. 23, 25).
Prayer: Lord Jesus Christ,
Who, subject to Mary and
Joseph, grew In age, wisdom and
grace: grant we beseech Thee
that, through their merits, while
we guard the divine vocation ac-
cording to Thy designs, we may
learn goodness, discipline and
wisdom, to the exultation and
joy of our parents. Thou who
with the Father and the Holy
Spirit livest and relgnest forever
and ever. Amen.
111. To the Holy Spirit:
Antiphon: The parents of Jesus
took Him to Jerusalem.
Response: To present Him to
the Lord (Luke 2, 22).
Prayer: O Holy Spirit, fill the
hearts of our parents, and make
it so that, by their example,
many faithful may be glad to
give their sons to the Lord, for
the glory of Thy name, for the
welfare of the Church and for
the salvation of souls. Thou who
with the Father and the Son
livest and relgnest forever and
ever. Amen.
THE BECOND decree granting
a plenary Indulgence for making
the Holy Hour is as follows:
To the faithful who, in any
church or public oratory or (for
those who have the legitimate
use of it) private oratory, with
devotion privately observe for an
entire hour the pious devotion
commonly called "Holy Hour,"
recollecting on the Passion and
Death of Our Lord Jesus Christ,
and meditating and venerating
His Immense love which prompt-
ed Him to Institute the divine
Eucharist, there is granted the
plenary indulgence, over and
above the partial Indulgence of
10 years (cf. Enchiridion Indul-
gentiarum, ed. 1952, n. 168), pro-
vided that, having gone to con-
fession and received Communion,
they pray according to the In-
tentions of the Supreme Pontiff.
All things to the contrary not-
withstanding.
NewProvidence Plans
$225,000 Campaign
NEW PROVIDENCE A $225,000 fund drive has
been launched at Our Lady of Peace parish for the purpose
of building anew church and expanding school facilities.
Rev. Peter J. Doherty, pastor, is honorary chairman
of the drive, with Rev. John F. Mee, assistant, as moderator
The general chairman la Jamea
Farrell, aided by Edward Bien,
Peter Maggl and Dr. Frank Ro-
blna.
At preaent, parishioner* attend
Mass In a basement auditorium
of the school, which seats about
400. There are now almost 1,000
families in the pariah, a growth
of 300% since the current plant
was erected In IBM.
The school now accommodates
about 430 children in 10 class-
rooms. It Is planned to expand
its capacity to 16 dasrooms, the
new ones being placed over the
auditorium.
Two meetings have already
been held for the campaign work-
ers. The drive will be divided
Into two phases: (1) a memorial
campaign; (2) a general cam-
paign. A date will soon be an-
nounced at which Archbishop Bo-
land will bless the workers.
VATICAN cmr Is the- small-
est sovereign state in the world
and embraces 10t acres.Cana Calendar
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Holy See Praises Linguists
For Promoting Use of Latin
ROME (NC) The Holy See
has praised an international con-
ference of linguists for promoting
the use of Latin and thus "re-
sisting the dangers of an age too
fond of technology."
The praise came in a message
to the fifth IntcrnaUooal Confer-
ence of Linguists on behalf of
Pope John XXIII, by Cardinal
Tardini, Vatican Secretary of
State. A total of 73 professors
representing 40 European univer-
sides participated in the
ence at the Pontifical Gregorian
University.
The letter hailed Latin as the s
“most noble langnage of Rom-
ans. guardian of an ancient
rich culture, artificer of clear
understanding, elevator of true
humanism and precions hand
oi communion among peoples.”
THE CONFERENCE also
heard an address by Rev. Emilio
Springhetti, S.J., of the univer-
sity’s faculty, on the use of La-
tin there.
Father Springhetti said the
university has about 150 profes-
sors of 22 different nationalities,
and about 2,800 students of 79
nationalities.
He said the babble of lan-
guages in the corridors before
classes turns into harmony in the
classrooms, where "you will hear
one language only, understood
and spoken by everybody.
“Nn ether language,” he cen-
tkmwH, “wooM kin the um
vmUge of tradition, the um
universality placing It klywl
aU aitiooal pride and the tame
atefelaesa with la certain sub-
jects.
"In (act, the whole formula-
tion of scholastic phiosophy, of
theology and of Canon Law has
been made in Latin, and the cor-
responding terminologies in the
national languages being de-
r.ved from the Latin terminology
cannot have the full applica-
bility or authenticity of the orig-
inal."
St. Vincent de Paul
Officers Installed
JERSEY ClTY—Vincent Seely,
newly elected president of the
Particular Council of Jersey City,
St. Vincent de Paul Society, and
his fellow officers were installed
Nov. 11 at a meeting in St. Jos-
eph’s School Hall here.
Other officers are Thomas Mc-
Givern and Leo McGrath, vice
presidents; Edward M. Hickey,
secretary; and George E. Davis,
treasurer. Davis was named
chairman of the salvage bureau
committee, and McGivern, chair-
man of the camp committee.
Rev. Harold Fitzpatrick, pastor
of St. Bridget’s, is spiritual di-
rector.
Holy Trinity Holds
Family Book Sale
PASSAIC A Catholic Family
Book Sale will be held Nov. 15
and 18 in Holy Trinity School
hall here. More than 1,000 books
of all types, including title* for
children, will be on display.
The sale will take place on
Nov. 15 from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and on Nov. 16 from 3:30 to 4-30
and from 7 to 9 p.m.
Far Eastern Faculty
To Attend Meeting
NEWARK Faculty members
and a fellowship student of Seton
Hall University’s Institute of Far
Eastern Studies will attend the
25th annual foreign language con-
ference at New York University
on Nov. 14.
Prime topic for discussion will
be the use of tape-recording lab-
oratories in language studies.
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Get a Whale
of a Lift
33/ 0/
0 •• •
er^fltwJ
'4 /O from day of d.potH
COMPOUNDED
QUARTERLY
EQUITY
SAVINGS
and Loan Assn.
303 Koamy Ay.., Kvarny, N. I
WYman 1-0101
Oally, f-J; Thurtdayl H 7 p.m.
Infant
of Prague
Statues
Eight###
Inch#* ton.
•ooutlfully gowned with hand
d#ocrot#d cap# ond dr#»*. *
Cap#i com# in R#d, Green, Gold,
and Whit#.
Dr#»*#d Infant* $21.00 #och
Dr#tt#d Infant* with
cryitol #y#» $26.00 each
Extra *#t* of Gown* $15.00 #och.
Available by mail only—all postpaid.
Sond ch#cli of menoy order tot
VICTORIA GUILD
137 Kensington Ave.,
Jersey City 4, N. J.
u There Are Really Two Diseases:
Leprosy, And Being A Leper!"
li terrible
enough, (lowly eat-
l»g the body away,
feature by feature
and limb by limb.
But in moil minion
lands, "bring 4 lep-
er" it by for lbt
greater lor I u rt.
Driven auay from oil tbty bo it and love , . . objects of
icreoming horror . . . untreated . . . unbandaged . . . unfed
• . . chased . . . bopelen . . . then victims ort considered
bumon only in ibot they ort allowed lo beep suffering.
toproey Ueelf when treated early can be entirely arreated.
Aad by arreatlng U, mlaaieoarlei are gradually relieving theie
poor aulferera or the cruel agonlea of “being a leper."
Plooit help bring Christ's mercy lo ibt leprous. A dollar's
worth of sulphone orresls on ordinary cose,
ALL GIFTS IMMEDIATELY ACKNOWLEDGED
Send any offering you can, to
Rev. Edward F. Garaacho, S.J., Pro*.
The Catholic Medical Mission Board
,o*pt. A 8 Wo*t 17»h Street New York 11, N. Y.
LONG DISTANCE
MOVING
FLORIDA
aj>*cial\tta
AAA 2-1170
LARGEST household mow
fe Now Jonty offers direct tervioo
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A Wedding Reception
PLAZA HOTEL
JoeriMl Je. Jersey City, N. A
• Sogerier C«Wm
• MWot prim
• Ceretvl attention to detail.
«<•«• Bridal Consultant
Oldfield 3-0100
farting Ifaa
Air Conditioned
EiHmatee cheerfully given
SAVE WHERE
EARNINGS
ARE
s Dividends Compounded
Quarterly
r / - -V^
p '■
k7fT
Up >• 910,00a.
Savings iKilitd
by Nov. ]Jrt>
•orn from th» 1 »f.
Sovo by mail.
Wo pay poiloqo both woy*
ARROW
SAVINGS smi
10AN ASSOCIATION
•2U So Oran<j«* A..>
Newurb J N J
—HOME OWNERS—
Roofing - Siding - Storm Windows by:
KOVER-KRAFT INC.
All work performed In a dependable craftimonllke manner.
r«n y guaranteed and insured. Every homeowner given Individual and
personalized attention. We have many of your friends and fellow
diocesan, in our long list of satisfied customers.
Coll anytime for a Free Estimate
KOVER-KRAFT INC.
(Michael F. Hickey, Owner)
378 BROAD STREET
PI 8-2551
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
PI 8-2551
FINEST NAME BRAND QUALITY
MEN'S, LADIES', CHILDREN'S
IYIAYi?S
And CAPS . . . Also BRIDAL HEADWEAR
DIRECT from FACTORY at LOWEST PRICES
MEN'SGorgoows
LADIES'
Samplo
HATS
$2from
lion Ir Ido
•n, limn. Vo-
AUo for
wmm Vml
lo motch
gowns.
fin**! qualify nowott
•tyUt and colon,
gonuino
<4
FELTS >*|
t
Volum
7.50
For tho CLERGY
WITH DICORUM
•i n*«
MODERN HATTERS
A. B. C. HAT CiNTIKS
FACTORY OUTLET—3I3 3rd St., J.rsey City
FACTORY OUTLET—49O Communlpaw Av«., Jersey City
— OftN Tit * PJU. MON. THRU SAT -
THE FINEST
★ PRIME MEATS
POULTRY
• HAM • BUTTER
• BACON • EGGS
Serving Exclusively
Churches 9 Schools
Hospitals • Institutions
Camps 9 Clubs
PRIDE OF THE STATE
LINCOLN
HOTEL SUPPLY CO., INC
Prim# Meats and Poultry
ROUTE 17 WOOD RIDGE, N. J.
In N. J.: WEbsUr 3-1500 In N. Y.: PEnnsylvania 6.7574
Secure a
LIFE INCOME FOR YOURSELF
while you support our missionary work
Salvo tor lon Inveitment-Grant program provide*
you with an annual ln<oma for Ufa, ranging from
4% to 15%, da ponding on your ago. (So# tabla of
right) .
A ratlramant program may bo worked out on a tingle
or joint bad* through our unique Aga-Crodit feature
to permit an even higher annual Income.
Several plan* are available. One con be tailored te
fit your particular need*. Our program it highly flex-
ible to provide the be«t pottible tax advantage far
you.
i «ut
M
Is
em
Ur M •in y M it. ..wyl.w
TW« h m» .
SOCIITY Of THK
DIVINI SAVIOR
SAIVATOftIAN CENT*
ST. NAZIANZ, WISCONSIN
Society of the Divine Savior
St. Nations, Witte wain
wie tv*
i .
NAME
ADDRESSI.
CITY -ZONE. -STATE.
DATE Of SIRTH- J RESENT AOC-
Developers to Erect Convent
And Rectory at Old Bridge
OLD BRIDGE (PFS)-D«velop.
er* of the 194-house Middip wood
«t • Old Bridge community on
Bentley Are. off Route IS here
will erect s convent and rectory
for anew church now being built
on adjoining property.
Hedy Height* Construction Cos.
of Clifton reports the sale o t six
plots off Barkley Road to St.
Thomas Church, which.is con-
structing anew church building
and school within the Middiewood
property for completion by next
summer. Registrations for the
new school will be limited.
The Middiewood developers,
who offer Cape Cod and split-
level homes, will erect a Cape
Cod as a convent for the nuns and
a split-level house win be built as
a rectory for Father French, the
parish priest. A third lot will be
developed as an access road to
church and school, while the three
remaining plots will be set aside
for future church use.
The convent and rectory will be
completed by Hedy Heights Con-
struction Cos. simultaneously with
the church and school.
The Gape Cod and split-level
dwellings being erected for St.
Thomas Church will be identical
to homes offered at Middiewood
priced from $14,990 to $16,990
on fully-landscaped plots 65 by
100 feet and larger in an area
which has city sewers and all im-
provements.
New Valley Fair Superama
Opens Nov. 10 in Hillsdale
HILLSDALE (PFS) The
Valley Fair food and discount
department center opened Tues-
day, Nov. 10 at 372 Broadway
here with an array of stars and
entertainment to herald the
event.
The grand opening celebration
headlined the international fa-
mous Dancing Waters.
Stars of screen, TV and radio
were on hand throughout the
grand opening. ,
The giant operation, combining
a huge supermarket and a dis-
count center under one roof, is
housed in an impressive Colonial
building and features a paved
parking area for 1,500 cars. The
new Valley Fair will include com-
plete clothing for men, women
and children, cos me tic*, bouse-
ware*, auto supplies, sporting
foods, cameras and dozens of oth-
ers plus a complete food super-
market
BT. ALBERT the Great was
the teacher of St Thomas
Aquinas.
Would Couni Parochial Students
For Public School Subsidies
HARRISBURG (RNS) Pennsylvania’s House of Repre-
sentatives defeated D4 to tt, a bill to count parochial school
pupils- for public school subsidy purposes in tbs state.
Parochial schools would have received nothing in state
funds had the bill been adopted, but the revised system would
have meant more state aid for public schools in Philadel-
phia, Pittsburgh, and other heavily populated centers.
Rural legislators fought and defeated the bill because
their communities would have received little or nothing more
for public education in the state's subsidy program if this
measure had been adopted.
Find City Which
God Destroyed
AMMAN, Jordan HNS)
Ruins believed to be the site ot
ancient Gomorrah, Biblical city
of "brimstooe and fire” and, with
Sodom, centuries-old symbol of
infamy, hare been found 40 feet
below the waters of the Dead Sea.
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MORE HOME
FOR YOUR MONEY
DESIGNED TO FIT
YOUR BUDGET
\dS S
BEAUTIFUL
CUSTOM BUILT 3-BEDROOM
SYLVAN LAKE HOMES
*8,290 COMPLETE
YSAK-BOUND UVWO ta N«w JiiWi moat tauuUful area
, . . ■ nndln nIM with maj.atlc tr*M and ahrubbarr.
ifE*VAN LAJUC • • • ,l *!> ®r Mil tn thl.snc&Jfcii.- hJltzzuj" 10 * * i ho ~
SENSATIONAL FEATURES
•HR®® *WF^r
iS,s.., : "r-s
•wwa*'" ihhk.
SPECIAL SECTION FOR RETIRED PEOPLE
r£!}QQLS S
|Bgl
•«•*« M 0
•■4 m IV.
*- Ml. >«»M
SYLVAN LAKE HOMES
ROUTE No. 9 BAYVILLE. N. J.
Building Homes
Is My Business!
JOOKPH ROSIN SLATY, PRMIDCNT
PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Building homes is my business and as a businessman I build homes for
profit. That’s how I earn my living. But vyhen I sell a home to a family,there’s a lot more at stake for me than simply making a profit. My '
reputation as a builder is part of every house I build. And after building
about 600 homes in the northern New Jersey area in the past 12 years,
1 think my reputation is on a pretty high level. I intend to keep it
that way.
That’s why I’m particularly proud of the new Bi-Level Ranch model
I’ve introduced at Preakness Valley Estates. It’s a good home for the
money, it’s spacious inside and out and the construction is sound and
sturdy. I invite your inspection of the Bi-Level Ranch because I believe
there is no better buy on the market today than these homes.
5*
S
Valley
li-Lsm’
SIANCH
full price $22,500
Two other models available • Side Split II price $23,500 • Front-
to-Bock Split, full price $26,000.
MODELS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK Phone OX 4-2*74
DIRECTIONS: Rout* 46 to Pr*akn*it Avtnuo, turn right onto Rtvorvlow
Drivo to Valloy Rood, th*n right 1 mil* on Valloy Rood to furnished modoli.
CRAFT
DECORATORS
INC
CUSTOM DBAPfBr
MANUfACTUBJBS
NOMI COMMJPCIAI
INSTITUTION
UN 4-6020
Old
Tappan Hill
84 FOOT—7 ROOM
COLONIAL RANCH
on estate sized plots 175 x 144 or larger if desired
*28,500
also Split Levels from $24,500 and Cape Cods from
$21,900, all homes on minimum plots 175 x 144
|9Eg! - HHpfii
Wifi*
• . :•' %'■ • 14?
b.<U *
VUh Ml* fumithid mod l l at Old Tappan Hillt at toon m pottiblo
and iaa tho homa that can apan up • whole naw Ufa far you.
Enter Into the bright, cheery center foyer entrance and on
into luxury roomineaa not uiually found in ranches in thl>
price class. The large living room has a huge picture win
dow overlooking the rear yard offering complete privac?
with a built-in view. Full dining room, extra large kltchei
with brunch area. S generous ilxe bedrooms, g full bath*
Master Bedroom Is IV x ll* and haa a private full bath
of course, finished recreation and entertainment room witl
rear exit to garden, t-Cadillac garage, gas fire heat.
Furnishod By: "Ronald's of Toanock"
V« Mile from St. Plus X Church
Pores* S Westwood Aves.
Old Tappan (Bergen Cos.)
New Jersey
phone
NOrth 6-0744
DIBSCTIONSi St. 4 fa Tttnack M. Taanack, narth an Taanack
Lafaratto Bd., Harrlnatan Park. Cantinua an Lafaratto ad. ta
a** -
' ter* loft ta Wait wood Ava. and tatt ta modal hama.
Bd. which bacomat Waahlnatan A»a. and Schraalanbvrah Bd. to
The Brookslde
6ROOMS
2 BATHS
FULL BASEMENT
LAUNDRY ROOM
3-COAT
PLASTER
WALLS
LUXURY STYLED RANCH MODEL
at OVERLOOK PARK
IN THE EXCLUSIVE ORADELL-L-.tRSON HILL SECTION
SOLDIER HILL ROAO, EMERSON. N. J.
Zs‘4 ?’ * IS’*” living room with panorama window .. . 11'g" all’ din-
ing room . . . extra large actence kitchen with built-in wall oven and
counter top range ... 3 famlly-slxe bedrooma (matter bedroom with
walk-ln cloaet)
... 2 full colored ceramic tile hatha (hall bath with
Formica Vanltory; private bath off matter bedroom with itall
ahower) . . . gatflred hot air heat . . . full Inaulatlon . . . weather-
atrlpped doora and windowi . . . overtired built-in 2-car garage . . .
fully landtcaped plot* 100' x 100' minimum.
Located In a beautiful Hillside setting overlooking the plcturetqiu.
Oradelt Reservoir. Fne schools, complete shopping facilities, conven*
lent commuting to New York are all nearby, and the Hackensack
Country Club Is only a stone's throw away. All utilities,
curbs, sidewalks and roads aro In and paid for.
Bug service to
sumption School
Priced at *24,790and from Ai-
EXCELLENT MORTGAGE
TERMS
X*'- t
I • • *
IXHliri HOME OPEN DAILY A EVES. TO • P. M.
DIRECTIONS: Goo. Washington Bridge about I mllot on RL 4 to Kin-
dorbaMk Rd., River Edge. Right (north) «s Klnderknmock Rd. to
•rtdlor HIU Rd, OradcU. Loft on SokUor HUI Rd. (Hachonoock Golf
■) approu. H atllo to Munaoy Rd, then right to Overlook
Builders
JOSEPH PIMEHI
A SAMUEL SALTZ
I MINUns PROM OARDEN STATE PARKWAY EXIT lAS Arthur WlHlomson Cos.
CLASSIFIED
Deadline for Classified Ads Monday 12 Noon
MUSICAL INSTITUTI
Baldwin
Pianos—Organs
Harrington Consola
t>y
Hardman Peck
..
Franck Provtoc. R»c
New Spinet s4o3
Noble's
TSS MaliPst'.. ’IS k.naark
Nur HU. 4. rr*. Parklnf
Opaa Mon. Than. Frl. 1U •
DI 2-2101
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
PLUMBING—HIATINO
MICHAEL T BAUDERMANN, INC.
PLUMBING AND HEATING
ISI WILLIAM ST.. NEWARK S
MA K 7407
SAFES
NEW AND USED SAFES
ALL TTPK
VaulU SmiU. Sold aa4 Rapalrad
■a*B latarlora mad* Is apactflaatiaaa.
All klada al Fireproof asulpmapl <ai
UuUtutlona. Industry. Raaldaaaa
MArrrr-a kkt shop <a«t isist
UTS a Grand SI.. ClUabath. N. J.
kl aiaoi
ELECTRICAL WORK
WIRING FOR HOME AND FACTORY~
BARRY ELECTRIC
RELIGIOUS OOODS
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
THE Mnaar-T « SHOP
St« Rldsa Road. Lyadhural
tap*. Rita ThaalraJ
Dally 1 la a— S Is S
REALTORS
UNION COUNTY
Oar aayarlaaoa la yaw yrslacUaa. Lai as
■arraasdla* araa. “ • •
Tb Bay ar BaU Call aa
JOHN P. McMAHON
Mm'&UJF ““
hats for Solo
BLOOMFIELD
EUS Mra. SteDaaakL ED MKt
Root bhrtt for Solo
CHATHAM
Cha ratal S bad room houoe. eicelleal
rondltlon. wall to wall aarpotlna, jalou-
eled porch, comptatalr modarn. full*
equipped 0 1 kitchen. Acroaa el reel
from 11. Patrlrk'a church and achool.
Cloaa to train, hue. ehoplna- Low SOe
Mr S-TSdT.
CRANFORD
rr» unusual
You'll bo happy one* you poo lh!«
nlcoly llalod
1 FAMU.Y PLUS HOME
to convenient to tooro yot to retldtn
Hal. 4Vt room kid floor iportmont with
connection IVt room tulle tor your ro-
tation. RELATED FAMILY LIVING
FLUE INCOME.
CALL NOW
O. E. HOWLAND nil * WOO
II Earn man St Cranford. N. J.
RIDGEWOOD
Madjaatiii Inn bhcUUiii
McCANN • WEBBE
oLiver 2-0883
OPEN WEEKENDS
MAHWAH
MAHWAH
Mchoch'i oicoUcat Mrwtdil cchool
ijTBT jf
E£^2g?l£»/5
BmH la Um county,
i to Um Doa Boot#
. ud Um ccnool
nr Iwa cod
MOUNTAIN VIEW
HiSf
YOUR OWN ACRE
'
j
'zr„
PCo'
THE DATOR AGENCY
OPM M UK W MB
ON Tim MAHWAH VOXAOB I
OIKN RIDGE
NKAT COLONIAL, rtnlir hall; apacloua
Uvliu room with fireplace. nook and
lavatory oa lit floor; 3 bodrooma. Iliad
bath, alall ahowar ampla cloaala. Daap
(dap yard Idaal for rhildran. 3 car
laraia; abort walk Holy Nana Church,
arade achool; buaaa to Itrlck Church.
Newark. Priced In low UOa.
BERNARD WERBEL Baallor
Ml Blfd. Are.. Bloomfield PI 3 3*3a
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD AND
-
VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUT-OF-TOWN EBB
OVER JOO MUI.TIIM.E LISTINGS
MTHENS REAL ESTATE (11. MOM
IM franklin Ava.. Rid(r»ood
INGSOPEN 1 DAYS AND EVEN I
RIDGEWOOD
BUY NOW
SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR
TRADE-IN PLAN
We will Hit your houM lor' nil, of
ronaidor buying 11. li you ourchaae an-
other houH through our otflro. Lot
uo know your reoulromonla. Evening#
end llolldoya call Myg. Kelly WE IML
Mr. GaUaghor. NO 7 3070.
STANLEY JOHNSON
Raaltor
APARTMENT TO LET APARTMENT TO LET
CAST ORANGE. N. J.
NOW LEASING FOR
JANUARY OCCUPANCY
44 SOUTH MUNN AVE.
I.uxurtoua new 3.4, and 3 room apartmenta , . . COMPLETELY AIR.
CONDITIONED; NEWEST GENERAL ELECTRIC UNIT* WITH INDI-
VIDUAL ROOM CONTROLS . . . Allelecutc kitchen. with bulll-ln oven,
countar-top range, 11 ru. (I. ralrlarralora with top fraaaar, (llahwaahar
(all la rotor) , . . modern hlgh-apeed alavatora . . . too". PARKING; AMPLE
TREE PARKING AREAS; COVERED PARKING FACILITIES 17 additional
3 ROOMS (I Bedroom; 5139
4 ROOMS (I Bedroom.; SIU
5 ROOMS (3 Bedroom., a Balha) SMS
RENTAL orPICE ON PREMISES
OPEN 11 A M TO 7 P M. INCLUDING SUNDAYS
ORANGE 4 7144 EVER . ORANOI I4UI
REE OUR PURNISHED MODEL APARTMENT
DECORATED BY JOHN WALDRON. NEW YORK CITY
DIRECTIONS EROM NEWARK
BV CAR; Straight out Central Ava to Munn. turn right aa Mona ti blech.
BY BUS; Taka No. 31 to Munn Ava.. walk 00. 114 blorka to property or *lkO
No, S4 or 44 Bua to Central and Munn Avee, walk M block north to proper!/.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE WEST CALDWIu
*
HEIGHT OF LUXURY
HIGH VIEW
WEST CALDWELL, N. J.
Located in ■ choice residential area of Weal CaidweU. eommiinding a
magnificent view of iho surrounding country aide. (lose at uaf aro CaldwoQ
ColUii for Women. Mount St. I>ominlc*a Academy. St. Hlflidin Chunk mam
School, shopping centera and eacellent transportation.
CUSTOM QUALITY COLONIAL
2-STORY AND RANCH HOMES
3 lo J BEOROOMS, 2V, BATHS, 2-CAR GARAGES
CITY SEWERS 4 All UTILITIES IN & PAID FOR
PRICED PROM
$26,300
LIBERAL MORTGAGE FINANCING
SOME HOMES AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
MODEL HOME OPEN DAILY AND WEEKENDS
rROM 10 A. M. TILL DARK
DIRECTIONS: Bloomfield ova. to Lane ava.. Weal Cate well tel Ctttaa
!3l, ‘SLwi£io*W U£Steiur' *•** ** L *“ whleh b «°»— Rumnrnaood a*.
REAL ESTATE SECTION
'Another Harmer Project'
CLIFTON (PFS) . —"Another
s*™ project,” ■ byword mthe building industryfor the put
JO yews, has become the trade-
mark of builder Harold Kramer
here.
Active in the Kramer Lumber
end Supply Cos. of Clifton and cur-
rently president of the Home
Builders Association of Northern
New Jersey, Kramer has erected
thousand* of hornet tod apart-
menu throughout the State over
the past decade.
A native of Passaic, where he
•till resides and actively partici-
pates in philanthropic work, Kra-
mer got his start in the building
business in 1939 when he con-
structed a 60-unit F.H.A.-insured
garden-type apartment in Clifton.
The apartment was one of the
SUte’a first F.H.A. insured rental
projects to go up after the de-
pression.
In 1941 he erected a war-hous-
ing project in North Arlington
followed by the construction of
two-, four- and six-family housing
unite throughout the State during
•nd after World War I. Kramer
later engaged heavily in the con-
struction of government-insured
60S garden-apartment projects
throughout Bergen, Passaic and
Essex Counties.
The Clifton builder and lumber
company executive entered the
residential development field in
1950 and shortly thereafter was
born the "Another Harmer Proj-
ect” trademark with which he
has been associated for the past
10 years. Since that time Kramer
has erected more than 5,500
homes priced from *10,500 to *50,-
000 in communities throughout
the State. Included are such ma-
jor developments as:
Swimming River Acres in West
Long Branch, New Woodland
Park in Raritan Township, Roll-
ing Ridge in Ramsey, Roiling
Rldgo in Hillsdale and Rolling
Ridge in Creaskin, Longview and
Longview North In Harrington
Park, Roedel Cottage Park in
Paramos. Haddonfield Manor in
Clifton, Skyline Heights fat Has-
brouck Heights, and Emerson
Park In Emerson.
Two developments currently mt-
der construction and highlighted
by the Kramer organisation are
the Longview and Longview North
tracts on Lafayette Ave. off
Schraalenburgh and Knickerbock-
er Roads in Harrington Park.
At Longview, Kramer is associ-
ated with Vincent Cucchiara in
construction of 113 luxury ranch,
split-level and two-story homes
priced from *30,650. Beir-Hlgglns
Realty Associates of Saddle River
serve as sales consultante.
Winner of the Practical Builder
"Oscar,” the building industry’s
highest award, the Longview
community is well under way—-
with more than 25 families cur-
rently residing there. Another 20
homes are being readied for de-
livery through the late Fall and
into the winter.
The Longview North tract—lo-
cated about a quarter mile above
Longview—U being developed by
Kramer in association with Mi-
chael Scrofanl. Lester Handels-
man and Cos., Teaneck realtor, is
sales agent.
Harold Kramer
Pictured above is the "Lexington," now being featured of the award winning Longview
development.
Pictured below Is the "Longview" alto featured at the Longview development in Har-
rington Park. The award winning development is located a short distance from Our
Lady of Victories Church and school.
New Model at
Longview N.
HARRINGTON PARK (PFS)—
fttniUMd Sherwood, a six-
rooa, two-bath nwaihio ranch
■>odel priced from $28,900, melon
its debut thia weekend at the 23
bonae Longview North community
oo Lafayette Road off Schraalen-
borgh and Knickerbocker P"iili
hero. Lester Handelsman aad Cos
of Teaaeck serves as sales agent.
Longview North la being devel-
oped as another Harmer Project
by Harold Kramer in
with Michael ScroCani. The bond-
ers offer the homes on wooded,
fully-landscaped plots 100 by us
feet and larger.
Homes can be purchased with
liberal conventional financing
terms for late fall and winter de-
livery dates.
Rudolph L. Novak. Clifton ar-
chitect, designed the Sherwood
mezxanlne ranch model which
has an exterior of cedar shakes
and partial brick.
A covered entry with brick
planter leads into a ground-level
foyer with sliding-door guest clos-
et Up one level overlooking the
foyer is an 18 by 15 wrought iron
railed living room with picture
window, an 11-1/2 by U dining
room with double window, and a
13 by 12-1/2 kitchen with breakfast
area, door leading to the yard,
built-in wall oven and counter-
top range, dishwasher, broom
closet, hardwood cabinets in natu-
ral finish, and Formica work
counter.
The bedroom wing on the same
level includes a 15 by 12 master
bedroom with an adjoining col-
ored ceramic tile bath with stall
shower, a 12 by 11 second bed-
room, a 12 by 10 third bedroom,
and a second ceramic tile bath
with built-in Formica vanitory,
linen closet, full wall mirror, and
tub with shower. A second linen
closet is just off the bath in the
hall.
The lower level of the house
Just off the foyer includes an op-
tional 28-1/2 by 14 family room, a
12 by 9 utility room with laundry
tub, and a 25-1/2 by 22-1/2 2-car
garage. The garage has an entry
into a lower level hall. I
Rolling Ridge
Opens New
Development
WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP
(PFS)—Rolling Ridge at Wash-
ington Township, a community of
71 split-level and ranch homes on
Cleveland Ave. off Washington
Ave. between Forest Ave. and
Pascack Road, is being opened
this weekend as another Harmer
Project by Harold Kramer in as-
sociation with Richard Zamora.
Belr-Higglns Realty Associates
of Saddle River servo as sales
consultants for the homes, which
are priced from $31,490.
The homes win be available
with minimum down payment
conventional financing terms for
late winter delivery dates.
The builders also developed
Rolling Ridge at Ramsey, Rolling
Ridge at Hillsdale, and are cur-
rently erecting a 90-house com-
munity known as Rolling Ridge at
CresskUl.
The homes at Washington
Township are offered on fully
landscaped plots one • quarter
acre and larger, with some lots
running si deep is 100 feet.
Miking its debut this weekend
will be the Berkshire split-level
model with seven rooms and 1-1/2
baths. The Sherwood ranch mod-
el will be ready for public show-
ing next weekend.
His Berkshire has an exterior
of optional brick and cedar shin-
gles and is available in five ex-
terior front elevations from plans
by architect Rudolph L. Novak of
Clifton. It was furnished by
Grssnbaum Brothers of Paterson.
Entry is up a stoop with over-
hang. The main level has s 21 by
13-1/2 living room with Colonial
picture window and an optional
brick fireplace with hearth. 11-1/2
by 11-1/2 dining room with twin
windows, and a 12-1/2 by U-l/2
kitchen with twin • windowed
breakfast area. The kitchen also
has a built-in wall over and a
countertop range with exhaust
fan, red brick cabinets and For-
mica counter top.
The upper level includes three
bedrooms and a bath with entry
from either the hall or master
bedroom. This level baa a 14 by
11-1/2 matter bedroom with two
closets, an 11-1/2 by 10 second
bedroom and a 10 by 10 third bed-
room with sliding-door closets,
and a bath with vanity, sliding-
door medicine cabinet and a tub
with shower.
At the present time parochial
school children in Washington
township attend St Andrew's In
Westwood.
Pictured above is the new Our Lady of Victories school in
Harrington Pork, a short distance from the Longview and
Longview North developments.
SALK REPRESENTATIVES: Pictured above are members of
Bier-Higgin's Realty Firm, real estate and sales consultants.
Bier-Higgins represents most of the Harmer projects as sales
representatives From left are Jack Hiller, a product of Ford-
ham and Manhattan in New York and a graduate of John
Marshall Law School Dick Higgins, a partner in the firm,
is a lawyer, home builder, and real estate executive. He at-
tended St. Peter's Prep and College as well as William and
Mary Law School in Virginia. Jack levin is a graduate of
Seton Hall, which he attended on a track scholarship. Jack
was a member of the m[?]e relay "wonder team" which
brought many records to the Hall. Brooks Nash joined Bier-
Higgins in 1958 - after many successful years in the auto-
motive business. Not present for the picture was Charles
Bier, the other partner in the firm. He is an accountant and
graduate of N.Y.U.
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